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Abstract

This thesis considers a series of experimental and numerical investigations of self-pulsing

in fibre lasers with a gain section and an absorber section via a mechanism known as Q-

switching. In the context of an all-fibre laser, experimentally, we consider a Fabry-Pérot

resonator with sectional gain and absorption and their interaction while, numerically,

we investigate in detail at the Yamada ordinary differential equation model for the laser

describing its intensity, gain, and absorption.

We first consider the interactions between an Erbium doped fibre as the gain section

and several lengths of Thulium doped absorber section, which has a relatively faster

relaxation time. Through comprehensive experiments and numerical computations we

demonstrate two distinct ways in which Q-switched pulses are born, with a subsequent

path from regular to irregular pulsing. The observed dynamics are interpreted in terms

of bifurcations of equilibria and periodic orbits. Specifically, we examine the coefficient

of absorption of the Thulium doped fibre and study how the efficiency of its saturation

depends on the physical length of the absorber section that initiates the Q-switching

process. We find that the length of the absorber section has a significant effect on its

saturation and, as a consequence, the mechanism of the onset of Q-switched pulses.

Additionally, we report observed hysteresis and multi-stable dynamics for a range of

absorber lengths for which the laser evolves along two different operational paths during

up-scans and down-scans over ranges of the input pump. This bistable region is close to

the switch between the two mechanisms for the onset of Q-switched pulse.

We also investigate all the cases of gain and absorber decaying on different time

scales. An overall bifurcation structure is presented by showing how the two-parameter

bifurcation diagram in the plane of pump strength versus decay rate of the gain changes

with the ratio between the two decay rates. In total, there are ten cases BI to BX

of qualitatively different two-parameter bifurcation diagrams, which we present with

an explanation of the transitions between them. Moreover, we show for each of the

associated eleven cases of structurally stable phase portraits (in open regions of the

parameter space) a three-dimensional representation of the organisation of phase space
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by the two-dimensional manifolds of saddle equilibria and saddle periodic orbits. The

overall bifurcation structure constitutes a comprehensive picture of the exact nature of

the observable dynamics, including multi-stability and excitability, which we expect to be

of relevance for recent and future experimental work on Q-switching lasers with different

kinds of saturable absorbers.

Finally, we demonstrate experimentally for the first time excitability in an all-fibre

laser with saturable absorber experimentally; this is supported by careful numerical con-

siderations. Experiments and numerical investigations are carried out to characterise

the influence of properties of pulse perturbations on the generation of the excitatory

responses of our Q-switched all fibre laser.
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points BT of Bogdanov-Takens and DH of degenerate Hopf bifurcation.

The gray arrows indicate the two regimes in Fig. 3 with crossings of the

Hopf and homoclinic curves, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77

3.2.21 Time traces for Eq. (2.13): (a) A = 1.1 and B = 0.01, (b) A = 1.30 and

B = 0.01, and (c) A = 1.1 and B = 0.03. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78

3.3.22 Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency

and width for an absorber length LB of 0.71 m. Panel (a) shows the up-

scan of Pin while (b) shows the down-scan of Pin ; colour-bar indicates

number of detected pulses (see text for details). The red dashed-dotted

lines indicate detected transitions through a Hopf bifurcation for up and

down-scans respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82

3.3.23 Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency

and width for an absorber length LB of 0.74 m. Panel (a) shows the up-

scan of Pin while (b) shows the down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates

number of detected pulses (see text for details). The red dashed-dotted

lines indicate detected transitions through a Hopf bifurcation for up and

down-scans respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83

3.3.24 Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency

and width for an absorber length LB of 0.76 m. Panel (a) shows the up-

scan of Pin while (b) shows the down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates

number of detected pulses (see text for details). The red dashed-dotted

lines indicate detected transitions through a Hopf bifurcation for up and

down-scans respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84

3.3.25 Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency

and width for an absorber length LB of 0.79 m. Panel (a) shows the up-

scan of Pin while (b) shows the down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates

number of detected pulses (see text for details). The red dashed-dotted

lines indicate detected transitions through a Hopf bifurcation for up and

down-scans respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
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3.3.26 Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.76m and for up-scan of Pin at

(a1) 70 mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1)

70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3) 230 mW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86

3.3.27 Mean distribution curves showing up-scan (red dots) and down-scan (or-

ange dots) and similarly for for LB=0.71 m (a1) and LB=0.76 m (a2)

respectively. In both cases, a hysteresis loop formed and the red dashed

line indicates onset of q-switching for both LB. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86

3.3.28 Experimental bifurcation diagram in the (Pin, LB)-plane, showing re-

gions 1 (off), 2 (stable Q-switching), and 3 (irregular pulsing) as well

as the pulsing threshold (red and blue dots), pump ranges for observed

bistable laser operation (peach bars ) and the transition to irregular

pulsing (green and grey bars), determined for LB values of 0.21, 0.32,

0.41, 0.53, 0.61, 0.66, 0.69, 0.74, 0.76, 0.78, 0.81, 1.02, 1.25, and 1.48 m. 87

3.3.29 Numerical simulation of the up and down-scans in A. Shown here is the

average output Intensity I which forms a hysteresis loop for B = 0.01. 88

4.1.1 Sketches of the bifurcation diagram of type BI in the (A, γ)-plane with

phase portraits for the nine open regions, shown in the (G, I)-plane

where the third direction is always attracting. Invariant objects are at-

tracting equilibria (filled diamond), saddle equilibria (hollow diamond),

attracting periodic orbits (boldface circle) and saddle periodic orbits

(thin circles). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93

4.1.2 The nine phase portraits projected onto the (G, I)-plane showing equi-

libria (blue and red diamonds) and periodic orbits (blue and red curves),

one-dimensional manifolds (dark grey curves) and selected trajectories

(light grey curves); attracting objects are blue and saddle objects are

red. Figures do not have the same scale. The chosen parameters are

listed in Table 4.1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95

4.1.3 Phase portrait in region 2 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting

equilibrium o (blue diamond), saddle equilibria p and q (red diamonds),

manifolds W u(p) (red curve), W s(q) (blue curve), W s(p) (blue surface)

and W u(q) (red surface); see Table 4.1 for parameter values. . . . . . . 96
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4.1.4 Phase portrait in region 3 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting

equilibria o and q (blue diamond), saddle equilibrium p (red diamond),

saddle periodic orbit Γ×1 (black curve) and manifolds W ss(q) (blue curve)

and W u(p) (red curve). Panel (a1) shows the surfaces W s(Γ×1 ) (light blue

surface) and W u(Γ×1 ) (red surface) and panel (a2) also shows W s(p)

(dark blue surface); see Table 4.1 for parameter values. . . . . . . . . . 98

4.1.5 Phase portraits in region 4 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting

equilibria o,q (blue diamond), saddle equilibrium p (red diamond) and

manifold W ss(q) (blue curve). Also shown are the surfaces W s(p) (blue

surface); see Table 4.1 for parameter values. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99

4.1.6 Phase portrait in region 5 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting

equilibria o and q (blue diamond), saddle equilibrium p (red diamond),

attracting periodic orbit Γa2 (blue curve), saddle periodic orbit Γ×1 (black

curve) and manifolds W u(p) (red curve) and W ss(q) (blue curve). Also

shown are surfaces W s(p) (dark blue surface), W s(Γ×1 ) (light blue sur-

face) and W u(Γ×1 ) (red surface); see Table 4.1 for parameter values. . . 99

4.1.7 Phase portrait in region 6 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attract-

ing equilibrium o (blue diamond), saddle equilibria q and p (red dia-

mond), attracting periodic orbit Γa2 (blue curve) and manifolds W u(p)

(red curve) and W s(q) (blue curve). Also shown are surfaces W s(p) (blue

surface) and W u(q) (red surface); see Table 4.1 for parameter values. . 100

4.1.8 Phase portrait in region 7 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the saddle equi-

libria o and p (red diamond), attracting periodic orbit Γa2 (blue curve),

saddle periodic orbit Γ×1 (black curve) and manifolds W u(o) (red curve)

and W s(q) (blue curve). Also shown are surfaces W u(q) (red surface)

and W ss(Γa2) (blue surface); see Table 4.1 for parameter values. . . . . 101

4.1.9 Phase portrait in region 8 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attract-

ing equilibrium q (blue diamond), saddle equilibrium o (red diamond),

attracting periodic orbit Γa2 (blue curve), saddle periodic orbit Γ×1 (red

curve) and manifolds W u(o) (red curve), W ss(q) (blue curve). Also

shown are surfaces W s(Γ×1 ) (blue surface) and W u(Γ×1 ) (red surface);

see Table 4.1 for parameter values. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
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4.1.10 Phase portraits in region 9 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting

equilibrium q (blue diamond), saddle equilibrium o (red diamond) and

manifolds W u(o) (red curve), W ss(q) (blue curve); see Table 4.1 for

parameter values. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103

4.2.11 A sketch of the σ-line (top) indicating the relative positions of all bi-

furcation cases BI–BX with values chosen for the computed images in

Fig. 4.2.13; identified values of the associated transitions are listed and

indicated on the actual σ-line (bottom). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104

4.2.12 Sketches of bifurcation diagrams in the (A, γG)-plane of generic cases BII

to BVIII, and transitions BV–VI and BVI–VII, with phase portraits

for the two new regions 10 and 11; compare with Fig. 4.1.1. . . . . . . 106

4.2.13 Computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane of case BII at σ=1.0670

in panel (a) and for case BIII at σ = 1.0697 in panel (b). Shown are

curves S of saddle-nodes of equilibria (dark grey), T of transcritical

(black), D of saddle-node of periodic orbits (green), H of Hopf bifur-

cations (red) and L of homoclinic bifurcations (blue). Along the curve

SQ (light grey) the saddle quantity is zero. Also shown are points of

codimension-two bifurcations, namely points of generalised Hopf (GH),

neutral-saddle homoclinic (NH), Cusp (C) and Bogdanov-Takens (BT)

bifurcations. Inserts (a2) and (b2) show enlargements of the respective

shaded regions, and inserts (a3) and (b3) show the bifurcation curves

plotted relative to curve H in the region bounded by the vertical yellow

lines in (a2) and (b2), respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107

4.2.13 (continued). Computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane for case

BIV at σ = 1.0700 in panels (c) and for case BV at σ = 1.1150 in panels

(d). Here insert (c3) shows curves relative to H, while insert (d3) shows

curves relative to L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108

4.2.13 (continued). Computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane case

BV–VI at σ = 1.1218 in panels (e) and for case BVI at σ = 1.1490 in

panels (f). Here insert (e3) shows curves relative to L, while insert (f3)

shows curves relative to H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109

4.2.13 (continued). Computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane of

transition BVI–VII at σ = 1.1493 in panels (g) and for case BVII at

σ = 1.1500 in panels (h). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110
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4.2.13 (continued). Computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane of case

BVIII at σ = 1.1550. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111

4.2.14 The two phase portraits in regions 10 and 11 projected onto the (G, I)-

plane, showing equilibria (blue and red diamonds) and periodic orbits

(blue and red curves); attracting objects are blue and saddle objects are

red. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113

4.2.15 Phase portrait in region 10 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting

equilibria o and q (blue diamond), saddle equilibrium p (red diamond),

attracting periodic orbit Γa2 (blue curve), saddle periodic orbits Γ×1 (red

curve) and Γ×3 (red curve) and manifolds W ss(q) (blue curve) and W u(o)

(black curve). Panel (a1) shows the surfaces W s(Γ×1 ) (teal surface),

W s(Γ×3 ) (light blue surface), W u(Γ×1 ) (red surface) and W u(Γ×3 ) (red

surface), panel (a2) also shows W s(p) (dark blue surface); see Table 4.1

for parameter values. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114

4.2.16 Phase portrait in region 11 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attract-

ing equilibria o (blue diamond), saddle equilibria p, q (red diamond),

attracting periodic orbit Γa2 (blue curve), saddle periodic orbit Γ×3 (red

curve) and manifolds W s(q) (blue curve) and W u(p) (black curve). Also

shown are the surfaces W s(p) (dark blue surface), W s(Γ×3 ) (light blue

surface), W u(Γ×3 ) (red surface); see Table 4.1 for parameter values. . . 115

4.2.17 Computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, σ)-plane. Shown in panel (a1)

are the surfaces S of saddle-node (dark grey) and T of transcritical

(black) bifurcations, which meet at the point ST and are curves in pro-

jection; also shown are the curves BT of Bogdanov-Takens (teal), GH

of generalised Hopf (yellow), and C of cusp (black) bifurcations, and

the intersection curve H∩L (purple), which end at the point BT0. The

σ-range of bifurcation case BIX in between the point BT0 and ST is

shaded, and insert (a2) shows an enlargement of the shaded region near

the point BT0. Panel (b) shows the computed bifurcation diagram in

the (A, γG)-plane of case BVIII at σ = 1.1704, with the curves S (dark

grey), T (black), D (green), H (red), L (blue) and SQ (light grey) and

the codimension-two points GH, C and BT; compare with Fig. 4.2.13(i). 116
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4.2.18 Three parameter bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG, σ)-space for A ∈
[5.50, 7.00], γG ∈ [0, 0.40] and σ ∈ [0.85, 1.14]. Panels (a) to (c) show

a successive build-up of the bifurcation diagram, consisting of surfaces

of codimension-one and curves of codimension-two bifurcations. The

surfaces and curves are rendered from the highlighted curves and points

for fixed σ. Panel (a) shows the surfaces S of saddle-node bifurcations

(light grey) and H of Hopf bifurcations (red), which meet along the

curve of Bogdanov-Takens (BT) bifurcations (teal) curve; also shown is

the curve GH of generalised Hopf bifurcations (yellow). Panel (b) also

shows the surface L of homoclinic bifurcations (blue), which intersects

the surface H along the curve H∩L (white); also shown is the curve NH

of neutral saddle homoclinics (green). Panel (c) also shows the surface T

of transcritical bifurcations (dark grey) and its intersection curve H∩T

(cream) with H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122

5.2.1 The two cases of a topological equivalent mechanisms for excitability [?].

The focus here is on the saddle-loop mechanism as it is the basis of ex-

citability in our laser system, similar to the phase portraits in Fig. 4.1.1

of section 4.1. The difference here is that the invariant plane I = 0 is

now vertical as it corresponds to the vertical line W ss(o). In panel (a1),

the two branches of the unstable manifold W u(p) of the saddle equilib-

rium p form a smooth invariant closed curve, while in panel (b1) the two

branches of W u(p) come back on the same side of the attracting equilib-

rium o. Stable nodes and saddle points are represented by blue diamonds

and red diamonds respectively and the excitability threshold is defined

by the manifold W s(p). Panels (a1) and (b1) also show the response

of sub-threshold and above threshold perturbations on the dynamics of

the laser system when it is excitable. Panels (a2) and (a3), (b2) and

(b3) show the respective phase portraits at and past the saddle-node

bifurcation of equilibria on a limit cycle and saddle-loop/ homoclinic

bifurcations, respectively, Sub-threshold perturbations (dashed purple

curve) show to the system quickly returns to the equilibrium o (solid pur-

ple curve) while an above threshold perturbation (dashed green curve)

across W s(p), shows the system performing a large excursion (solid green

curve) along W u(p) to end at the equilibrium point o. . . . . . . . . . . 131
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5.2.2 Experimental schematic. ISO: Optical isolator; WDM: 1550/980 wave-

length division multiplexer; PD: 5 GHz Photodiode; FBG1 and FBG2:

Bragg-gratings with reflectivities as shown. The cavity includes an

Er doped fibre section and a Thulium doped fibre section of length

LB = 1.48 m. Also present are a secondary 980 nm CW semiconductor

laser diode and an iXblue NIR-MX-LN-10 intensity Mach-Zehnder mod-

ulator (MZM), which modulates the secondary CW signal to generate a

sequence of pulse perturbations PertG[t]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 133

5.3.3 Laser output response to a sub-threshold perturbation. The red curve is

the perturbation pulse PertG[t] with Amppert = 0.075 W. No excitatory

response is recorded. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 134

5.3.4 Laser output response to an above-threshold perturbation. The red

curve is the perturbation pulse PertG[t] with Amppert = 0.099 W and

the blue curve is the excitatory response. Notice that the peak power

of the excitatory response (6.8 W) is several magnitudes larger than the

peak power of the pulse perturbation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 134

5.3.5 Time traces showing pulse perturbations with their corresponding exci-

tatory responses at various Amppert values. Panels (a1) to (a4) illustrate

how the number of excitatory responses increases to match every pulse

perturbation as Amppert is increased. Panels (a1) to (a4) show times

traces for PertG[t] at Amppert values of 0.78 W, 0.085 W, 0.091 W and

0.99 W, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135

5.3.6 Ratio of the excitatory response event to perturbation events over a

range of Amppert. This is an estimate of how efficiently a perturbation

gives rise to an excitatory response; an efficiency of 1 means that for

every perturbation event there is an associated excitatory response event.

A set of 1000 pairs of response and perturbation events were recorded

at each value of Amppert. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 136

5.3.7 Time trace in a 600µs window showing the evolution of the mean de-

lay between the a pulse perturbation event and and its corresponding

excitatory response event, synchronized on the triggering pulse. The

colour bar shows the range for Amppert. For increasing pulse pertur-

bation intensity, the excitatory response shifts to the left with a stable

peak power. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137
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5.4.8 Evolution of the mean delay between the a perturbation event and an

excitatory response event as input perturbation peak power ( AmpPert)

increases. The delay decreases because perturbation that are sufficiently

high and far above the excitability threshold by passes the slow-flux

region close to W s(p) and quickly performs the large excursion thats

constitutes the excitatory response. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139

5.5.9 Computed bifurcation diagram of case BI in the (A, γG)-plane for the

experimental fibre laser with σ = 18.125. Shown are curves SN of saddle-

nodes of equilibria (dark grey), T of transcritical (black), D of saddle-

node of periodic orbits (green), H of Hopf bifurcations (red) and L of ho-

moclinic bifurcations (blue). Along the curve SQ (light grey) the saddle

quantity is zero. Also shown are points of codimension-two bifurcations,

namely points of neutral-saddle homoclinic (NH) and Bogdanov-Takens

(BT) bifurcations. Insert (a2) shows an enlargement of the shaded re-

gion close to the lasing threshold T showing the excitable region (region

2) and the Q-switching region (region 7) for γG = 5.7975× 10−4. . . . . 141

5.5.10 Phase portrait in region 2 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting

equilibrium o (blue diamond), saddle equilibria p and q (red diamonds),

manifold W u(p) (red curve) and an above threshold trajectory PerttrajG

(cyan curve) that follows the manifold W u(p) in phase space and ends

up at o; see Table 4.1 for parameter values. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142

5.5.11 Phase portrait in region 2 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting

equilibrium o (blue diamond), saddle equilibria p and q (red diamonds),

manifolds W u(p) (red curve), W s(p) (blue surface) and an above thresh-

old trajectory PerttrajG (cyan curve) that follows the manifold W u(p) in

phase space and ends up at o. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143

5.5.12 Phase portrait in region 2 showing an enlargement of the (G,Q, I)-space

close to the saddle equilibrium p; shown are the attracting equilibrium o

(blue diamond), saddle equilibria p (red diamond), manifolds W u(p) (red

curve) and W s(p) (blue surface). Also shown are trajectories as a result

of three different Amppert from o namely Perttraj 1
G with Amppert = 0.1,

Perttraj 2
G with Amppert = 0.2 and Perttraj 3

G with Amppert = 0.3. Perttraj 3
G

follows W u(p) in phase space and finally ends up at o. . . . . . . . . . 144
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5.6.13 Time trace of Eq. (5.1) showing a sub-threshold pulse perturbation with

Amppert = 0.2 (orange) with no excitatory response (blue) is recorded.

Here, the pulse perturbation intensity Amppert (orange) is below the

excitable threshold and hence insufficient to generate an excitatory re-

sponse. This corresponds to the dynamics of Perttraj 2
G illustrated in of

Fig. 5.5.12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145

5.6.14 Time trace of Eq. (5.1) showing an above-threshold pulse perturba-

tion; Amppert = 0.3 (orange) has a corresponding excitatory response

(teal). Here, Amppert is above the excitable threshold and hence suf-

ficient enough to generate an excitatory response from the laser. This

corresponds to the dynamics of Perttraj 3
G illustrated in of Fig. 5.5.12 . . 146

5.6.15 Time traces of Eq. (5.1) showing pulse perturbations (orange) with

their corresponding excitatory responses (teal) at various Amppert values.

Panels (a1) to (a5) illustrate how the number of excitatory responses in-

creases to match every pulse perturbation as Amppert is increased. Pan-

els (a1) to (a4) show times traces for PertG[t] at Amppert values of 0.23,

0.255, 0.257, 0.263 and 0.275 respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 147

5.6.16 Time traces showing a numerically simulation of Eq. (5.1). It illustrates

the evolution of the mean delay between the a pulse perturbation event

(orange) and and its corresponding excitatory response event (teal). As

Amppert increases from 0.27 to 0.35 in steps of 0.01, the excitatory re-

sponse shifts to the left. This is similar to the experimental result of

Fig. 5.3.7. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148

5.6.17 Evolution of the mean delay between a perturbation event and an exci-

tatory response event of Eq. (5.1) as the input perturbation peak power

AmpPert of PertG[t] increases. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148

A.1.1 Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.10 m and for up-scan of Pin at

(a1) 70 mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1)

70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3) 230 mW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157
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70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3) 230 mW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158

A.1.3 Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.32 m and for up-scan of Pin at

(a1) 70 mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1)

70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3) 230 mW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159
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A.1.4 Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.41 m and for up-scan of Pin at

(a1) 70 mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1)

70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3) 230 mW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160

A.1.5 Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.61 m and for up-scan of Pin at

(a1) 70 mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1)

70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3) 230 mW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161

A.1.6 Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.66 m and for up-scan of Pin at

(a1) 70 mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1)

70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3) 230 mW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162

A.1.7 Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.69 m and for up-scan of Pin at

(a1) 70 mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1)

70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3) 230 mW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163

A.1.8 Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.74 m and for up-scan of Pin at

(a1) 70 mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1)

70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3) 230 mW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 164

A.1.9 Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.79 m and for up-scan of Pin at

(a1) 70 mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1)

70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3) 230 mW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 165

A.1.10 Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.81 m and for up-scan of Pin at

(a1) 70 mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1)

70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3) 230 mW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 166

A.1.11 Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 1.25 m and for up-scan of Pin at
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Chapter 1

Motivation and thesis outline

“Will alone is great; all else pales in comparison”

Now and again, great strides are made in the way we confine, manipulate and utilise

light. Since the very early works on lasers by the Nobel Laureates Basov, Prokhorov and

Townes [1] all the way to the first working ruby laser engineered by Theodore Maiman,

the technology has gone through considerable leaps and bounds. One such leap occurred

when the research community comprised of scientists and engineers reproduced Maiman’s

ruby laser at their various research institutions all over the world. They found out soon

enough that pulsed lasers were capable of carving holes into thin metal sheets, and

as a consequence, coined the initial unit of measure of laser pulse power in gillettes

which is a direct attribute of the number of razor blades a pulse of laser light can carve

through [2]. Today, ultrashort high intensity pulses can be generated from a mode locked

laser, however, to achieve higher intensities, one requires other optical techniques such as

chirped pulse amplification (CPA) for which Gerard Mourou and Donna Strickland [3]

were recognised for their works with the Nobel prize in 2019.

Pulsed lasers are used in a plethora of applications, notable of which are telecommu-

nication, medicine and climate monitoring. Earlier successes in laser physics enabled the

generation of relatively short pulses of light, which provided the platform on which laser

Q-switching and mode-locking technology was developed [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. This made it

possible to generate a repeating train of optical pulses. Subsequent development of laser

pulse technology over the years, coupled with innovative confinement techniques, enabled

the realisation of novel pulsed laser architectures, such as pulsed fibre lasers, which are

capable of very high peak powers and pulse energies [10]. Following its invention, the

development of the fibre lasers was driven by its potential to revolutionise commercial

processes and to facilitate the development of associated technologies. This has undoubt-
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edly come to fruition in the manufacturing industry, among others, where high-intensity,

ultra-short laser pulses are very useful when high precision is needed. Their properties

enable minimal thermal energy deposition on the material substrate [11], with negligible

collateral damage beyond the desired interaction volume. Furthermore, the telecommu-

nication industry has relied heavily on the technology of light confinement in fibres for

purposes of communication over long distances [12, 13, ?, 14].

The ways via which a laser may generate a continuous train of pulses of light are

many and varied. Knowledge of the physics of the various components that make up the

laser cavity, and how they interact with one another, is essential [15, 16]to understand

and control said laser. However, over the years, the two main techniques to produce

pulse trains are known as mode-locking and Q-switching.

The approach of mode locking relies on locking the phase relationship of many modes

within the laser cavity. Since its first realisation, the technique of mode locking has

improved to generate shorter and shorter pulse time scales with greater peak powers at

high frequencies, all while maintaining simple and robust laser configurations. There are

active and passive variants of mode locking. The former variant utilises an amplitude or

frequency modulator, either an acousto-optic modulator (AOM), electro-optic modulator

(EOM), or a mechanical element (such as a rotating mirror) to achieve a mode-locked

state. This was implemented into the earliest stable mode-locked systems [17]. The

latter, passive mode locking employs the inherent nonlinear response characteristics of

materials and the positions of passive component within the laser cavity [18]. Some

of these passive components have the unique characteristics of going from opaque to

transparent with increasing input optical intensity; they absorb light intensity until they

get completely bleached, at which point they become saturated and transparent to the

light in the cavity; these elements are called saturable absorbers.

This thesis is devoted to the analysis of Q-switched fibre lasers. In very simple terms,

Q-switching to a very large extent relies on the modulation of the nonlinear response

characteristics of a saturable absorber inside of the laser cavity to generate short pulses

with large pulse energies at low repetition rates. The saturable absorber functions as a

“gate” so that as light exits the gain/amplifying section it is unable to contribute to laser

feedback, and consequently inhibits lasing. In this way, very high losses occur inside of

the laser cavity and thus decreases the quality factor (Q-factor) of the laser. However,

after a while, there are brief times that the gate gets overwhelmed and for a brief moment

the cavity losses are overcome. Since the material is capable of introducing variable loss

into the resonator cavity, it is commonly referred to as a “Q-switch” [19, 20].
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At the onset of the Q-switch process, the gain/amplifying section is pumped while

the Q-switch is opaque thus preventing feedback of light into the gain/amplifying section

and this creates an optical cavity with a low Q-factor. As the gain medium is pumped,

there is a gradual build up of energy stored in the laser cavity. While this is happening,

the Q-switch absorbs the amplified spontaneous emission that is produced in the laser

cavity becoming more transparent and less opaque; after a certain time it reaches a

maximum level at which point the Q-switch is said to be saturated. Hence for a brief

moment, the Q-switch becomes completely transparent and this quickly switches the

Q-factor suddenly from a low value to one of a high value [19, 20]. This now enables

the lasing to occur. Owing to the the large amount of gain which accumulated in the

cavity over time when the Q-switch was opaque, a very high intense pulse of light with

a relatively short duration escapes the resonator at the end of the Q-switch cycle after

which the cycle begins anew [19, 20]. The two main ways by which the Q-factor can be

manipulated are:

Active Q-switching: In this approach, we see the use of a variable attenuator as the

Q-switch and set up such that the attenuator is controlled externally. Examples of

variable attenuators typically used in laser physics include a shutter and intra-cavity

chopper wheels which are mechanical in nature [21, 22]. Alternatively, modulators

such as acousto-optic modulators, magneto-optic modulators or electro-optic mod-

ulators are suitable candidates as variable attenuators [21, 22, 23]. They are able

to achieve variable attenuation of the lasing signal through acoustic, magnetic or

electrically driven input signals. The main advantage of active Q-switching is that

the pulse repetition rate is controlled externally with more freedom and better

precision [22] and as a consequence, one can achieve ultra-fast jumps between low

and high Q-values. Additionally, surplus laser light can be coupled into or out of

the cavity for other purposes. When this is done through the modulator, a de-

sired low-Q state can be maintained and also Q-switched pulses will inherit desired

characteristics from the coupled input light source [22].

Passive Q-switching: With this method, the Q-switch takes the form of saturable ab-

sorber material. This material possesses an ideal nonlinear transmission property

such that as more light propagates through the material and saturates it, the mate-

rial becomes transparent to light [24, 25, 26]. These materials come in the form of

thulium ion-doped fibres used in Q-switching of our laser, saturable dyes and pas-

sive semiconductor devices [27, 28, 29]. The nonlinear behaviour of the saturable
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absorber material begins with an initial high loss state while still preventing lasing.

Light energy steadily accumulates within the laser cavity while being soaked up by

the saturable absorber material, and after a while eventually gets saturated. At

this point, there is a rapid growth in laser energy accompanied with a sudden drop

in the loss factor of the cavity. The saturated absorber material is now transparent

and allows efficient conversion of the stored energy into the giant laser pulse which

escapes the cavity at the output. Subsequently, the now unsaturated absorber ma-

terial regains its previous high-loss state, that is the cavity returns to a low Q-value,

and the cycle repeats again [21, 22, 23]. In contrast to active Q-switching, there is

less freedom in engineering desired pulse characteristics although much more com-

pact laser systems can be realised with this method, nonetheless, pulse repetition

rates can adjusted both directly and indirectly with a pulsed pump source and the

absorption strength respectively [21, 22].

This thesis focuses on passive Q-switching and further insight into the physics of a fibre

laser will be provided in chapter 2. Q-switched lasers can be realised in various config-

urations [30]: figure-eight resonators, ring resonators and linear Fabry-Pérot resonators

bounded on each side by mirrors in the form of Brag grating. I will present a detailed

study of a linear Fabry-Pérot Q-switched fibre laser. In this fibre laser, the lasing action

is provided by a rare earth-doped section of fibre, known as the gain medium, which

is housed in a laser cavity formed from two fibre Bragg reflectors – optical fibres with

a refractive index grating in their core that act as reflecting mirrors; all elements are

integrated into a single optical fibre system. The cavity also houses a second rare earth-

doped section of fibre known as the absorber medium which blocks the light that leaves

the gain medium, ensuring it does not return and lasing cannot begin. This continues

until enough energy has been absorbed after which very suddenly a pulse of light is gen-

erated and this process repeats. More details on the material properties of the rare earth

dopants and the actual setup of the laser can be found in chapter 2.

It is known that pulsing characteristics that result from the interplay of the slowly

responding population differences in the gain and absorber components and the fast

response of light intensity within the cavity, are very sensitive to the type of passive and

active components of the laser and how they are arranged in the cavity. As such, this

highlights a number of questions about the dynamical complexities of the onset of Q-

switching and various interesting observed nonlinear phenomena such as excitability [31,

32, 33], types of irregular pulsing regimes [34, 35, 36], etc. Understanding the overall

dynamics and observable behaviour will provide an opportunity to exploit them in real-
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life applications, such as chaos-based secure communication [35, 37], ultra-fast random-

number generation [38], and instability-based radars and sensors [39].

There is a huge literature on fibre lasers; see, for example, [40, 41, 42, 43, 44] as

an entry point to the extensive literature. This thesis presents a unique approach to

the study of a relatively short Q-switched fibre laser. This fibre laser is composed of

a gain section, which is always of length 0.9 m, with a set of absorber sections of 13

different lengths ranging from 0.2 m to 1.48 m. The laser in this thesis differs from

other nonlinear Q-switched theoretical and experimental studies in terms of its multi-

peak behaviour [45], switching-induced perturbations [46] and the general evolution of

the Q-switching process [47]. Nevertheless, the short length of our fibre laser enables

close to single mode Q-switched operation, all the while operating at time scales that

are relatively slow. This enables a better understanding of the underlying dynamics

compared to miniature ultra fast semiconductor lasers. Additionally, this allows us to

compare it with much simpler mathematical models for single mode Q-switching, multi-

stability and excitability studies.

This thesis has the following aims:

• To gain an understanding of the experimentally observed dynamical behaviour of

an all-fibre laser with sectional gain and saturable absorber sections. Our particu-

lar interest is on how the interplay between these two sections contributes to the

creation of desired Q-switching dynamics; our dynamical systems approach shows

good agreement with experimental results.

• To identify a numerical model for the Q-switched fibre laser that is sufficiently

simple, computationally less expensive but still capable of describing important

dynamics that are observed experimentally. Three ordinary differential equations

(ODEs) originally developed by Yamada [48] and studied in detail by Dubbeldam

et al [49] will play this role. However, previous work did not take into account

largely differing decay lifetimes for gain and absorber sections in lasers and, in this

thesis, this model will be extended to account for two different decay life times.

• To give a complete overview, both experimentally and theoretically, of all possible

dynamics and the organisation of phase space. In this way, we gain an understand-

ing into how lasing dynamics are influenced by unequal decay times of the active

elements (gain and absorber) as well as the influence the absorption coefficient has

on pulse profiles and general dynamics of the laser over a considerable pump range.
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• To investigate in considerable detail certain interesting dynamics, including hys-

teresis and excitability, both experimentally and numerically.

1.1 Outline of thesis

In the next chapter we give the physical background by first explaining the physics of

a fibre laser with gain and absorber sections, laser resonator geometry, Bragg-grating

technology, gain dynamics of a solitary laser and show that for typical parameter values

it can be considered as a nonlinear oscillator. We also give all the parameter values used

in its numerical and experimental description. Moreover we introduce the Yamada model

and give a background for bifurcation theory as seen in this thesis.

In chapter 3, we describe the lasing behaviour of an all-fibre laser with saturable ab-

sorber with emphasis on observed hysteresis and bistable dynamics for certain parameter

regimes. The fibre laser is a simple Fabry Perot cavity with erbium and thulium doped

sections that provide gain and saturable absorption respectively. We explore methodi-

cally, for 13 different lengths of the absorber section (ranging from 0.21 m to 1.48 m),

the laser behaviour as the pump power is ramped up and down in steps of 3.7 mW. In

this way, we show that the fibre laser displays bistability and hysteresis loops only in

a narrow range of saturable absorber lengths (0.69 m to 0.78 m). This is exactly the

parameter range where there is a change in the onset mechanism of pulsing from that

via a Hopf bifurcation to that via a homoclinic bifurcation.

In chapter 4, we consider self-pulsing in lasers with a gain section and an absorber

section via Q-switching, as described mathematically by the Yamada model for the gain,

the absorber and the laser intensity. More specifically, we are interested in the case that

gain and absorber decay on different time scales. We present the overall bifurcation

structure by showing how the two-parameter bifurcation diagram in the plane of pump

strength versus decay rate of the gain changes with the ratio between the two decay

rates. In total, there are ten bifurcation cases namely case BI to case BX of qualitatively

different two-parameter bifurcation diagrams, which we present with an explanation of

the transitions between them. Moreover, we show for each of the associated eleven cases

of structurally stable phase portraits (in open regions of the parameter space) a three-

dimensional representation of the organisation of phase space by the two-dimensional

manifolds of saddle equilibria and saddle periodic orbits. The overall bifurcation struc-

ture constitutes a comprehensive picture of the exact nature of the observable dynamics,

including multi-stability and excitability, which we expect to be of relevance for experi-
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mental work on Q-switching lasers with different kinds of saturable absorbers.

In chapter 5, the effects of externally sourced perturbations on the Q-switched laser are

quantified experimentally and numerically. It is shown that a self-pulsing fibre laser can

be brought into the excitable regime, which exists just before the onset of self-pulsations.

The laser’s excitability threshold is formed by the stable manifold of a saddle point. We

demonstrate this numerically for parameter values derived from the physical properties

of the gain and absorber sections and illustrate how the organising of invariant objects

in phase space contribute to excitability in lasers. This is accompanied by experimental

demonstrations of integration, thresholding, refractoriness, and pulse generation.

Finally, chapter 6 provides concluding comments and a discussion of directions for

future research.

How does this all fit together ? Holistically, this thesis presents the experiments

as well as associated advanced numerical investigations of a relevant methodical model.

Both complement one another, which allows us to characterise the dynamics of the Q-

switched all-fibre laser. In this way, we provide a host of insight into the overall dynamics.

The system of ODE considered in this thesis has three bifurcation parameters of par-

ticular interest. In the first instance there are those that can be varied experimentally:

the pump parameter and the absorption coefficient; secondly there are those parameters

that cannot be varied in an experiment: the decay times of gain and absorber segments

that determine the ratio σ that we vary numerically. We build up two-parameter exper-

imental bifurcation diagrams and also compute them for a range of different absorber

lengths for fixed values of σ. These bifurcation diagrams provide an overview of the

different behaviours the laser can display in terms of output pulse characteristics, and

what bifurcations influence transitions in laser operation. Additionally, the two bifurca-

tions diagrams are compared with one another to determine to which extent they agree.

Bifurcation analysis is then used to develop an understanding of the influence of different

decay times for gain and absorber segments on the global dynamics of the system and

how the underlying mechanisms are responsible for the structure of the bifurcation dia-

gram. The final result is a three-parameter study that forms the back-bone of the laser

system’s dynamics. Together with the phase portraits, it provides a detailed ’road map’

of the physically relevant dynamics in the system. Finally we study potential of the laser

to be excitable both experimentally and theoretically which constitutes the first of such

investigation for a fibre laser.





Chapter 2

Background on Q-switching in fibre
lasers with a saturable absorber

Lasers have become indispensable as they are found in many current technologies

(printers, pointers, bar-code readers) which we use in our daily lives. Other applications

can be found in more sophisticated technologies such as in light detection and ranging

(lidar), differential absorption lidar, and as doppler vibrometry, communications, cutting

and fabrication. Fibre lasers are the best candidates in such implementations largely

because the quality of the laser beam is not dependent of output power and they can be

robustly engineered [50]. Although they are an excellent choice for high average powers,

maximum pulse energy is limited by nonlinearities like stimulated Brillouin scattering

(SBS) and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) [50].

The first demonstration of a fibre laser resonator was performed by Snitzer in 1961 [51]

and consisted of a neodymium doped rod with dielectric end mirrors that produced pulsed

radiation output when pumped with a flash lamp. Subsequent configurations improved

upon this and now utilise rare earth doped single mode fibres with external mirrors

to achieve the desired emission line width. However this had a number of challenges

including use of mechanical mirrors to achieve coupling into and out of the cavity and

hence contributing to undesirable bulkiness. Alternatively, in-line Bragg-gratings can be

used. The first inline fibre reflector solved many of these problems with the advent of

fibre Bragg-gratings and provided previously unattained narrow line width, low loss and

eliminated the mechanical process of tuning bulk mirrors to obtain desired line widths.

A fibre with rare earth doping is often called an active fibre. Doping of silica with a

rare-earth element increases the refractive index of the glass and the core can be formed

in this manner. Step index single mode active fibres with a core diameter ranging from

9
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5–100 µm and numerical aperture (NA) down to 0.004 are commercially available [52, 53].

The NA can not under typical conditions be reduced further without lowering the rare-

earth element concentration. Active fibres can, depending on the application, be designed

to be core pumped or cladding pumped; the former is generally used when the emission

power is below a few Watts, and while the latter is used when higher powers are required

due to increased fibre length and easily accessible high power pump diodes [54, 55]. In

this thesis the focus is on Er-doped silica fibre lasers with powers of less than 100 mW

and, therefore, the core pumping scheme is applied. Finally, fibre lasers have the following

advantages:

• increased efficiency;

• large surface area to dissipate the generated heat;

• diffraction limited beam with low distortion in power scaling;

• broad tunable gain bandwidth ;

• cost-effective;

• robust to the operating environment;

• compact and maintenance-free;

On the other hand, some disadvantages or challenges of fibre lasers are:

• the tight confinement that reduces the obtainable peak power due to nonlinearities;

• dispersion that can be detrimental for ultra short pulses;

• degradation can be problematic. This is called photo-darkening and the mecha-

nisms are complicated and still controversial [56, 57, 58].

2.1 Optical cavities

One very import ingredient needed to generate a laser effect is the optical cavity. It is

within this space that the active fibre is housed. The optical cavity imposes conditions

that ensure coherence and amplification of light from pumping the active fibre. The cavity

or resonator achieves this by filtering out light as it bounces back and forth through the

amplifying medium; as a consequence, the cavity round trip length (L) defines the mode
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of a uniform Bragg grating with a uniform grating for modulating the
amplitude and period of light. Also shown are the incident (λbroad), refracted (λref ), transmitted
spectra (λbroad–λref ) and grating wave vectors for the grating K, incident wave ki and scattered
kf radiation that determine the matching conditions for Bragg-grating operation.

number (m) over a select wavelength range (λ). These three properties of the cavity are

related by the expression mλ = L. In this way, a specific desired band of optical radiation

is generated and maintained [59]. Depending on the optical cavity configuration which

could be linear in which case light bouncing back and forth is achieved with the use of

mirrors at both ends of the cavity; alternatively the cavity can take the from of a ring in

which case light circulates within a ring. Other variants of the ring cavity configuration

include the Figure 8 which resembles a double loop configuration [60]. In this thesis,

we focus on the linear oscillator also called optical resonator or Fabry-Pérot cavity. The

fundamental constituents that make up this type of laser is the presence of two mirrors

that face one another; this forms a cavity that confines light in the space between them

as shown in Fig. 2.2. One of these mirrors is such that it reflects most of the light at

the laser wavelength, while the second mirror only reflects part of the lasing light while

still being transparent to the remainder of propagating light. The rest of the lasing light

leaves the resonator [59].

2.1. 1 Fibre Bragg-gratings

The first realisation of “fibre mirrors” was by Hill et al. [17] in the late 70s where a

refractive index grating was written into the core of an optical fibre and used to reflect

light as a function of frequency. Advances in grating fabrication enabled writing of

gratings at various wavelengths of interests, culminating in the first demonstrations of

an all-fibre laser based on the use of Bragg gratings [61].
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of a Fabry-Pérot fibre cavity formed by two FBGs (FBG1 and
FBG2). L0 is the cavity length, i.e the distance between the FBGs.

A fibre Bragg-grating is made up of a periodic pattern that modulates the refractive

index in the core of a single-mode fibre. Figure 2.1 shows the functional properties of

a Bragg-grating. These periodic gratings have phase fronts perpendicular to the fibre’s

longitudinal axis. Light guided within the core gets scattered by each grating plane

subject to the Bragg condition. This condition determines how much light is scattered

or transmitted. Failure to satisfy the Bragg condition sees the progressive reduction of

reflected light radiation after every reflection [62]. This happens because more of the

propagating radiation progressively phases out and eventually starts to starts to intefere

destructively [62]. Similarly, for all propagating light radiation that satisfy the Bragg

condition, each grating plane contributes to sustaining the lasing mode through back-

reflections of all the core propagating modes [63]. As a consequence, a selected peak with

a centre wavelength defined by the grating parameters is sustained [63].

The Bragg-grating condition can simply be expressed in terms of the wave vectors of ki

(incident wave), K (grating) and kf (reflected/scattered radiation) as given below [62, 63]

ki +K = kf , (2.1)

where the grating wave vector K has a direction normal to the grating planes. The

magnitude of the grating wave vector K is given as 2π/Λ [62, 63] and hence for nearly

identical mode indexes, Eq 2.1 reduces to

λB = 2neffΛ, (2.2)

where λB is the free space centre wavelength of the input light, Λ is the spatial grating

period and neff is the effective refractive index of the fibre core at the free space centre

wavelength [62, 63].
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2.1. 2 Laser resonator geometry

A sketch of the geometry of a linear Fabry-Pérot cavity that we consider in this thesis is

shown in Fig. 2.2. Here, the pump signal is injected at one end into the cavity through

a fibre Bragg-grating (FGB1), which is a wavelength-dependent reflector R1. That is,

it is transparent to the pump signal but reflective to the lasing signal. On the other

end, separated by a distance L0, an output coupler in the form of another fibre Bragg-

grating (FBG2) is also a wavelength-dependent reflector R2. Similarly, it is transparent

to the pump signal but partially reflects the lasing signal. This ensures optical feed back

sustains stimulated emission. Due to the fact that the light oscillates back and forth in

the laser cavity, the resonant frequencies are amplified. As such the optical cavity can

be characterised by a number of properties including the free spectral range, resonance

line width, finesse which are provided here for completeness and are not used later on

in this thesis. However, the photon cavity lifetime is directly related to the Q-factor of

the cavity which in turn is an important component for the Q-switching as discussed in

section 2.4. The wavelength separation between adjacent resonance peaks is called the

free spectral range (FSR) of the resonator. It is given by

∆vfsr =
c

2l′
, (2.3)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, and l′ = nrL0 cosθ is the resonator length of the

fibre with refractive index nr and an incidence angle θ = 0 in this case. The linewidth of

a resonance peak, ∆vc, can be found with the expression [63]

∆vc =
c

2πl′
1− (R1 −R2)

1
2

π(R1R2)
1
4

. (2.4)

The finesse indicates how much narrower the transmission peak is compared to the free

spectral range; typically it is expressed as [63]

F =
∆vfsr
∆vc

=
π(R1R2)

1
4

1− (R1R2)
1
2

. (2.5)
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Figure 2.3: A schematic of the longitudinal mode structure in a laser, showing amplification of
lasing modes that lie within the laser’s gain bandwidth.

2.1. 3 Photon lifetime

Consider a given mode in a resonator as it propagates within a laser cavity. The mode en-

counters some losses along its propagation path. These may take the form of splice losses,

reflection losses at the mirror boundaries of the cavity, and scattering losses along some

optical element within the cavity. Under such conditions, determining the rate of energy

decay in the given cavity mode is very useful in characterising laser performance [64].

Let R1 and R2 represent the reflective ratios of the two mirrors, Ti represent the propa-

gation losses per pass which includes diffraction and any other internal loss sources and

γ represent the resonator cavity loss [64]. Hence photon lifetime in the resonator can be

expressed as

τc =
−2L

c
ln[R1R2(1− Ti)] =

L

cγ
=

1

2π∆vc
. (2.6)

Furthermore, we now go on to derive the expression for the cavity Q-factor, and

express it in terms photon lifetime. For a resonant optical cavity, one can define the

cavity Q-factor as

Q = 2πvτc =
v0

∆vc
. (2.7)

2.1. 4 Resonator modes

In fibre lasers, selecting intra cavity lasing modes is easily achieved by adjusting the mode

spacing between adjacent modes such that undesirable modes lie outside the width of the

laser gain curve, essentially killing these modes. This can be achieved through selective
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Figure 2.4: Measured spectra for high reflecting grating R1 (red) and low reflecting grating R2

(blue) manufactured by TeraXion and used in the preliminary investigation of this study. The
parameter specifications are provided in Table 2.1
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Figure 2.5: Spectra for high reflecting grating R1 (red) and low reflecting grating R2 (blue)
manufactured by Macquarie OptoFab-Node and used in the preliminary investigation of this
study. The parameter specifications are provided in Table 2.1

design of resonators with cavity lengths that support standing-waves, and narrow-band

Bragg-gratings that filter the desired frequency band. FBGs are also responsible for

providing optical feed back that builds up light intensity in the cavity to sustain lasing

action. Figure 2.3 illustrates several such longitudinal modes that fit within the gain
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Figure 2.6: Spectra for high reflecting grating R1 (red) and low reflecting grating R2 (blue)
manufactured by Optoelectronics Research Centre (ORC) at The University of Southampton and
used in the preliminary investigation of this study. The parameter specifications are provided
in Table 2.1

bandwidth in a multimode laser. The Q-switched fibre laser configuration implemented

in this study has an average optical cavity length of 6 m. The first set of FBGs has char-

acteristics illustrated in Fig. 2.4. Using the line-width and FSR values, we approximate

5800 modes fall within the gain envelop of the laser making it very likely that the laser

is not operating in single mode. We acquired an additional set of Bragg-gratings with

characteristics illustrated in Fig 2.5 with a narrower bandwidth.

The acquisition of narrower gratings was an attempt to understand Q-switched dy-

namics of a multimode fibre laser as close as possible to single mode operation given

the numerical assumption of single mode propagation. Longitudinal modes were reduced

to 685 modes, significantly reducing undesirable effects from multimode propagation.

Details of both sets of FBGs are given in Table 2.1. The laser typically operates very

close to single longitudinal mode immediately after the lasing threshold; then eventually,

more modes are excited as higher pump powers is applied. The existence of multiple

propagating longitudinal modes causes undesirable spatial hole burning effects which has

been shown to introduce instability in the generation of pulse trains at the output of a

passively Q-switched laser [65, 66, 59]. This is also observed here in the output of this

passively Q-switched all-fibre laser; that is, very stable Q-switching dynamics close to

the threshold and then becoming more unstable as the pump power is increased.
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Table 2.1: Bragg-grating properties used in this thesis acquired from Teraxion, OptoFab-Node
at Macquarie University and the Optoelectronics Research Centre (O.R.C.) at the University of
Southampton

Manufacturer Teraxion MOptoFab-Node O.R.C.

HR LR HR LR HR LR
Center Wavelength ,v0 1550±4 nm 1550±1 nm 1554.7±0.1 nm
Reflection bandwidth 1 nm 0.5 nm 0.19 nm 0.096 nm 0.058 nm 0.071 nm

Reflectivity ≥99 % 20± 4% ≥89 % 23± 3% ≥45 % 23± 3%
Fibre type PM1550 PM1550 PM1550

Emission line width 9.92×1010 Hz 1.19×1010 Hz 7.199×109 Hz
FSR of the resonator, ∆vfsr 1.736×107 Hz 1.736×107 Hz 1.736×107 Hz

mode linewidth, ∆vc 2.08×106 Hz 5.853×106 Hz 9.416×106 Hz
cavity finesse, F 5.64230 2.973 1.843
cavity Q-factor 9.28×107 3.296×107 20.49×106

number of cavity modes ∼ 5834 ∼ 685 ∼ 414

2.2 Rare-earth elements

Lasing has been demonstrated with the use of solid, liquid, and gas phases of matter.

Solid state lasers have outperformed the rest because they allow for high doping concen-

trations of active ions per volume [67, 59]. These dopants are usually introduced into

crystals and silica. The process of stimulated emission is responsible for lasing operation.

In this process, a photon is produced when the ion dopant is induced to transition from

a higher excited energy level to a lower energy level. However, to get the ion dopant

into this higher excited level in a efficient way its necessary to understand the chem-

istry of the doping element [67, 59]. One property an ideal doping element is for it to

have a metastable upper state that facilitates the accumulation ions during population

inversion [67, 59]. Some well known elements with these properties that are ideal doping

candidates for laser physics are the rare earth elements with three valence electrons that

fall between cerium to lutetium on the periodic table [68, 59]. They are also known as

lanthanides and are capable of lasing wavelengths from 455nm to 3950nm based on tran-

sitions in the partially filled 4f-shel [68, 59]. The most common implementation of lasers

with rare-earth doped elements are with neodymium, ytterbium, erbium, and thulium.

In a case where silica is doped with any of these lanthanides, broad emission line widths

are observed; this is because of outer 5s and 5p electronic shells of ions shield off energy

transfers during ion transitions [68, 43, 59]. As a consequence, very high light amplifica-

tion and relatively long photon lifetimes are achievable along with efficient saturation of
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Figure 2.7: Energy level schematic of erbium doped fibre (a) and thulium doped fibre (b) with
pump transitions indicated in blue and pertinent laser transitions in red. Each horizontal line
represents various Stark energy level manifolds [69]. The grey zig-zag lines indicate fast non-
radiative transitions.

saturable absorbers for Q-switched operation [68, 43, 59].

In this work only erbium and thulium doped fibres were used due to the emission

wavelength which is suited to our pulsed laser setup. The other rare earth elements used

in fibres also have exciting applications [43] but will not be addressed in this thesis.

2.2. 1 Energy-level structure of erbium

The Er3+-ion of erbium (Er.) has three energy levels relevant for lasing; the ground state

( 4I15/2), upper state ( 4I13/2) and pump level excited state ( 4I11/2), which are illustrated

in Fig. 2.7 (a). In the early work of Ref [70], it was discovered that an atom can absorb

and emit photons of the same wavelength. It is also possible to excite these atoms in

such a way that they are compelled to emit their photon when the applied excitation

matched the wavelength of the absorbed photon; this process is known as stimulated

emission. The lasing process begins with population inversion where Er-ions are excited

by optical pumping from the ground state, 4I15/2, into the 4I11/2 band. The Er3+-ion

is typically excited by an optical pump at a wavelength of 980 nm. Once in this level,

the excited Er3+-ions transition non-radiatively into the meta-stable upper state 4I13/2.

Thus the Er3+-ion can be treated as a quasi-three level laser medium with an emission

wavelength of 1550 nm and, hence achieves a population inversion for suitably high

pump powers. Lasing action then occurs when the excited Er3+-ions finally decay from

the upper state ( 4I13/2) to the ground state ( 4I15/2). The time constant of the relocation

process has been measured to be approximately 10 ms [73, 74]. This sequence of events
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Figure 2.8: Absorption and emission cross-section spectra for Er3+-doped fibre [71] (a) and of
the Tm3+-doped fiber (b) [72].

make up the vital processes in a laser, that is, an optical cavity generally formed by

mirrors, that generate coherent and collimated beams of light. The transitions between

the energy levels can be found experimentally by measuring the absorption and emission

cross sections. Figure. 2.8(a) shows the measured absorption and emission cross sections
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Table 2.2: Physical properties of erbium doped and thulium doped fibres as provided by the
manufacturer and used in the thesis.

Fibre erbium doped (SM-ESF-7/125) thulium doped (SM-TSF-7/125)

Operating wavelength 1530 – 1625 nm 1900 – 2100 nm
Core diameter 7.0 ± 0.2 µm 9.0±0.1µm

Confinement factor 0.750 0.77
Emission cross section 3.8×10−25m2 1.02×10−25m2

Absorption cross section 2.5×10−25m2 1×10−35m2

Ion density 6.87×1024m−3 9.09×1024m−3

Pump wavelength 980 nm 1550 nm
Core Absorption coefficient 55.0 ± 5.0 dB/m near 1530 9.00 ± 2.00 dB/m at 1180

of Er-doped silica.

2.2. 2 Energy-level structure of thulium

The second rare-earth element of importance to this thesis is thulium (Tm). The Tm3+-

ion has a very broad emission band from 1.6 µm to 2.1 µm and an absorption bandwidth of

0.3 µm at wavelength around 1.7 µm with a relatively high absorption and emission cross-

sections; this is illustrated in Fig. 2.8(b). The origin of saturable absorption in Tm3+-

doped fibre stems from its energy level structure, as shown in Fig. 2.7(b). Absorption

of incident radiation by Tm3+-ions causes them to transition from the 3H6 ground-state

into the 3F4 excited state, thereby, increasing ion population in this state. Moreover,

this increases the transparency of the fibre since doped ion concentrations in the ground

state are largely depleted. Excluding the cavity losses, the transmission T of a Tm3+

doped fibre is equal to the ground state absorption Tgsa given by

T = Tgsa = e−lsn1σgsa . (2.8)

Here n1 is the ground state population density, σgsa is the absorption cross-section of the

ground states, and ls is the length of the doped fibre length. For our experiments, a value

of σgsa ≈ 1.02×10−25 m2 at 1556 nm was directly read off from the data sheet provided

by the manufacturer Nufern. The value is in reasonable agreement with the recently

published value of of σgsa ≈1×10−25 m2 by Tsai et al. [75] who studied Q-switching

dynamics of a fibre laser using similarly sourced doped fibres.
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Figure 2.9: A simple erbium-doped fibre laser with fibre Bragg-gratings that bound the cavity.
Pump light is launched from the left-hand side through a FBG1 into the core of the doped fibre.
The generated laser light is extracted on the right-hand side from FBG2.

2.3 Fibre lasers

Once a suitable rare element to provide gain is chosen and a desired optical cavity con-

figuration is found, the construction of a fibre laser begins with splicing a rare earth

doped fibre such as an erbium doped fibre in our case into a cavity made up of two fibre

Bragg-gratings with different reflectivities. The active fibre can be pumped with other

fibre lasers or with a semiconductor laser diode which we do in this thesis. Furthermore,

fibre lasers have a superior mode quality and are much more robust to thermal effects as

compared to their gas laser equivalent [76]. The optical waveguide can be engineered to

allow only a single optical mode with a Gaussian profile to propagate. This high level of

mode control is hard to achieve through any other means and is the primary reason why

fibre lasers were first studied in the 1960s [76, 77]. Figure 2.9 shows a sketch of a simple

fibre laser constructed from two fibre Bragg gratings and an erbium doped fibre as the

gain medium. This was the first of continuous wave laser laser that was constructed at

the start of this thesis.

2.4 Q-switching of fibre lasers

Q-switched fibre lasers operating at 1550 nm are of great interest for various applica-

tions in medicine, aerial or space communications, optical time domain reflectometry,

distributed fibre sensing, and investigation of nonlinear phenomena [78, 79]. Q-switched

lasers can be realised via an active or a passive method. In contrast to the active method,

passive Q-switching enables the realisation of low-cost pulsed laser systems because no

external driver is needed to modulate the cavity loss; such a setup is thus much more

amenable to compact configurations. Our focus here is passive Q-switching. This is a

method whereby a pulsed laser output is obtained with the aid of a saturable time-varying

loss medium placed inside the laser cavity [80, 59]. The saturable medium over time gets
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Figure 2.10: Temporal evolution of gain (red), loss (yellow) and intensity (blue) in a passivley
Q-switched laser. Panel (a) shows a wider time window of the evolution of the system variables.
Panel (b) shows the four phases of the Q-switched cycle for a single pulse window. The data is
from a simulation of the Yamada model introduced in section 2.6 and losses only represent the
losses of the saturable absorber and not the total losses.

saturated and induces a switch of the resonator Q-factor between low and high; hence

the name Q-switching [59]. The Q-switching process starts off with the laser resonator at

a low Q-value. While in this state, lasing is inhibited as light energy builds up inside the

laser cavity and slowly saturates the saturable medium [80, 59]. The saturable medium

remains opaque to light propagation while the gain medium feeds light energy into the
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system through population inversion. For a brief moment, the saturable absorber gets

completely saturated and becomes transparent to the accumulated light energy in the

cavity [80, 59]. This is accompanied by the switch in the Q-value of the resonator from

low to high and a pulse of light escapes the cavity. Subsequently, the saturable medium

begins its recovery in preparation for the next cycle. The saturable medium is a pas-

sive switch because it does not rely on an external modulation source to accomplish the

switching process [59].

An illustration of passive Q-switching is shown in Fig 2.10. A single cycle of the

Q-switching process can be divided into four phases namely:

Phase I : An increase in population inversion in the gain medium and, hence, the res-

onator gain due to the pumping process [80, 59].

Phase II : A gradual build up of optical energy begins characterised by both sponta-

neous and stimulated emission. The saturable material absorbs the circulating light

and gradually gets saturated and transparent; this followed by a sudden build up

of a pulse of light. [80, 59]. This is facilitated by the amplification provided by the

gain medium. Population inversion begins to decrease in the gain medium.

Phase III : Population inversion continues to decrease in the gain medium resulting in

the decrease of resonator gain. This continues until the net gain becomes zero, and

the light energy starts to decay. As the last remaining photons from stimulated

emission of decaying excited ions are drawn out by the pulse of light on its way

out of the resonator, the saturable material begins its return to its unsaturated

state [80, 59].

Phase IV : The pulse of light leaves the resonator through the low reflecting mirror.

The saturated Q-switch fully recovers to its original state, becoming once again

opaque to the light and thus switching the Q-value of the resonator to its previous

low value. The gain medium continues feeding energy into the cavity and begins

to gradually build up the resonator gain for the next cycle [80, 59].

It is important to note that output pulse trains become increasingly unstable while the

pulse frequency increases. This path generally leads to chaotic dynamics at very high

pump powers. However in an ideal case output pulse properties remain stable and as

pump power is increased [81, 59].
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Figure 2.11: Specific implementation of the Q-switched fibre laser that we study in this thesis.

2.5 Specific implementation: Q-switched fibre laser

In this thesis, the various components with which we constructed an all-fibre laser with

saturable absorber are detailed in Fig. 2.11. This sketch shows the various elements that

have been discussed earlier; these include a pair of fibre Bragg-gratings that bounded the

optical cavity and serve as mirrors, an erbium doped fibre that serves as the gain medium

and a thulium doped fibre that serves as the saturable absorber. Putting together all

these components culminated the laser sketched below which I now will go on to model

and discuss all dynamics related to its operation.

2.6 Dynamical systems approach to self-pulsing lasers

The dynamics of many laser systems can be well described by low-dimensional rate

equation models in the form of ODEs [82, 83]. This desirable property makes them

amenable to a dynamical systems approach, where the ultimate goal is to find and classify

all invariant objects of the system’s phase space along with their stability and parameter

dependencies [82]. In this thesis such an approach is applied to a Q-switched fibre

laser. More specifically, a comparison with experimental results shows that the nonlinear

dynamics and transitions in operation of a fibre laser with saturable absorber can be

described well with an ODE model [48, 49].

Several models were developed for Q-switched single mode laser systems; they describe

self pulsing as well as interesting multi-stable, excitable and chaotic dynamics. Alexander

N. Pisarchik and colleagues [84] studied in detail the effects of harmonic modulation on an

erbium doped fibre laser. They discussed various chaotic regimes as well as non chaotic

regimes found in their generalised model. They found connections between these chaotic

and non chaotic regimes with sub-harmonic and higher harmonic relaxation oscillations

exhibited by the laser. Furthermore, Masayasu et al. [85] looked at semiconductor lasers

with separate region that served as the saturable absorber section and more importantly

the conditions that supported Q-switched pulsing operation and bistability. They showed

that the most important system parameters that were responsible for self- sustained
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pulsing and bistability in a semiconductor laser were the differential gain and carrier

lifetime, saturable absorption strength and resonator loss. The relationship between

these parameters influenced the presence of nonlinear dynamics such as bistability and

self-sustained pulsing. One other relevant study was by Erneux et al. [86]; here they

developed an asymptotic approach of calculating the system’s parameters for CO2 lasers

with different absorber sections. This method is based on computing the solution of the

system in a region of parameter space where large amplitude pulses are born from. They

showed plots of pulse intensity and period that described how the pulses appear from a

homoclinic solution.

In this thesis, a model for a self-pulsing laser, introduced by Yamada [48] is adopted.

It is quite similar to that of Masayasu et al [85]. However, the Yamada model is compara-

tively more simpler and familiar hence enabling the study of the three crucial parameters,

namely the ratio of differential gain and carrier lifetime between gain and absorber sec-

tions, and the coefficient of absorption of the absorber section on the dynamics of the

laser. Additionally we are able to analyse conditions for the occurrence for self-sustained

pulsing, excitability and bistability in fibre laser with sectional gain and absorber regions

arranged longitudinally.

2.6. 1 Modelling a Laser with a saturable absorber

Four main factors need to be considered when modelling a laser with a saturable absorber:

(i) a pump source that provides energy to the laser; (ii) an active medium, also known

as the gain medium; (iii) a Q-switch/absorber, which gets transparent to light intensity

when saturated and opaque when unsaturated; and (iv) a leaky optical resonator that is

usually formed by two mirrors or Bragg-gratings, one of which is partially transmitting.

For the modelling, we assume that the laser is a single-mode laser, meaning that only one

of these modes is amplified. The four ingredients, (i)-(iv), interact in a specific way to

produce pulsing of a single optical mode, described by a set of simple ordinary differential

equations.

Rate equations for a laser with a saturable absorber

The dynamics of a single-mode laser with a saturable absorber can be described with

rate equations for the photon number S and the average ion population in excited states
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of the gain N1 and that of absorber N2, given by [49]

Ṅ1 = Jp −
N1

τG
− gG(N1 −Nt1)S,

Ṅ2 = −N2

τQ
− gQ(N2 −Nt2)S,

Ṡ = [gG(N1 −Nt1) + gQ(N2 −Nt2)− Γ0]S.

(2.9)

where Jp is excitation rate that can be adjusted in an experiment. The remaining param-

eters are the carrier life-time τG and τQ, the gain and absorption per individual doping

atom and per second gG and gQ, a loss parameter Γ0 given as the inverse photon life-time

and the transparency values of gain and absorption Nt1 and Nt2 all of which remain

fixed during an experiment. We assume that there is no spontaneous emission (noise)

in the model and no coupling between the equations for Ṅ1 and Ṅ2 apart from that via

S. This is reasonable because the gain and absorber sections are physically separated,

which eliminates any ion interactions. Here, N and S are unitless absolute quantities.

Eq. (2.9) can be written in dimensionless form as [49]

Ġ = γG(A−G−GI),

Q̇ = γQ(B −Q− γG
γQ
aQI),

İ = (G−Q− 1)I.

(2.10)

by means of the coordinate transformation

G =
gG(N1 −Nt1)

Γ0

, I = gGτGS,

Q =
−gQ(N2 −Nt2)

Γ0

, t̃ = Γ0t,

(2.11)

where the dot is now differentiation with respect to the time t̃. A derivation of explicit

expressions such as the rate term gG,Q and Γ0 in the Eq. (2.9) from basic laser physics of

fibre lasers and their relationship to physical properties such as cavity length is provided
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in section A3 of the Appendix. The new parameters are

A =
gGτGC

Γ0n

(
Jp −

Nt1

τG

)
, B =

gQNt2C

Γ0n
,

a =
gQ
gG

τ 2
Q

τ 2
G

, γG =
1

τGΓ0

, γQ =
1

τQΓ0

.

(2.12)

The parameter A is the pumping strength on the gain section, which can typically be

varied in an experiment. Further, γG and γQ are the ratios of the photon versus carrier

lifetimes, or decay times for short, of the gain and absorber sections, respectively, B

is the absorption coefficient, and a the relative absorption versus gain parameter. The

latter group of parameters is determined by the material properties of the laser device.

The factors gG and gQ correspond to gains and absorptions per individual doping atom

and per second and they are not directly comparable with the differential gain of the

material which provides the gain of all doping atoms per length. We rewrite Eq. (2.10)

in terms of the decay time ratio σ = γG/γQ as

Ġ = γG(A−G−GI),

Q̇ = γG/σ(B −Q− aσQI),

İ = (G−Q− 1)I.

(2.13)

The new parameter σ encodes the different decay times of gain and absorber media and,

hence, their different recovery times. We also see I = 0 is an invariant plane because the

off state always exist. This means that, the attracting equilibrium corresponding to off-

state which sits on the invariant plane I = 0 always exist and once you are on this solution

you are unable to escape. The Yamada model Eq. (2.13) is our main object of study as

far as the theoretical part of the thesis is concerned. It has been used by several authors to

study Q-switching dynamics. In [87, 88], it is suggested that Q-switched pulsing solutions

are born from a homoclinic bifurcation; in addition an asymptotic method is used to map

out the threshold conditions and pulse characteristics in a microchip laser with saturable

absorber as a function of the pump parameter. The paper [49] presented a complete

description of all possible dynamics in terms of a two-parameter bifurcation diagram

with nine regions of different qualitative dynamics for the case that σ = 1; these include

multistabilty and excitability, and these authors showed that the pulses are indeed born
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Table 2.3: Parameter values for Eq. (2.13) estimated from material properties of doped fibres
and optical cavity used in the thesis.

Parameter Description value

n refractive index 1.44
C speed of light in vacuum 3× 108ms−1

L fibre length for gain (Er.)/ absorber (Th.) sections 0.9 m/1.48m
Γ0 loss parameter (inverse photon cavity life-time) 5.60597× 10−7s−1

τG carrier life-time of Gain (Er.) 10× 10−3 s
τQ carrier life-time of Absorber (Th.) 543× 10−6s
Nt1 Er. ion number at transparency for gain 1.11725× 1014

Nt2 Th. ion number at transparency for absorber 8.68154× 1014

gG gain per individual doping atom and per second 1.066× 108s−1

gQ absorption per individual doping atom and per second 3.080× 106s−1

γG photon versus carrier lifetime for gain 5.79752× 10−4

γQ photon versus carrier lifetime for absorber 0.0106768
B absorption coefficient 4.92328× 1015

a relative absorption versus gain parameter 2.89865
σ decay ratio 0.0543

from a homoclinic bifurcation. That work was used in [89, 90] to explain the short pulses

in experiments on micropillar lasers in an intracavity saturable absorber in response to

an input perturbation [91] demonstrated a unified platform for spike processing with a

fibre laser with graphene saturable absorber; aided by the Yamada model, they showed

that this platform can simultaneously exhibit logic-level restoration, cascadability and

input-output isolation.

In this thesis, we consider a relatively short all-fibre laser with saturable absorber and

demonstrate that the onset of self-pulsing is either via a homoclinic bifurcation or a Hopf

bifurcation; moreover we show that these experimental results are in good agreement

with the predictions of the Yamada model. Table 2.3 gives the list of parameter values

estimated from the material properties of components of the laser and used in numerical

computation of the equivalent of the experimental bifurcation diagram which describes

the dynamics of a laser with saturable absorber. The steps taken in the estimation of

parameter values is provided in Appendix A2.
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2.7 Numerical assumptions of the Yamada model

Theoretical modelling and numerical simulations are important to understand the dy-

namics and characteristics, and to optimise the system parameters for a particular ap-

plication. A laser is inherently a deeply quantum mechanical device, however a complete

description is seldom necessary. The dephasing rates of excited rare-earth elements at am-

bient temperature are fast, hence coherent quantum optical effects can be neglected [92].

This justifies the use of rate equations to describe only a few discrete energy levels as

thoroughly discussed in [92, 93].

The Yamada model of Eq (2.13) has been derived based on the following assumptions

:

• The laser is assumed to be single moded. The approximation of a single longitudinal

mode neglects the effect of spatial hole burning which results from the uneven dis-

tribution of ion populations during population inversion. This uneven distribution

gets compounded in subsequent Q-switching cycles so much so that adjacent longi-

tudinal modes get amplified resulting in mode beating and periodically alternating

pulse trains [49, 94, 59, 95].

• The gain envelope of the gain medium is spatially uniform. In reality, this it

is known that excess energy from the lasing process heats the gain medium un-

evenly. This imparts a thermal gradient across the gain medium and as a conse-

quence induces spatial distributions in the emission cross-section, alters fractional

steady-state populations of the laser levels, and the thermalisation and the relax-

ation rates [59, 49]. The effects are maybe observed in doped q-switched all fibre

lasers [59].

• A relatively small fraction of the optical radiation is coupled out of the cavity [49].

• The profile of the mode remains constant during propagation in the cavit [49].

Similar models have been solved in the steady state by [96, 97]. The model used

in this thesis is similar to that found in [98, 99], where Q-switching of fibre lasers has

been investigated. In addition, the model developed by [59] was limited to being able to

accurately model single pulse output, but not a train of pulses. Studies on Er-doped and

Yb-Er-codoped fibres have shown that the radial dependence of propagating modes on

the fibre can have a significant effect on amplification through aggressive pumping [97,

99, 100].
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2.8 Dynamical systems theory

We now discuss briefly relevant techniques from dynamical systems that we will use

throughout this thesis. For a more detailed look on the theory of dynamical systems, we

refer the reader to, for example [101, 102, 103, 104]. In general, it is quite challenging and

generally impossible to determine the solution of a system of nonlinear ODEs analytically.

Nevertheless, there is a well developed theory [103, 105, 106] that allows one to gain a

good understanding of the qualitative behaviour of solutions to a dynamical system that

is given as a system of first-order ODEs; that is, a vector field of the form

ẋ = f(x, P ). (2.14)

Here, x ∈ Rn is the state space vector in the phase space Rn, P ∈ Rm is a parameter

vector, and f : Rn × Rm → Rn is a sufficiently smooth function. Solutions of system

Eq. (2.14) are parametrized by an independent variable namely the continuous time

t ∈ R. A solution x(t) of system Eq. (2.14) for all t ∈ R is called a trajectory through an

initial condition xo ∈ Rn at time to ∈ R if x(to) = xo. Understanding the nature of all

trajectories is the main object of interest in dynamical systems theory.

2.8. 1 Phase space and classification of equilibrium solutions

Interestingly, two different vector fields f and g that are expressed mathematically in

different ways, can represent the same dynamics in phase space on a qualitative level. To

formalise this idea, the concept of topological equivalence was introduced [101, 103]. Let

U and W be a subset of the phase space of f and g, respectively; we say that f and g

are topological equivalent in U and W if the two phase space can be mapped onto each

other by a continuous bijection map that respects the direction of time. If U and W are

the entire phase space then we say that f and g are topological equivalent.

By using the concept of topological equivalence, one can classify the behaviour near

equilibria and periodic solutions. An equilibrium or steady state of the vector field

Eq. (2.14) is a point x0 that satisfies f(x0) = 0. As a consequence, the constant solution

x(t) = x0 is a solution of Eq. (2.14). Generally, one is interested in how solutions

behave nearby an equilibrium x0; that is, one wants to know the stability properties of

x0. To obtain this information one studies the linearization of system Eq. (2.14) around

the equilibrium of interest. This is obtained by evaluating the n × n Jacobian matrix

Df(xo) at x0; local stability is then determined by the real parts of its eigenvalues [101,
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Figure 2.12: Typical hyperbolic equilibria are illustrated here; panels (a) and (b) show attracting
equilibria, panel (c) shows a repelling equilibrium, and panel (d) shows a saddle equilibrium
which has a stable manifold W s and an unstable manifold W u.

103]. The imaginary axis in the complex plane of eigenvalues of Df(x0) delineates the

stability boundary for an equilibrium x0 of the system. An equilibrium x0 is said to be

hyperbolic if none of the eigenvalues of Df(x0) are located on the imaginary axis of the

complex eigenvalue plane. The Hartman-Grobman Theorem [101, 103] asserts that near

a hyperbolic equilibrium xo all the dynamics are topologically equivalent to that of the

linearised vector field

ẏ = Df(x0)y, (2.15)

meaning that the derivative matrix Df(x0) essentially describes all the dynamics near

a hyperbolic equilibrium x0 of the system. Hence, hyperbolic equilibria come in three

variants;

1. Attractor – all eigenvalues have negative real part; as such they are in the left

half of the complex eigenvalue plane. Attractors are indicated in the colour blue

throughout this thesis;

2. Repellor – all eigenvalues have positive real part; hence, they are in the right half

of the complex eigenvalue plane. Repellors are indicated in red throughout this

thesis;

3. Saddle point – eigenvalues can be found in both the left and the right half of the

complex eigenvalue plane and are indicated in red throughout this thesis. Further-

more, saddle points can be distinguished from repellors by the fact that have stable

and unstable manifolds; See below.

Examples of hyperbolic equilibria are sketched in Fig. 2.12. Panels (a) and (b) show

two different hyperbolic attracting equilibria, one with spiralling behaviour in panel (a),
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and one with non-spiralling behaviour in panel (b). Even though solutions converge

to the equilibrium in a different way, both situations are topologically equivalent as

they represent an attractor. Panel (c) shows the situation of a repellor where solution

trajectory diverge from it; however, notice that when changing the direction of time, the

situation is equivalent to an attractor. Hence, one can see repellors as equilibrium points

where nearby solution trajectories converge in backward time to the equilibrium.

Panel (d) shows a saddle equilibrium point; associated with this point, there exists

solutions that converge in forward time to the equilibrium, forming the stable manifold,

and another set of solutions that converge in backward time to the equilibrium forming

the unstable manifold. Saddle equilibria are unstable points that are elusive to compute

and characterise globally, both at a theoretical and numerical level [107]. Nonetheless,

they have a strong influence on the overall dynamics of the ODE system through their

stable and unstable manifolds. More formally, the stable manifold W s(x0) of a saddle

equilibrium x0, is expressed as

W s(x0) =
{
x ∈ Rn| lim

t→∞
x(t) = x0 and x(0) = x

}
, (2.16)

Similarly, the unstable manifold W u(x0) of a saddle equilibrium x0 is expressed mathe-

matically as

W u(x0) =

{
x ∈ Rn| lim

t→−∞
x(t) = x0 and x(0) = x

}
. (2.17)

The Stable Manifold Theorem [101, 103] asserts that W s(x0) is tangent at x0 to the linear

eigenspace Es(x0) spanned by all (generalized) eigenvectors of the eigenvalues of x0 in the

left half plane; similarly, W u(x0) is tangent at x0 to Eu(x0), the eigenspace spanned by

all eigenvalues in the right half plane. This means, in particular, that a stable/unstable

manifold is a curve if there is a single stable/unstable eigenvalue, and a surface when

there are two stable/unstable eigenvalues. The model Eq. (2.13) is three dimensional so

these are the only two situations we will be encountering.

2.8. 2 Bifurcations of equilibrium solutions

As one perturbs slightly the parameters of Eq. (2.14) the phase portrait near a hyperbolic

equilibrium may deform without changing its qualitative features. This is due to the

eigenvalues of the equilibrium not changing their relative position with respect to the

imaginary axis for sufficiently small changes in parameters. However, if the perturbation
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in parameters is large enough, then one or more eigenvalues may move from one side

of the complex eigenvalue plane into the other by crossing the imaginary axis. When

this happens, we see a qualitative change in the phase portrait in the neighbourhood

of the equilibrium. Additionally, the moment the eigenvalues are at the imaginary axis,

hyperbolicity of the equilibrium is lost along with any dynamics that could be determined

only by the linear part, Df(x0), of the vector field. When the real part of one of the

eigenvalue is 0 for a given parameter value, we say that the system is exhibiting a local

bifurcation [103]. When a system parameter is varied, there are typically or generically

two ways in which an eigenvalue or a pair of eigenvalues may move across the imaginary

axis of the complex eigenvalue plane. One option is for a single real eigenvalue to go

from one side of the imaginary axis to the other by passing through 0. The other option

is for a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues to move across the imaginary axis.

We now go on to introduce different bifurcations that we encounter throughout this

thesis. Each is characterised by a number of bifurcation conditions that need to be

satisfied. To classify the different bifurcations, extra genericity conditions are required.

These genericity conditions generally also depend on the nonlinear part of the vector

field and much effort is required to check them; however, they must be satisfied in a

typical situation for a bifurcation to take place. We also introduce the normal forms of

the various bifurcations we encounter in this thesis. A normal form is the simplest vector

field with the lowest possible phase space that contains the bifurcation at hand [107]. In

a larger dimensional system, the bifurcation takes place in a parametrized family of lower

dimensional subspaces, generally called the centre manifold. Each of these subspaces has

the dimension of the phase space of the respective normal form. The dynamics on the

centre manifold is in fact qualitatively the same as that of the normal form. So the

normal form constitutes the universal model of the bifurcation. Although details of the

centre manifold theorem have not been included in this thesis, the references [101, 103,

104] provide a detailed discussion of how they and the associated normal forms can be

computed.

The codimension of a bifurcation is the lowest dimension of a parameter space that

contains the bifurcation [108] at an isolated point. Codimension-one bifurcations are

typically points in a one-dimensional parameter space, curves in a two-dimensional pa-

rameter space, surfaces in a three-dimensional parameter space, and so on. Similarly,

codimension-two bifurcations are typically points in two-dimensional parameter space,

curves in a three-dimensional parameter space, and surfaces in a four-dimensional pa-

rameter space. In this thesis, we compute mainly two-parameter bifurcation diagrams of
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Eq. (2.13) in the (A, γG)-plane for varying σ. These comprise codimension-one bifurcation

curves and codimension-two bifurcation points.

2.8. 3 Codimension-one bifurcations of equilibria

Saddle-node bifurcation of equilibria (SN) This is the first and simplest of all the

bifurcations we encounter in this thesis. A great way of describing any bifurcation

is to use the normal form. For the saddle-node bifurcation, it is given by the

one-dimensional vector field:

ẋ = P + x2, (2.18)

where x ∈ R and P ∈ R is the bifurcation parameter. For P < 0, system Eq. (2.18)

has two equilibria: x = −
√
−P (stable), and x = +

√
−P (unstable), as illustrated

in Fig. 2.13(a). The stable and unstable equilibria are intersection points of P +x2

with ẋ = 0. As P increases the two equilibria move toward each other and then

coalesce into a single neutral equilibrium when P = 0; see Fig. 2.13(b). For P > 0

system Eq. (2.18) has no equilibria; see Fig. 2.13(c). The bifurcation point P = 0

in Fig. 2.13(b) is known as a saddle-node (or fold) bifurcation of equilibria and is

labelled SN. More generally, this bifurcation occurs when a single real eigenvalue

of an equilibrium passes through the imaginary axis. This is formulated as the

following bifurcation conditions for the general vector field Eq. (2.14):

B1 : f(x0, P0) = 0, that is, there is an equilibrium x0 at P0;

B2 : The Jacobian Df(x0, P0) has an eigenvalue zero.

Furthermore, the following genericity conditions must be satisfied:

G1 : There are no additional eigenvalues of Df(x0, P0) on the imaginary axis:

Moreover, we have the following conditions for the reduced vector field ṙ = g(r, λ)

on the centre manifold, which we assume has been brought to normal form by

suitable coordinate transformations [101, 103].

G2 : ∂2g
∂r2 (r0, λ0) 6= 0, which means that the term of second-order is nonzero;

G3 : ∂g
∂λ

(r0, λ0) 6= 0, which means that the bifurcation value λ0 is crossed with

positive speed.
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Figure 2.13: Saddle-node bifurcation in the vector field Eq. (2.18) illustrated in (x, ẋ)-space.
The horizontal axis is is the phase space and it shows the vector field in each panel; we also show
the parabola P +x2. The equilibria exists at the intersection points of P +x2 with ẋ = 0. When
parameter P is changed, the stable equilibrium (blue) and the saddle point (red) both coexist in
panel (a). They approach each other and collide for P = 0 as shown in panel (b). In panel (c),
there are no equilibria left and solution trajectories are always increasing.

Note that the normal form Eq. (2.18) is indeed the simplest vector field satisfying

the bifurcation conditions B1 and B2 and the genericity conditions G1 to G3.

Transcritical bifurcation (T) This is by far the most relatable bifurcation we en-

counter in this thesis since it corresponds to the lasing threshold of the laser. Sim-

ilarly, we use the simplest model that contains a transcritical bifurcation, which is

given by the one-dimensional normal form

ẋ = Px− x2 = x(P − x) (2.19)

where x ∈ R and P ∈ R is the bifurcation parameter. The special property of this

normal form is that the existence of equilibrium solutions does not depend on P ,

and only an interchange of stabilities occurs at the bifurcation point P = 0. The

bifurcation conditions are as for the saddle-node bifurcation; namely the existence

of an equilibrium with a zero eigenvalue. Figure 2.14 illustrates the transcritical

bifurcation; its three panels show an equilibrium at the origin and a second equi-

librium that moves from the left to the right. Before the bifurcation, that is, for

P < 0 in panel (a), we see an equilibrium of saddle type to the left of the stable

point at the origin. As P is changed, the saddle equilibrium moves toward the

attractor at the origin such that at the moment of bifurcation, P = 0, the saddle
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Figure 2.14: Transcritical bifurcation in the vector field Eq. (2.19) illustrated in (x, ẋ)-space.
The horizontal axis is is the phase space and it shows the vector field in each panel; also shown
is the parabola Px + x2. An equilibrium always exists at (0,0) in (x, ẋ)-space while the other
moves; both of which are intersection points of Px + x2 with ẋ = 0. When parameter P is
changed, the stable equilibrium (blue) and the saddle point (red) both coexist in panel (a). The
saddle point moves towards and eventually through the stable equilibrium as shown in panel (b).
In panel (c) the stable equilibrium lost its stability to become unstable (red) for P>0 while the
saddle is an attractor.

changes stability and becomes an attracting equilibrium while the equilibrium at

the origin also loses its stability and becomes a repellor.

The following bifurcation conditions for are for a Transcritical bifurcation for the

general vector field Eq. (2.14):

B1 : f(x0, P0) = 0, that is, there is an equilibrium x0 at P0;

B2 : The Jacobian Df(x0, P0) has an eigenvalue zero;

B3 : There exist a δ > 0 and a continuous function η : (P0−δ, P0 +δ)→ Rn, such

that η(P0) = x0 and for any P ∗ ∈ (P0−δ, P0+δ) we have that f(η(P ∗), P ∗) = 0.

Thus, the bifurcation point does not create or destroy equilibria.

Furthermore, the following genericity conditions must be satisfied:

G1 : There are no additional eigenvalues of Df(x0, P0) on the imaginary axis;

Moreover, we have the following conditions for the reduced vector field ṙ = g(r, λ)

on the centre manifold, which we assume has been brought to normal form by

suitable coordinate transformation.
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G2 : ∂2g
∂r2 (r0, λ0) 6= 0, which means that the term of second-order is nonzero;

G3 : ∂2g
∂r∂λ

(r0, λ0) 6= 0, which means that the bifurcation value λ0 is crossed with

positive speed.

The laser threshold is an example of a transcritical bifurcation when one consid-

ers the intensity I as a variable, which we do in this thesis. To demonstrate this,

we consider the essential physics that describes the changes of the photon num-

ber S(t) which is directly proportional to the laser intensity I prior to and after

threshold [102]. The dynamics of the laser are approximated by the equation

Ṡ = gain− loss = GN S − k S, (2.20)

The gain term is attributed to the process of stimulated emission and occurs at

0

N0

S

(a)

k

G

T

Figure 2.15: A transcritical bifurcation (T) corresponding to the lasing threshold of a laser
system. The solution S = 0 is initially stable corresponding to the off solution. After the
transcritical bifurcation at No = k/G, the stability of both equilibria changes after which the
laser emits a continuous coherent output lasing of increasing intensity

a rate proportional to the number of photons in the laser cavity, S, and number

of excited atoms, N , with G as the gain coefficient. On the other hand, the loss

term models the escape of photons through the end-faces of a laser cavity and

the parameter k is the photon decay rate in the cavity. Prior to threshold, we

assume that the pump keeps the number of excited atoms at a fixed number N0
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(inversion with no cavity field for a given pump power). After an excited atom

emits a photon it loses its excited stated and drops to a lower energy level which

means N0 decreases with the number of photons S. This relationship is formulated

as

N = N0 − αS. (2.21)

where α describes how easily a cavity field saturates the inversion N0. Putting

Eq. (2.20) and Eq. (2.21) together gives

Ṡ = (GN0 − k)S − αGS2, (2.22)

which undergoes a transcritical bifurcation at N0 = k/G also known as laser thresh-

old. This is illustrated in the lasing intensity curve (one also speaks of the L-I curve)

shown in Fig. 2.15. Here only positive values of S (or I) are physically meaning-

ful after the off-solution undergoes a transcritical bifurcation. Furthermore, for

N0 < k/G the system acts as a lamp (amplified spontaneous emission) and for

N0 > k/G the system acts as a laser. Notice the similarities between Eq. (2.22)

and the normal form Eq. (2.19).

Andronov-Hopf bifurcation (H) At a Hopf bifurcation, a limit cycle/periodic solu-

tion appears or disappears when an equilibrium losses its stability and the as-

sociated genericity conditions are satisfied. In laser systems, this is similar to a

continuous wave output (equilibrium solution) switching to an oscillating/periodic

output wave. The normal form of a Hopf bifurcation can be expressed as:[
ẋ1

ẋ2

]
=

[
P −ω
ω P

][
x1

x2

]
+ a(x2

1 + x2
2)

[
x1

x2

]
(2.23)

where (x1, x2) ∈ R2 and P ∈ R is the bifurcation parameter. Moreover, ω > 0 is a

speed of rotation and a 6= 0 is called the Lyapunov coefficient; both are considered

fixed during the bifurcation.

Figure 2.16 illustrates two different cases of a Hopf bifurcation; this depends on

whether a is positive or negative, which defines the critically of the bifurcation.

The criticality conditions for a Hopf bifurcation are summarised as follows; if a is

negative then, generally, a stable limit cycle is born when P > 0 and the bifurcation

is supercritical. Whereas if a is positive then an unstable limit cycle occurs for
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Figure 2.16: Illustration of a Hopf bifurcation in the vector field Eq. (2.23); panels (a) show
the supercritical case and panels (b) show the subcritical case. Panels (a1) and (b1) shows
the behaviour of trajectories prior to the bifurcation (P < 0) whiles panels (a2) and (b2) de-
scribes trajectories after the bifurcation (P > 0). The blue diamond and bold circles correspond
to attracting fixed points and periodic orbits, respectively. The red diamonds and thin circles
correspond to unstable fixed points and repelling periodic orbits, respectively. Panels (a3) and
(b3) illustrates one-parameter bifurcation diagrams showing the solutions of solid curves corre-
sponding to stable solution branches, and of dashed curves corresponding to unstable solution
branches; the ellipses represent a member of the branch of limit cycles.

P < 0 and the bifurcation is subcritical in this case. Panels (a1) and (a2) of

Fig. 2.16 illustrate the supercritical case where trajectories are spiralling towards a

stable equilibrium prior to the bifurcation (P < 0), and then after the bifurcation

(P > 0) the equilibrium becomes unstable along with the appearance of a stable

periodic orbit at which all trajectories now end up. Similarly, panels (b1) and (b2)

of Fig. 2.16 illustrates the subcritical case where trajectories are spiralling towards

a stable equilibrium inside of an unstable periodic orbit prior to the bifurcation

(P < 0); then after the bifurcation (P > 0) the equilibrium becomes unstable along

with the disappearance of the periodic orbit. Panels (a3) and (b3) are sketches of

one-parameter bifurcation diagrams of the supercritical and subcritical cases of

Hopf bifurcation, respectively, with solid curves corresponding to stable solution

branches, while dashed curves correspond to the unstable solution branches.

A Hopf bifurcation typically occurs when a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues
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passes through the imaginary axis of the complex eigenvalue plane, meaning that

the following bifurcation condition are satisfied.

B1 : f(x0, P0) = 0, that is, there is an equilibrium x0 at P0;

B2 : The Jacobian Df(x0, P0) has a conjugate pair of purely complex eigenvalues.

Furthermore, the following genericity conditions must be satisfied:

G1 : There are no additional eigenvalues of Df(x0, P0) on the imaginary axis;

Moreover, we have the following conditions for the reduced planar vector field

ṙ = g(r, λ) on the centre manifold, which we assume has been brought to normal

form by suitable coordinate transformation so that the Lyapunov quantity, a, at

(r0, λ0) is available [101, 103];

G2 : a 6= 0, which means that the Lyapunov quantitiy a is either positive or

negative;

G3 : The derivative of the real part of the pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues

with respect to λ0 is nonzero, which means that the bifurcation value λ0 is

crossed with positive speed.

Note that the normal form Eq. (2.23) satisfies all of these conditions with x0 = 0 and

P0 = 0; moreover, it is planar so that no centre manifold reduction is necessary.

2.8. 4 Periodic orbits and their stability

As we have described earlier, Hopf bifurcations can create periodic solutions (periodic

orbits), that is, generate oscillatory behaviour in vector fields. However, this is not the

only mechanism that can create periodic orbits. In particular, periodic orbits, in the same

spirit as equilibrium solutions, can also exhibit bifurcations related to stability changes

nearby them. In this section, we quickly revise some of the concepts. Let, Γ(t) be a

periodic orbit of Eq. (2.14) with Γ(t + T ) = Γ(t) for some T > 0, where T is the period

of Γ. Similar to equilibria, a typical or hyperbolic periodic orbit is either attracting,

repelling or of saddle-type. One way of studying the stability properties and bifurcations

of periodic orbits is through the use of Poincaré maps. A Poincaré map Mp is defined by

choosing a hyperplane Σ intersecting transversally the periodic orbit at a point p ∈ Γ.

Then, any point in Σ sufficiently near p can be integrated until it hits the Σ-plane for the

first time locally near p. The Poincaré map Mp : Σ→ Σ is then defined as the first return
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to Σ of points nearby p. The map Mp is a diffeomorphism, that is, a smooth and locally

invertible map near p (by integration in backward time). Hence, p is a fixed point of Mp,

and the problem of stability of the periodic orbit Γ is reduced to a problem of stability of

the fixed point p of the diffeomorphism Mp [107]. Hence, we can equivalently study the

dynamics of the vector field Eq. (2.14) near the periodic orbit by looking at the dynamics

that characterise the Poincaré map Mp on Σ. The stability of the periodic orbit Γ can

now be determined by studying the stability of the fixed point p of Mp. The Jacobian

DMp of Mp at p is a matrix of dimension (n − 1) × (n − 1) and it gives information

about stability of the periodic orbit, in the same spirit as the Jacobian Df does for the

equilibrium points; for more information see [102].

The eigenvalues of DMp(p) are also called the Floquet multipliers of Γ. Note that

there is always the additional trivial Floquet multiplier 1 and it corresponds to the

direction along Γ given by (2.16) and is not represented by DMp(p).

The hyperbolicity of Γ is determined by the condition that there are no Floquet

multipliers on the unit circle of the complex plane outside of the trivial one. Hyperbolic

periodic orbits also come in three types: Γ is an attractor if all non-trivial Floquet

multipliers are inside the unit circle; Γ is a repellor if all non-trivial Floquet multipliers

are outside the unit circle; and Γ is a saddle if some Floquet multipliers are inside the

unit circle and some are outside.

Just like saddle equilibria, periodic orbits of saddle type are involved in organising

the overall dynamics of the ODE with their stable and unstable manifolds W s(Γ) and

W u(Γ). More formally, the stable manifold W s(Γ) of a saddle equilibrium Γ, is expressed

as

W s(Γ) =
{
x ∈ Rn| lim

t→∞
x(t) accumulates onto Γ with x(0) = x

}
, (2.24)

Similarly, the unstable manifold W u(Γ) of a saddle periodic orbit Γ is expressed mathe-

matically as

W u(Γ) =

{
x ∈ Rn| lim

t→−∞
x(t) accumulates onto Γ with x(0) = x

}
. (2.25)

The Stable Manifold Theorem [101, 103] asserts that W s(Γ) and W u(Γ) are tangent

to the respective stable and unstable Floquet bundle. These bundles give the stable

and unstable directions at every point along a hyperbolic periodic orbit and, hence, are

important information needed for computing these global manifolds of periodic orbits.
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Additionally, W s(Γ) andW u(Γ) can be orientable, which means they are locally cylinders,

or non-orientable, which means they are locally Möbius strips. For the laser system

studied here, all manifolds of periodic orbits are orientable. Global manifolds are by no

means easy to compute; nonetheless, we compute W s(Γ) and W u(Γ) later in this thesis

with the methods briefly summarised in section 2.8. 8.

2.8. 5 Codimension-one bifurcations of periodic orbits

Similar to bifurcations of equilibria, changes in qualitative properties of the phase por-

traits near a periodic orbit occur when one or more Floquet multipliers move through

the unit circle. Generally, in dissipative systems without symmetry, the usual local bi-

furcations of periodic orbits that one finds are saddle-node, period-doubling and torus

bifurcations. A saddle-node bifurcation comes as a result of a real Floquet multiplier

crossing the unit circle at +1. A period-doubling bifurcation is as a result of a Floquet

multiplier crossing at −1, and torus bifurcation occurs as a result of a pair of com-

plex conjugate Floquet multipliers with unit modulus. The latter two bifurcations do

not occur in the laser system studied in this thesis and, therefore, we only discuss the

saddle-node bifurcation of periodic orbits. As we have done for bifurcations of equilibria,

we now introduce it by presenting the bifurcation and genericity conditions. Detailed

descriptions of bifurcations of periodic orbits can be found in [82, 102, 103].

Saddle-node bifurcation of periodic orbits (D) This bifurcation involves the birth

or disappearance of a pair of periodic orbits. This is analogous to a saddle-node of

equilibria. The normal form for this bifurcation is not provided here, since it can

only be formulated on the level of a Poincaré map; see [82, 102, 103]. Figure 2.17

illustrates a saddle-node bifurcation of periodic orbits of a vector field in R2; the

three panels show how a pair of periodic orbits are born after the bifurcation.

Before the bifurcation in panel (a), there is an absence of a periodic orbit; however,

there is already a slow passage through a region with spiralling trajectories At the

moment of bifurcation shown in panel (b), a periodic orbit appears with a non-

trivial Floquet multiplier at +1. After the bifurcation, there are two hyperbolic

periodic orbits; one stable and one unstable.

The following bifurcation conditions need to be satisfied for a saddle-node bifurca-

tion of periodic orbits:

B1 : There exist a periodic orbit Γ;
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Figure 2.17: An illustration of a saddle-node bifurcation of periodic orbits of a planar vector
field. Panel (a) shows no periodic orbit prior to the bifurcation; panel (b) shows the appearance
of a saddle-node periodic orbit at the moment of bifurcation and after the bifurcation; in panel
(c) we see the existence of two periodic orbits– one stable and the other unstable. The arrows
show the direction of flow.

B2 : There is a Floquet multiplier at 1 of DMp (other than the trivial Floquet

multiplier).

Furthermore, the following genericity conditions must also be satisfied:

G1 : There are no additional Floquet multipliers on the unit circle;

The remaining genericity conditions are much harder to formulate because they

concern properties of the Poincaré map when it is brought to normal form by

appropriate coordinate transformation [101, 103, 104], then

G2 : the second-order term is nonzero;

G3 : the derivative with respect to the bifurcation parameter is nonzero, which

means positive speed of crossing the bifurcation point.

These conditions are not so easy to check as in the case for bifurcations of equilibria;

this is because one requires knowledge of the periodic orbit and its Floquet multipliers

which are not explicitly known. However, they can computed numerically as will be done

later in chapter 4 of this thesis. The saddle-node bifurcation of periodic orbits is seen

later in the thesis typically with an equilibrium at the centre of Fig. 2.17, which is either

attracting or repelling, and to which trajectories converge or diverge, respectively.

2.8. 6 Global bifurcations of codimension one

The bifurcations described so far are known as local bifurcations as they depend on

changes related to the eigenvalues or Floquet multipliers of equilibria or periodic orbits,
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Figure 2.18: An illustration of a homoclinic bifurcation of a planar vector field. Before the
bifurcation P < 0, the unstable manifold W u comes close to x0 on the outside of W s. At
the homoclinic bifurcation P = 0, W s and W s coincide to form a homoclinic loop. After the
homoclinic bifurcation P > 0, A stable periodic orbit appears and now W u comes close to x0

on the inner side of W s subsequently accumulating on the periodic orbit Γ.

respectively. There exists another class known as global bifurcations which are related

to interactions of stable and unstable manifolds of saddle equilibria and periodic orbits.

These cannot be picked up and defined by a linearisation around either an equilibrium or

periodic orbit. We describe here only the basic homoclinic bifurcation where a homoclinic

orbit gives rise to a periodic orbit, because it is the only global bifurcation we encounter

in this thesis.

Homoclinic bifurcation (L) This bifurcation involves an orbit that approaches a sad-

dle equilibrium point in forward and backward time [82, 102, 103]. This special

trajectory is called a homoclinic orbit. The simplest example of the homoclinic

bifurcation is sketched in Fig. 2.18. It shows the transition through a homoclinic

bifurcation in a two-dimensional planar vector field. In panel (a1), prior to the ho-

moclinic bifurcation for P < 0, there is no periodic orbit and W u approaches and

then passes the saddle x0 on the outer side of W s. At the moment of bifurcation

in panel (a2), at P = 0, a homoclinic loop is formed as W s and W u coincide. After

the bifurcation in panel (a3) for P > 0, an attracting periodic orbit appears and

is accompanied with W u now approaching and then passing the saddle x0 on the
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inside of W s to accumulate on Γ. A homoclinic bifurcation can be seen as creating,

in this case of panel (a) an attracting periodic orbit. In fact, a reverse situation is

also possible as is illustrated in panels (b). Here, an unstable periodic orbit exist

for P < 0, which then collides with the equilibrium x0 at the moment of bifurcation

P = 0 and subsequently disappears for P > 0.

The occurrence of an attracting or repelling periodic orbit, after a perturbation

in parameter space from the homoclinic bifurcation, is determined by the saddle

quantity. This quantity correspond to the ratio of the stable and unstable eigenval-

ues λs and λu of x0 and determines if the homoclinic loop is attracting or repelling.

An attracting periodic orbit appears if the homoclinic loop is attracting, meaning

that the unstable direction is weaker than the stable direction, while a repelling pe-

riodic orbit appears if the homoclinic loop is repelling, that is, the stable direction

is weaker than the unstable direction.

The following are the required bifurcation conditions:

B1 There is a hyperbolic saddle point x0 with stable and unstable manifolds W s

and W u; these automatically have dimensions that add up to the dimension

of the phase space of the vector field;

B2 The manifolds W s and W u intersect (in a homoclinic orbit) at the moment of

bifurcation.

Additionally, the genericity conditions are:

G1 The saddle quantity is nonzero, that is, the stable and unstable eigenvalues

are not equal in absolute value;

G2 There is a switch in the relative positions of the manifolds W s and W u; this

is equivalent to the positive speed condition of local bifurcations.

2.8. 7 Codimension-two bifurcations of equilibria

Further bifurcations occur when two system parameters are allowed to vary; under suit-

able genericity conditions these are of codimension-two. We encounter four of them

in this thesis: the Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation (BT), the generalised Hopf bifurcation

(GH), the cusp bifurcation (C) of periodic orbits, and the neural-saddle homoclinic bi-

furcation (NH). Roughly speaking, a codimension-two bifurcation occurs when one of

the genericity conditions of a codimension-one bifurcation is not satisfied and as a result
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Figure 2.19: A sketch of the dynamics near Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation point (BT) with phase
portraits that describe the dynamics in all 4 regions. Curves of Hopf bifurcations (red) and
homoclinic bifurcations (blue) emerge from the the point BT, which separates the two branches
SN− and SN+. Invariant objects are an attracting equilibrium (blue dot), saddle and repelling
equilibria (red dot), a saddle-node point (purple dot), and an attracting periodic orbit (blue
circle).

becomes a bifurcation condition instead; at the same time, appropriate new genericity

conditions are required. Depending on the higher-order terms, codimension-two bifur-

cations have generally more than one case of what the bifurcation diagram near the

bifurcation point looks like. Many codimension-two bifurcations can be found in the

literature [101, 103, 104], where also the cases discussed here can be found.

As before, we only discuss the unfoldings for bifurcation cases that are found in the

laser system. The dynamics near these codimension-two points are quite complicated,

and normal forms will be not be given here. We will rather discuss the new bifurcation

and genericity conditions, accompanied with illustrations and descriptions of the relevant

bifurcation diagrams.

Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation (BT) This bifurcation is a special point that occurs

on a branch of saddle-node bifurcations of equilibria. It is characterised by the ex-

istence of a second zero eigenvalue, which then forms the new bifurcation condition

[B3]. The genericity conditions are then for as a saddle-node bifurcation except

that there is a different condition for the higher-order terms that is again explicit
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Figure 2.20: A sketch of the dynamics near a generalised Hopf point (GH) with phase portraits
that describe the dynamics in regions 1, 2 and 3. The curve D is a branch of saddle-node
bifurcations of periodic orbits that emerge from the point GH that separates the two branches
H− and H+. Invariant objects are an attracting equilibrium (blue dot), a saddle equilibrium
(red dot), an attracting periodic orbit (blue circle), an unstable periodic orbit (red circle), and
a saddle-node periodic orbit (purple circle).

in the planar normal form; see [101, 103, 104].

An illustration of the unfolding for the case found in the laser system with an

attracting periodic orbit is shown in Fig. 2.19. From the BT point on the curve

formed by the two branches SN− and SN+, there emerge two new bifurcation curves:

namely, the curve H of Hopf bifurcation and the curve L of homoclinic bifurcation.

Starting in region 1, there are no equilibria. Crossing SN− into region 2 creates two

new equilibria: an attractor and a saddle. Crossing into region 3 sees the attractor

undergo a Hopf bifurcation in which it loses its stability; an attracting periodic

orbit is born around this equilibrium, which is now a repellor. As the curve L is

approached, the stable periodic orbit grows and then collides (on L) with the saddle

equilibrium in a homoclinic bifurcation. Hence, in region 4 there is only a saddle

and a repellor. These two collide and disappear when moving into region 1 through

SN+, bringing us back to where we started.

Generalised Hopf bifurcation (GH) The GH point is a special codimension-two point
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which occurs along a branch of Hopf bifurcations, and it separates branches of sub-

and supercritical Hopf bifurcations in the parameter plane. It is characterised by

the failure of genericity condition [G2] of the Hopf bifurcation meaning that the

Lyapunov quantity is zero, which forms the new bifurcation condition [B3]. The

genericity condition [G2] for as a Hopf bifurcation is then replaced by the condition

that the second Lyapunov coefficient (which is the fifth-order term of the normal

form) does not vanish; see [101, 103, 104] for details.

An illustration of the unfolding for the case found in the laser system, with an

outermost attracting periodic orbit, is shown in Fig. 2.20. From the GH point on H

formed by the two branches H− and H+, emerges a curve of saddle-node bifurcations

of periodic orbits D. Starting in region 1, there is a repelling equilibrium within

an attracting periodic. Crossing H+ into region 2 sees the disappearance of the

attracting periodic orbit and the change in stability of the equilibrium point to

an attractor. Crossing into region 3 via the curve D of saddle-node bifurcation

of periodic orbits creates two periodic orbits: an outer attracting and an inner

repelling periodic orbit around the attracting equilibrium. When crossing H− the

repelling periodic orbit disappears, the equilibrium becomes unstable and we are

back in region 1.

Cusp bifurcation of periodic orbits (C) At the central point C two branches of

saddle-node bifurcation curves meet tangentially, forming a semicubic parabola.

This bifurcation occurs when the genericity condition [G2] for a saddle-node bifur-

cation is not satisfied. This means that the second-order term of the normal form

Poincaré map is zero; a new genericity condition is required, namely the third-order

term must be nonzero.

An illustration of the unfolding for the case as found in the laser system, where the

outer most periodic orbit is unstable, is shown in figure 2.21. In region 1, there

exist three periodic orbits were the outermost periodic is unstable. Moving counter

clockwise, crossing D− into region 2, a saddle-node bifurcation of periodic orbits

of the two innermost periodic orbits occurs; this means that only the outermost

unstable periodic orbit remains. Likewise, crossing D+ into region 1 from region 2,

causes a saddle-node bifurcation of periodic orbits of the two outermost periodic

orbits; this means that only the innermost unstable periodic orbit remains.

Neutral saddle homoclinic bifurcation (NH) The NH point is a special codimension-

two global bifurcation point which occurs along a branch of homoclinic bifurcations.
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Figure 2.21: A sketch of the dynamics near a cusp of saddle-node bifurcations of periodic orbits
(C). The curve consists two branches, D− and D+, which meet tangentially at the cusp point C
and delineates the region 1 from region 2. The associated phase portrait describe the dynamics
in regions 1 and 2. Invariant objects are an attracting periodic orbit (blue circle), unstable
periodic orbits (red circles), and a saddle-node bifurcating periodic orbit (purple circle).

It is characterised by the saddle quantity at the saddle point involved in the homo-

clinic bifurcation vanishing. This means that the stable and unstable eigenvalues

are of equal magnitude, so that the saddle is neutral. This is the neutral condition

for NH. The other genericity conditions are then as for a homoclinic bifurcation;

see [101, 103, 104].

An illustration of the unfolding for the case found in the laser system with an

innermost unstable periodic orbit is shown in Fig. 2.22. From the point NH on L,

formed by the two branches L− and L+, emerges a curve of saddle-node bifurcations

of periodic orbits D. Starting in region 1, there is a saddle equilibrium whose

stable manifold accumulates on an unstable periodic orbit. Crossing the homoclinic

bifurcation L+ into region 2, an attracting periodic orbit is born around the unstable

periodic orbit, bringing to two the number of periodic orbits in this region. Moving

into region 3 is via the curve D of saddle-node bifurcation of periodic orbits that

results in the disappearance of the two periodic orbits. Returning to region 1 is by

crossing L−; here an unstable periodic orbit appears in the homoclinic bifurcation

and the relative positions of the stable and unstable manifolds W s and W u have

switched.
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Figure 2.22: A sketch of the dynamics near a neutral saddle homoclinic bifurcation point (NH)
with phase portraits that describe the dynamics in regions 1, 2 and 3. The curve D is a branch of
saddle-node bifurcations of periodic orbits, which emerges from the point NH that separates the
two branches L− and L+. Invariant objects are a saddle equilibrium (red dot), an attracting pe-
riodic orbit (blue circle), and an unstable periodic orbit (red circle) onto which W s accumulates
(in backward time) and the global manifolds W s and W u of the saddle.

2.8. 8 Numerical methods

Bifurcation analysis is generally difficult to perform analytically and this explains why

advanced numerical methods have been developed for this purpose. There is a wide

range of literature on numerical methods for dynamical systems, some of which have been

implemented in numerical packages including Auto, LocBif, Content, MATCONT, and

COCO ; see [83, 105] for an overview of these packages. In this thesis, Auto in its form

Auto07p, is the main numerical package used to find and continue/follow equilibrium

and periodic solutions and their associated bifurcations. The underlying principle is to

formulate the continuation of a specific object of interest as a root finding problem for

a suitably defined function. For equilibria, this simply involves solving for the right-

hand side of the vector field, while for periodic orbits the root finding problem has to

be formulated via a boundary value problem. Subsequently, one finds one-dimensional

solution curves of the root finding problem in the form of a branch of solutions. This
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is achieved with pseudo-arc length continuation, which allows one to follow branches

even if there are folds with respect to parameters; again, these are standard techniques

implemented in these numerical packages [83, 105].

Codimension-one bifurcations of equilibria solutions can be detected by checking that

all the bifurcation conditions are satisfied; these then give rise to a new larger root finding

problem whose solution branch can also be continued. Continuation of codimension-one

bifurcations is implemented as well in all of these software packages [83, 105]. More-

over, MATCONT actually calculates the normal forms on the centre manifold, while in

Auto07p has test functions that allows one to check if all the genericity conditions are

satisfied.

Codimension-one bifurcations of periodic solutions are also detected with the use of

test functions in terms of the Jacobian of the poincare map associated with the periodic

solution; this checks all the bifurcation conditions are satisfied. Additionally, the numer-

ical package Auto07p has a dedicated extension called HomCont [8] for the continuation

of homoclinic bifurcations.

We also detect codimension-two bifurcation points. While a branch of solutions of

codimension-one is followed, a user defined function helps to check if any genericity

condition is not satisfied at any step; hence allowing us to identify codimension-two

points. This is also implemented in all of these software packages [83, 105]

Furthermore, the computation of the stable and unstable manifolds of equilibria and

periodic orbits has been achieved with Auto07p software package. However, this has

not been implemented as a stand-alone package on any of these numerical tools ; hence,

suitable two-point boundary problem formulations [83] have been implemented in Auto

to compute the manifolds that are shown throughout these thesis. Manifold computation

usually involves continuing solution families of suitable two-point boundary value prob-

lems (2PBVP) that represent the object of interest as a branch of orbit segments of the

vector field. In particular for two-dimensional manifolds, this technique requires one to

approximate the so called fundamental domain which relies on the Stable Manifold The-

orem. In particular, one can see fundamental domains as one-dimensional parametriza-

tions of the trajectories that form the two-dimensional manifolds of interest, which makes

their use suitable in 2PBVP formulations. For a detailed description on the formulations,

see [83].

Finally, the rendering and post-processing of the data is done with Matlabr.





Chapter 3

Experimental and numerical
characterisation of an all-fibre laser

with a saturable absorber

This chapter gives a detailed report on the first experimental characterisation of an

all-fibre laser with a saturable absorber with respect to two main system parameters:

the pump power Pin and the amount of absorption determined by the length LB of the

saturable absorber fibre section. The resulting map in the plane of these two parameters

identifies well-defined regions of qualitatively different behaviour — non-lasing, stable Q-

switching and irregular or unstable Q-switching — as well as the transitions that separate

these regions. Interpreting our results in terms of Eq. (2.13) relates such transitions to

the underlying bifurcations of the system. Despite its apparent simplicity, the Yamada

model reproduces the experimental findings with good qualitative agreement and provides

overall insight into the expected dynamics; it even predicts the existence of another

regime, namely continuous wave emission, for higher pump values (not achieved in this

experiment). Additionally, we report here on the first systematic study of a small region

of bistability, associated with a change of the underlying mechanism for pulse onset, as

a function of the same laser parameters, namely the incident optical power Pin and the

absorber length LB.

Our findings are a direct result of the the large number of experiments that we carried

out, resulting in gigabytes of data collected over a three year period. To give an idea

of work performed and data collected, Table 3.1 summarises all experimental work for

several iterations of laser configurations built using 13 different values of LB; additionally,

it specifies sets of fibre Bragg-gratings (FBGs) used at a particular time. Narrower FBGs

were acquired progressively with the aim of building an all-fibre laser that operates

53
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Table 3.1: Summary of all characterisation experiments and data sets collected from over 10,000
scans for various LB and different Bragg-gratings over the course of the project. As a conse-
quence, a very large cumulative data set was acquired; therefore, only representative pulse dis-
tributions of amplitude, period, frequency and width are presented and discussed in this chapter.

FBG-1 (Teraxion) FBG-2 (MOptoFab-Node) FBG-3 (ORC-Southampton)

Year 4 Not used. Laser configuration con-
tained LB from 0.20 m to
1.48 m. See Fig. 3.2.4 for
typical pulse characteristic
distributions.

Experiments of laser config-
urations that contained LB
from 0.20 m to 1.48 m. Q-
switched dynamics absent.

Year 3 Not used. Laser configuration con-
tained LB from 0.20 m to
1.48 m. See Fig. 3.2.4 for
typical pulse characteristic
distributions.

Experiments of laser config-
urations that contained LB
from 0.20 m to 1.48 m. Q-
switched dynamics absent.

Year 2 Laser configuration con-
tained LB from 0.52 m to
1.02 m. See Fig. 3.2.4 for
typical pulse characteristic
distributions.

Laser configuration con-
tained LB from 0.20 m to
1.48 m. See Fig. 3.2.4 for
typical pulse characteristic
distributions.

Experiments on laser config-
urations that contained LB
from 0.20 m – 1.48 m. Q-
switched dynamics absent.

Year 1 Laser configuration con-
tained LB = 0.61 m. See
Fig. 3.2.4 for typical pulse
characteristic distributions.

Not used. Not used.

as close as possible to single mode operation. We also see that the bandwidth and

reflecting ratios of the fibre Bragg-grating determines whether or not the laser can Q-

switch. This means that there is a minimum grating window and reflecting ratios that

must be sufficiently broad in bandwidth to sustain line intensity within the cavity so as to

facilitate the generation of pulses born from the modulation of intra-cavity losses. With

regards to the dynamics of an all-fibre laser with saturable absorber, the experimental

evidence described in this chapter resonates through all the different sets of experimental

data acquired over the duration of the study.

3.1 Cavity design and configuration

A schematic diagram of the all-fibre laser setup used for the characterisation of Q-

switched dynamics is shown in Fig. 3.0.1. It consists of a linear Fabry-Pérot cavity
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WDM

Figure 3.0.1: Experimental schematic. ISO: Optical isolator; WDM: 1550/980 wavelength
division multiplexer; PD: 5 GHz Photodiode; FBG1 and FBG2: Bragg-gratings with reflectivities
as shown. The cavity includes an Erbium (Er.) doped fibre section and a Thulium (Th.) doped
fibre section of different lengths LB.

made up of two sections of differently-doped fibres. The gain section is an Erbium doped

fibre of 0.9 m in length (Nufern SM-ESF-7/125) pumped at 980 nm with up to 300 mW

of incident optical power Pin. The absorber section is a Thulium-doped fibre (Nufern

SM-TSF-9/125) of varying lengths. This combination of fibres has been demonstrated

to result in stable Q-switching at longer wavelengths (>1570 nm) [75], and so we have

adapted it for use at 1550 nm. The cavity is bounded by two fibre Bragg-gratings; in the

first instance FBG-1 was used with 0.5 nm bandwidth and reflectivities of 99% and 20%

at 1550 nm and, subsequently with FBG-2 whose properties are given in Table 2.1. The

laser output is separated from the pump signal by means of a 980/1550 nm wavelength

division multiplexer, and measured with a Thorlabs photo detector (DET08CFC: 5 GHz

Bandwidth, 70 ps Rise, 100 mW max peak power). Several cavities with different lengths,

LB, of absorber section (from 0.21 m to 1.48 m) were characterised in the experimental

study.

3.1. 1 Data aquisition and processing

The process of building statistical distributions of pulse characteristics that describe the

dynamics of the fibre laser configuration begins with data acquisition. This procedure is
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Figure 3.1.2: Time trace for Pin = 178 mW and a laser configuration with LB = 0.41 m
with pulse peaks and widths accurately detected. Panel (a1) shows the raw trace (red) and the
averaged trace (blue), and to the right is an enlargement of a single pulse in the green window.
Panel (a2) shows the series of accurately detected pulses, and to the right is an enlargement of
a single pulse showing both its peak, position and width attributes.

computer-controlled with an in-house written Python code. For each iteration, the pump

power of the pump diode is changed by a step and the oscilloscope switched between

active and hold states for brief periods of time (≈ 500 ms) so as to enable the transfer

of time series raw data into storage. A typical noisy time series is shown in Fig. 3.1.2

for Pin = 178 mW and a laser configuration with LB = 0.41 m. The oscilloscope took 8

million samples at 200 Mhz giving 5 ns/point for a 40 ms time window which is adequate

for resolving the pulses from the output of the laser cavity. Over the entire range of

Pin, eighty such time traces are acquired. From these large data sets we extract useful

information, such as the pulse peak amplitudes, peak-to-peak duration, frequencies and

pulse duration that characterise the laser at a particular value of Pin. The data processing

begins with reducing the signal noise by applying a moving average filter with a boxcar

window of 2.2×10−4 to eliminate spurious detections of pulses. A standard peak detection

algorithm is then used to pick up the temporal location of each peak. Once the pulse

peaks are accurately identified, the remaining characteristics of pulse width, and peak
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Figure 3.1.3: Histogram bins of amplitude, period and width of detected pulses for a time trace
with Pin = 178 mW and a laser configuration with LB = 0.41 m.

interval in time and frequency are recorded. Figure. 3.1.2 (a2) illustrates the accurate

detection of pulse peaks and widths after running our detection algorithm. These data

sets of pulse properties are sorted into bins of equal width and plotted as a distribution.

Figure 3.1.3 illustrates histograms that describe distributions of pulse amplitude, period

and width at Pin = 178 mW. As Pin increases, the distribution for pulse amplitude, width

and frequency broadens while that for the period narrows. Subsequently, the histograms

for each Pin are stacked together over the entire range of Pin. These are then contoured

into ranges of pulse counts, which are coloured to aid in identifying the dynamics of

Q-switching behaviour as Pin is varied.

3.2 Data analysis

The shortest laser configuration realised in this thesis was for LB = 0.10 m and this

showed no pulsing dynamics although it generated a lasing CW output; see Fig. A.1.1 in

section A1 for associated time traces. This is most likely due to the fact that LB = 0.10 m

is too short to provide sufficient loss to serve as a Q-switch. This may be attributed to

the shortness of LB so that it is completely and constantly saturated by the lasing modes;

hence unable to effectively switch the Q-value of the laser cavity. As a consequence we

begin the analysis of the dynamics of an all-fibre laser with the second shortest length

of absorber section, LB = 0.21 m. The experiment begins with the pump diode set to

0 mW; the laser is essentially in the off-state. The laser remains in the off-state as Pin

is increased until the lasing threshold is crossed, which is accompanied by the onset of
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Q-switched pulse output. The pumping strength, Pin, is slowly ramped up in steps of

3.7 mW to a maximum of 300 mW and subsequently ramped slowly back down to 0 mW,

while monitoring and recording the laser output.

Figure 3.2.4 shows the characterisation of the first laser, for an absorber length of

LB = 0.21 m by means of statistical analysis as Pin varies from 0 to 300 mW; shown

are the pulse distributions of amplitude, period, frequency and pulse width. We show

distributions of both frequency and period, because the frequency distribution highlights

laser dynamics over larger Pin, while the period distribution highlights laser dynamics

over smaller Pin close to the onset of Q-switching. The pulse distributions are shown

in rows one to four, respectively; here, the colour scheme represents contour levels of

bins that show the change in pulse numbers of a particular pulse attribute change as

Pin increases. Note that the distributions for up-scan (left panels) are almost identical

to those of the down-scan (right panels). Additionally, the manner in which Q-switched

oscillations are born allows us to determine the type of bifurcation that the laser goes

through; as we will see, this provides insight into the influence of LB on laser behaviour.

In panel (a) of Fig. 3.2.4, the red dash-dotted line corresponds to the onset of pulsing

dynamics at Pin = 42 mW for the up-scan while in panel (b), pulsing cease at Pin =

40 mW for the down-scan. The black and grey curves in panel (a1) and (b1) show

the average and standard deviation of pulse amplitude distributions for the up-scan and

down-scan, respectively. In panel (a1), stable self-pulsing at the pulsing threshold is

characterised by the growth in pulse amplitude from zero, and broad (approximately 18

µs) pulses at high frequency; see panels (a3) and (a4). Further increasing Pin moves the

laser operation into a regime of non-regular Q-switched dynamics, which is characterised

by a broadening spectrum of frequencies, this can be seen in panel (a4) and there is

increasingly irregular pulsing dynamics all the way up to the maximum of Pin. At this

point, the up-scan ends and the down-scan begins, when Pin is slowly decreased from

300 mW to 0 mW. Similar laser dynamics that characterised the up-scan are observed in

the down-scan, but this time in reversed order (see panel (b) of Fig. 3.2.4): non-regular

pulsing with a broad frequency spectrum, then stable Q-switching characterised by a

gradual decline of the pulse amplitude, a narrowing of the frequency spectrum and a

broadening of the pulse width [see panels (b3) and (b4)] and, finally, the end of pulsing

when the off-state is reached after Pin goes below the lasing threshold.

These measurements were performed for an additional nine different absorber lengths

ranging from 0.21 m to 1.48 m. As a result, nine new laser configurations were built, each

with a different length of absorber section after which the experimental characterisation
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Figure 3.2.4: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 0.21 m. Panels (a) show the up-scan of Pin and panel (b) show
the down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses (see text for details). The
red dashed-dotted lines indicate detected transition via a Hopf bifurcation for up-scan and down-
scan, respectively.
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of the laser was performed generating large amounts of data which was then processed and

analysed to extract information about the laser behaviour. This allowed us to determine

the values and ranges of Pin for which distinct changes in laser dynamics are observed.

A very large data set was collected so as to verify that each experiment is reproducible

and, hence, we present here a representative of results for each laser configuration for up

and down-scans, respectively. These are presented in figures Fig. 3.2.5 to Fig. 3.2.13.
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Figure 3.2.5: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 0.32 m. Panels (a) show the up-scan of Pin and panel (b) show
the down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses (see text for details). The
red dashed-dotted lines indicate detected transition via a Hopf bifurcation for up-scan and down-
scan, respectively.
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Figure 3.2.6: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 0.41 m. Panels (a) show the up-scan of Pin and panel (b) show
the down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses (see text for details). The
red dashed-dotted lines indicate detected transition via a Hopf bifurcation for up-scan and down-
scan, respectively.
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Figure 3.2.7: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 0.52 m. Panels (a) show the up-scan of Pin and panel (b) show
the down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses (see text for details). The
red dashed-dotted lines indicate detected transition via a Hopf bifurcation for up-scan and down-
scan, respectively.
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Figure 3.2.8: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 0.61 m. Panels (a) show the up-scan of Pin and panel (b) show
the down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses (see text for details). The
red dashed-dotted lines indicate detected transition via a Hopf bifurcation for up-scan and down-
scan, respectively.
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Figure 3.2.9: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 0.66 m. Panels (a) show the up-scan of Pin and panel (b) show
the down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses (see text for details). The
red dashed-dotted lines indicate detected transition via a Hopf bifurcation for up-scan and down-
scan, respectively.
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Figure 3.2.10: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 0.81 m. Panels (a) show the up-scan of Pin and panel (b) show
the down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses (see text for details). The
red dashed-dotted lines indicate detected transition via a Hopf bifurcation for up-scan and down-
scan, respectively.
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Figure 3.2.11: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 1.06 m. Panels (a) show the up-scan of Pin and panel (b) show
the down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses (see text for details). The
blue dashed-dotted lines indicate detected transition via a homoclinic bifurcation for up-scan and
down-scan, respectively.
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Figure 3.2.12: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 1.25 m. Panels (a) show the up-scan of Pin and panel (b) show
the down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses (see text for details). The
blue dashed-dotted lines indicate detected transition via a homoclinic bifurcation for up-scan and
down-scan, respectively.
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Figure 3.2.13: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 1.48 m. Panels (a) show the up-scan of Pin and panel (b) show
the down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses (see text for details). The
blue dashed-dotted lines indicate detected transition via a homoclinic bifurcation for up-scan and
down-scan, respectively.
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A similar sequence of laser dynamics is seen for LB = 0.32 m in Fig. 3.2.5 and

LB = 0.41 in Fig. 3.2.6 which consist of an off-state, followed by stable self-pulsing

after the onset of Q-switching and finally non-regular pulsing regime for the up-scan

of Pin; and conversely, a reverse in the sequence of dynamics so that the laser initially

pulses irregularly, then gradually begins to pulse regularly and finally no pulse output

(off-state). Note here the steady increase in the average peak powers of pulses in the

amplitude distributions as longer LB are introduced into the experimental configuration.

Additionally, the period and frequency distributions get broader and pulse widths get

narrower.

An interesting pattern in the shape of the distributions of the peak amplitudes and

pulse widths immediately after the onset of Q-switched pulses begin to emerge for longer

LB from LB = 0.52 to LB = 0.81. We see this first in Fig. 3.2.7 for LB = 0.52; here the

onset of pulsing occurs at Pin = 46 mW indicated by the red dash-dot line for the up-scan

of panel (a). An initial steep rise of peak amplitudes is recorded up until Pin = 68 mW

with an associated decrease in the pulse width distributions with no visible influence in

the period or frequency distributions. This is then followed by a dip to Pin = 0.1 W.

Using the mean and standard deviation curves as a guide, notice the steady rise in the

mean pulse amplitudes upto Pin = 0.17 W. In this range, the standard deviation of pulse

peaks starts to increase, hence, giving an indication of a transition in the dynamics of

the laser. As we will see later, this corresponds to a transition from the regular pulsing

regime into the non-regular pulsing regime. A mirrored sequence of dynamics is found for

the down-scan of Pin. The assertion of a bifurcation occurring is supported by the time

traces in Fig. 3.2.14 of an up-scan in panels (a) and a down-scan in panels (b) . These

time traces were taken for Pin = 86 mW, Pin = 150 mW and Pin = 280 mW and clearly

show the regular pulsing, transition to irregular pulsing and irregular pulsing dynamics.

A supplementary list of of time traces for laser configurations using LB lengths not shown

here is provided in appendix A1.

Furthermore, for longer absorber sections between LB = 1 m and LB = 1.48 m, we see

a different pattern in distributions for pulse amplitude, period/frequency and pulse widths

both at the threshold of Q-switching and the ensuing trend of the lasing dynamics all

the way to the max of Pin; nonetheless, the laser exhibits similar transitions from the off-

state to regular pulsing and finally irregular pulsing dynamics. Figure 3.2.11 illustrates

dynamics of a laser with LB = 1.06 m; here, we see the onset of Q-switched pulses,

indicated by the blue dot-dash line, occurs at Pin = 0.072 W and is characterised by

relatively high peak powers (2.3 arb units), high periods (4.5 ms) low frequency (200 Hz)
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Figure 3.2.14: Observed oscilloscope traces for LB = 0.52 m and for an up-scan and down-scan
of Pin at 86 mW, 150 mW, and 280 mW in panels (a) and panels (b) respectively. The pulses
were measured with a Thorlabs detector model DET01CFC with a responstivity of 0.94 A/W
(0.047 V/mW).

and narrow widths (1.6 µs) in both up-scans and down-scans. As Pin is increased the

amplitude distributions begin to broaden around Pin = 0.11 W ; a similar broadening of

pulse widths is also observed and so goes to suggest the laser is about to transition into a

different pulsing regime. Note that these transitions are far more gradual and harder to

observe experimentally in comparison to lasers configurations that use shorter LB where

this second transition is much more distinctive. As such, we turn to examining the pulse

traces at various Pin values to determine determine the various regimes of laser dynamics.

Figure 3.2.15 illutrates traces of a lasing configuration using LB = 1.06 m for both an

up-scan of Pin in panels (a) and a down-scan of Pin in panels (b); times traces at Pin =
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Figure 3.2.15: Observed oscilloscope traces for LB = 1.06 m and for an up-scan and down-scan
of Pin at 86 mW, 150 mW, and 280 mW in panels (a) and panels (b) respectively. The pulses
were measured with a Thorlabs detector model DET01CFC with a responstivity of 0.94 A/W
(0.047 V/mW).

86 mW, Pin = 150 mW and Pin = 280 mW clearly show the regular pulsing, transition

to irregular pulsing and irregular pulsing regimes.

Overall, we identified two distinct ways in which the laser transits from non-lasing

to Q-switching. For the range of relatively short LB between 0.21 m and 0.81 m, the

plots of amplitude distributions show a gradual growth in peak power from extremely

low peaks powers at the laser threshold for both up-scan and down-scan.

We now go on to show the contrast in the two mechanism at the onset of Q-switching

by comparing a relatively short LB = 0.52 to those for of a relatively long LB = 1.48.

Laser configurations with longer LB, above 0.81 m, show a sudden onset of high peak
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Figure 3.2.16: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period and width for an
absorber length LB of (a) 0.52 m and (b) 1.48 m; colour indicates bins with equal pulse count
(see text for details). The dashed-dotted lines indicate detected transitions through Hopf (red)
and homoclinic (blue) bifurcations; green and grey shaded areas indicate more gradual transitions
to irregular pulsing.

power pulse trains at the laser threshold for both up-scan and down-scan while laser

configurations with relatively shorter LB below 0.81 m show a square root growth from

0 peak power at the laser threshold for both up-scan and down-scan. This interesting

difference in the onset of Q-switched pulse trains is summarised in the illustration of

Fig. 3.2.16.

The laser configuration for LB=0.52 m in panels (a) of Fig. 3.2.16 is taken as a

representative for short absorber lengths. Here, the pulses grow from zero amplitude

(the first detected pulse is approximately 0.02) [panel (a1)], with a relatively long but

finite period [panel (a2)] and are typically quite broad (approximately 12 ns) [panel

(a3)]. This onset of pulsing, at Pin ≈ 39 mW and indicated by the red vertical dashed-
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Figure 3.2.17: Observed oscilloscope traces for LB = 0.52 m and for Pin of (a1) 71 mW, and
(a2) 180 mW. Time traces for LB = 1.48 m and for Pin of (b1) 97 mW, and (b2) 250 mW.
The pulses were measured with a Thorlabs detector model DET01CFC with a responstivity of
0.94 A/W (0.047 V/mW).

dotted line, is characteristic for the birth of a periodic solution in a (supercritical) Hopf

bifurcation [see row (a) of Fig. 2.16] of the lasing solution. On the other hand, the

longer absorber section representative of LB = 1.48 m [Fig. 3.2.16(b)] showcases pulses

that appear immediately after crossing the experimental threshold with a high, non-zero

amplitude (of approximately 2.73) [panel (b1)], at a much longer period (approximately

7.3 µs) [panel (b2)], and are very narrow (∼ 0.2 ns) [panel (b3)]. This sudden onset of

pulsing, at Pin ≈ 86 mW is indicated by the blue vertical dashed dotted line, and is a

characteristic of a homoclinic bifurcation [49] [see row (a) of Fig. 2.18]. Figure 3.2.17

shows typical time traces for the different regimes of operation encountered in the up-

scan measurements for all LB and Pin. Panels (a1)–(a2) are for a saturable absorber

of length LB = 0.52 m. Initially the laser is in the off-state but, as the pump power
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Figure 3.2.18: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period and width for an
absorber length LB of (a) 0.52 m and (b) 1.48 m; colour indicates the number of events for
each pulse attribute such that the sum at any value of Pin adds up to 8943. The dashed-dotted
lines indicate detected transitions through Hopf (red) and homoclinic (cyan) bifurcations; green
and grey shaded areas indicate more gradual transitions to irregular pulsing

Pin is increased, the lasing threshold is crossed and subsequently a stable pulse train is

observed [Fig. 3.2.17 (a1)]. In this stable Q-switching regime, pulses with a finite period

emerge with an amplitude that increases from zero, and exist over a broad range of pump

powers. For considerably higher Pin, and all the way up to the maximum value our pump

diode can provide, one finds a regime of unstable, irregular Q-switching [Fig. 3.2.17 (a2)].
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Figure 3.2.19: Experimental bifurcation diagram in the (Pin, LB)-plane, showing regions 1 (off),
2 (stable Q-switching) 3 (irregular pulsing) as well as the pulsing threshold (red and blue dots)
and the transition to irregular pulsing (green and grey bars), determined for LB values of 0.21 m,
0.32 m, 0.41 m, 0.53 m, 0.61 m, 0.67 m, 0.78 m, 1.02 m, 1.25 m, and 1.48 m.

Figure 3.2.17(b1) is for the longest absorber section of lengths LB = 1.48 m and for Pin

(97 mW) immediately after crossing the lasing threshold. It shows that the onset of stable

Q-switching is radically different: the laser immediately starts emitting high-amplitude

pulses with a very low repetition rate. The period of pulsing decreases with increasing

Pin and eventually irregular pulsing is observed for sufficiently high Pin [Fig. 3.2.17(b2)].

In addition, both cases of absorber length LB presented in Fig. 3.2.16 exhibit another

qualitative change at a higher value of Pin, namely the transition from stable Q-switched

pulsing to irregular pulsing. The latter regime, whose underlying mechanism is discussed

in Sec. 3.2. 1, is characterised by a wider distribution of pulse heights, with a marked

increase in the number of pulses of lower amplitudes; see Fig. 3.2.17(a2). The transition

between the two regimes is more gradual, but it can be specified by considering proper-

ties of the pulse amplitude distribution for each value of Pin. For shorter to intermediate

absorber lengths between (0.21 m to 0.53 m), the transition is characterised by a quite

sudden dip of the mean of the pulse count (black curve), in between a maximum and a

minimum; the corresponding range of Pin for LB = 0.52 m is shaded green Fig. 3.2.16(a1).

For larger absorbers the transition to irregular pulsing is even more gradual and char-
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Figure 3.2.20: Numerical bifurcation diagram in the (A,B)-plane of Eq. (2.13); shown are
curves of saddle-node (black), transcritical (dashed orange), Hopf (red when supercritical,
dashed-green when subcritical), homoclinic (blue), and saddle-node of limit cycle (dash-dotted
magenta) bifurcations; and points BT of Bogdanov-Takens and DH of degenerate Hopf bifur-
cation. The gray arrows indicate the two regimes in Fig. 3 with crossings of the Hopf and
homoclinic curves, respectively.

acterised by the emergence of two clearly separated maxima in the distribution of pulse

heights; see Fig. 3.2.16(b1) for LB = 1.48 m, where the corresponding range of Pin is

shaded in grey.

An alternative to taking 40 ms time span of pulse measurements is to record for a

fixed number of pulse events. In this way, a more detailed render of the dynamics of

the laser using pulse attribute distributions is produced. Figure. 3.2.18 illustrates this

alternate representation. Here, pulse events are sequentially indexed to a maximum of

8943 events for each value of Pin from the onset of Q-switching in steps of 3.75 mW up to

the maximum Pin value of 0.3 W. Figure 3.2.18 illustrates the distribution plots created

using this technique and highlights important information, such as the slope of period

distributions to show how the onset of Q-switching via a Hopf bifurcation differs from

a homoclinic bifurcation experimentally; it also highlights the emergence of two clearly

separated maxima associated with the second transition from regular pulsing to irregular

pulsing; these were otherwise hard to see in Fig. 3.2.16

All these results can be summarised by the two-parameter experimental bifurcation
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Figure 3.2.21: Time traces for Eq. (2.13): (a) A = 1.1 and B = 0.01, (b) A = 1.30 and
B = 0.01, and (c) A = 1.1 and B = 0.03.

diagram in the (Pin, LB)-plane shown in Fig. 3.2.19. In this was, the three main regions of

operation in the (Pin, LB)-plane are identified. This planar representation was obtained

by identifying the Pin-values/ranges of the different transitions, as shown in Fig. 3.2.16.

The coloured dots in Fig. 3.2.19 represent the onset to Q-switching at Hopf (red) and

homoclinic (blue) bifurcations; subsequent transitions to irregular pulsing are represented

by green and grey bars. For all absorber lengths the laser is initially off (region 1) and

increasing Pin then results in stable Q-switching (region 2), which can occur via either

a Hopf or a homoclinic bifurcation; the changeover between the two cases occurs for LB

around 0.9 m. Finally, at high pump powers the lasers become unstable and irregular

pulsing is observed (region 3); the changeover between the two characterisations of the

corresponding transition in terms of the pulse distribution is also happening at LB around

0.9 m.

3.2. 1 Comparison with the Yamada model

For the theoretical investigation of the fibre laser we use the Yamada model Eq. (2.13)

and employ tools from bifurcation theory; see section 2.6. The first task is to determine

the values of the parameters of Eq. (2.13). For the fibre laser used in the experiment,

these have been estimated (from the properties of the Erbium-doped and Thulium-doped
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fibres) as given in Table 2.2; these give the values

γG = 5.8× 10−4, σ = 0.0543 and a = 2.9. (3.1)

Moreover, the pump and absorption coefficients A and B are related linearly with Pin and

LB. Equation (2.13) features a wide range of interesting dynamical behaviour, including

both stable pulsing and continuous wave emission and bistability; see also chapter 4.

The transitions between different qualitative behaviours are generated and organised

in parameter space by bifurcations which we found and traced out numerically with the

software package Auto [109]. Figure 3.2.20 shows the bifurcation diagram of Eq. (2.13) in

the (A,B)-plane with different curves delimiting regions of different dynamics. Overall

the agreement between the theoretical and experimental diagram is good as we now

discuss.

In region 1 of Fig. 3.2.20 the only stable solution is the off-state with I = 0. In the

B-range below the BT point, increasing the pump parameter A leads to the crossing of

a saddle-node bifurcation of equilibria, transcritical bifurcation of the off solution and

Hopf bifurcation in quick succession. The Hopf bifurcation is supercritical and generates

a stable periodic orbit; the result is the gradual onset of oscillations, with finite period

and amplitude growing from zero, as region 2 is entered. For values of B above the

point BT (e.g. for B = 0.03), increasing A leads to a similar crossing of the saddle-node

and transcritical bifurcations, immediately followed by a homoclinic bifurcation. The

latter leads to the onset of oscillations in region 2 with a well determined large, nonzero

amplitude and very large period (tending to infinity as the bifurcation is approached from

above). Note that in both cases the respective bifurcation curves are so close together

in the transition from region 1 to region 2 that, for all practical purposes, the lasing

threshold corresponds to the onset of oscillation via the Hopf or homoclinic scenario,

respectively. Corresponding time traces are shown in Fig. 3.2.21(a) and (c).

When the pump parameter A is increased further inside region 2 of Fig. 3.2.20, the

subcritical part of the Hopf bifurcation curve (green) is crossed. This results in the cre-

ation of an unstable periodic solution (of saddle type), which goes hand-in-hand with the

stabilisation of the CW state. Figure 3.2.21(b) shows time traces of these three objects

that exist inside region 3, which is characterised by the coexistence of multiple solutions:

a stable periodic attractor (blue), a saddle periodic solution (red dashed) and a stable

node (green dash-dotted), respectively.

While noise or other internal perturbations are not included in Eq. (2.13), this mul-
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tistabilty can cause noise-driven switching and associated transients between the dif-

ferent attractors experimentally. As in the experiment, the boundary between stable

Q-switching and irregular pulsing is therefore not crisply defined, but we suggest that

region 3 of Fig. 3.2.20 can be interpreted as a region where irregular pulsing may be

found in practice.

When A is increased even further inside region 3 of Fig. 3.2.20, a curve (magenta)

of saddle-node bifurcation of periodic orbits is crossed. At this point the stable and the

saddle periodic solutions collide and disappear. Therefore, in region 4 the CW solution

is the only attractor and the system produces non-pulsing output of constant amplitude.

We did not observe this CW regime in our experiments, which we attribute to the limi-

tation of achieving a sufficiently high optical pump power.

A cursory look at near the BT point of Fig. 3.2.20 suggests an unusual way the Hopf

and homoclinic bifurcation curves emerge from the BT point. However, an enlargement

around the BT point shows that the Hopf and homoclinic bifurcation curves emerge in

the same direction similar to how its been illustrated in Fig. 2.19 in section 2.8 of chapter

2.

Furthermore, when comparing Fig. 3.2.20 to Fig. 3.2.19, we see no quantitative agree-

ment between the two, nonetheless, qualitative behaviour as described by the two figures

agree well. The absence of any quantitative agreement maybe attributed to the overly

simplified Yamada model that considers the dynamics of populations in gain, absorber

and photon number. The Yamada model, initially developed for semiconductor lasers,

does not take into account the complexity of light propagation in fibre. Our initial cu-

riosity was to show how well the Yamada model, in its current form for semiconductor

lasers, works for a fibre laser and this is the primary focus of our findings. Considering

the current findings, obtaining quantitative agreement in the fibre laser domain would

require very careful and detailed modelling of such a fibre laser system or any laser system

of interest.

3.3 Hysteresis and bistability

A closer look at the previous Fig. 3.2.9 shows differences in the evolution of peak ampli-

tude dynamics near pulsing thresholds (red dash line) for both the up-scan and down-

scan for the laser configuration with LB= 0.66 m. Additionally, similar differences are

observed in the up-scan and down-scan for LB between LB = 0.71 m and LB = 0.80 m.

Specifically, we identified bistable behaviour where the laser operates differently for the
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two different sweeps in Pin. I will now go on to discuss in more detail the differences

in laser operation, for an up-scan in Pin, and then a subsequent down-scan scan in Pin.

Figure. 3.3.22 illustrates the existence of bistable dynamics for LB = 0.71 m. In

panels (a1) and (b1), we see the onset of pulses at approximately 70 mW for the up-scan

and the last set of pulses at 60 mW for the down-scan. Within a 100 mW range from the

pulsing threshold, we notice differences in the amplitude distributions where higher peak

powers are recorded for the up-scan as opposed to lower peak powers for the down-scan.

Beyond this range for higher Pin values, the pulse amplitude distributions return to very

similar profiles in both up-scan and down-scan for the remainder of the Pin range (160 mw

to 300 mW). This difference in amplitude distributions is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.27 (a)

and shows a hysteresis loop formed from the two mean amplitude distribution curves for

LB = 0.71 m. They describe the dynamics of the average pulse amplitude distribution

for the up-scan (red dots) and down-scan (orange dots) after the pulsing threshold (dash

red curve).

A bistable region between 50 mW and 150 mW of Pin is clearly identified. Perhaps

surprisingly, while the bistability is obvious in the amplitude traces, the period distri-

bution shown in panels (a2) and (b2) and width distributions in panels (a4) and (b4)

of Fig. 3.3.22 show no observable differences when the pump power is increased or de-

creased. The frequency distribution plots for all values of LB show discontinuities on the

up and down scans and are not a reliable indicator of bistability. Their original purpose

was to aid in identifying definitive changes in laser dynamics for larger values of Pin in

the pulse distributions.

Similar hysteresis loops of laser operation and the absence of differing dynamics in

the period, frequency and width distributions are found for longer LB up to 0.81 m. One

distinctive case of observed hysteresis in laser operation is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.24 for

LB = 0.76 m. Both panel (a) of the up-scan and panel (b) of the down-scan portray

pulse amplitude distributions over the entire range of Pin along with associated period,

frequency and pulse width distributions; the bistable range is indicated by the peach

shaded region in panels (a1) and (b2). Notice here that in panel (a1) the pulse ampli-

tude evolution for the up-scan again differs in some range of Pin from that of the pulse

amplitude distribution for the down-scan in panel (b1). The difference is easily noticed

in the mean distribution curves for both up and down-scans, which we plot separately in

Fig. 3.3.27(b). We see immediately that, after the onset of pulsing, the mean amplitude

distribution curves are similar in both up-scan and down-scan; however, they quickly be-

gin to separate from one another after Pin=118 mW, stay separated until Pin=280 mW
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Figure 3.3.22: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 0.71 m. Panel (a) shows the up-scan of Pin while (b) shows
the down-scan of Pin ; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses (see text for details).
The red dashed-dotted lines indicate detected transitions through a Hopf bifurcation for up and
down-scans respectively.
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Figure 3.3.23: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 0.74 m. Panel (a) shows the up-scan of Pin while (b) shows the
down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses (see text for details). The red
dashed-dotted lines indicate detected transitions through a Hopf bifurcation for up and down-
scans respectively.
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Figure 3.3.24: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 0.76 m. Panel (a) shows the up-scan of Pin while (b) shows the
down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses (see text for details). The red
dashed-dotted lines indicate detected transitions through a Hopf bifurcation for up and down-
scans respectively.
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Figure 3.3.25: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 0.79 m. Panel (a) shows the up-scan of Pin while (b) shows the
down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses (see text for details). The red
dashed-dotted lines indicate detected transitions through a Hopf bifurcation for up and down-
scans respectively.
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Figure 3.3.28: Experimental bifurcation diagram in the (Pin, LB)-plane, showing regions 1
(off), 2 (stable Q-switching), and 3 (irregular pulsing) as well as the pulsing threshold (red and
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to irregular pulsing (green and grey bars), determined for LB values of 0.21, 0.32, 0.41, 0.53,
0.61, 0.66, 0.69, 0.74, 0.76, 0.78, 0.81, 1.02, 1.25, and 1.48 m.

and, subsequently, the pulse amplitude distribution curves of both scans return to similar

peak power levels at larger Pin.

Additionally, Fig. 3.3.26 illustrates pulse trains for the up-scan in panel (a) and the

down-scan in panel (b) at Pin values of 70 mW, 150 mW and 230 mW. Comparing panel

(a1) with panel (b1), we see regular Q-switched pulsing dynamics with similar peak pow-

ers prior to the grey bistable range. Panels (a2) and (a3), for the up-scan, differ in average

peak power from their associated down-scan equivalents, panels (b2) and (b3). Bistable

laser dynamics disappear for higher LB values beyond 0.81 m. Our experiments for 13

different absorbed lengths allow us to construct the refined experimental two-parameter

bifurcation diagram in the (Pin, LB)-plane that is shown in Fig. 3.3.28, which emphasises

bistability and hysteresis loops. As before, in panel (a) there are three main regions of

laser operation with the red and blue dots representing the onset of pulsing as a result

of Hopf and homoclinic bifurcations, respectively. Also shown are the ranges in Pin of

bistable dynamics indicated as peach bars that together form a bistable regime in the LB

direction. Note that bistable dynamics is found in region 2 of the experimental bifurca-

tion diagram for a narrow range of LB. Figure 3.3.28(b) shows an enlargement of the LB
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Figure 3.3.29: Numerical simulation of the up and down-scans in A. Shown here is the average
output Intensity I which forms a hysteresis loop for B = 0.01.

range for which bistability is found. The length of the peach curves correspond to the

width of the hysteresis loop as determined by a marked difference in the average ampli-

tude distribution curves of the up-scan in comparison to the down-scan. The hysteresis

loop initially exists for a short range in Pin (approximately 50 mW for LB=0.69) and

widens over a larger and higher pump ranges and subsequently diminishes and disappears

after LB=0.81 m.

Our experimental evidence in Fig. 3.3.22 to Fig. 3.3.25 strongly suggests that the

narrow LB-range of bistability is associated with the proximity of the switch from the

onset of pulses via Hopf bifurcation to that via a homoclinic bifurcation.

3.3. 1 Comparison with the Yamada model

In the section 3.2. 1 we showed that the laser dynamics is well described by Eq. (2.13),

despite the multi-mode operation of our laser. Hence I now go on to determine the suit-

ability of Eq. (2.13) for describing the properties of bistability found in the experimental

study. We begin by numerically simulating the dynamics of the laser with Eq. (2.13)

using parameter values from Table 2.3 and B = 0.01 chosen to be below the BT point

of Figure 3.2.20 which agrees qualitatively with the experimental bifurcation diagram

of Fig. 3.2.19. We report the existence of bistable dynamics between a stable equilib-

rium solution (continuous wave output) and a stable periodic solution (pulsing output).
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Figure 3.3.29 shows a numerical simulation that confirms the existence of this type of

bistability in region 3.

Figure 3.3.29 illustrates a hysteresis loop of a numerical simulation of an up-scan

(blue) and a down-scan (orange) and shows the sequence of qualitative changes that occur

for B = 0.01 as the pump parameter A is ramped up and down. The up-scan starts with

the laser in the off-state; peak amplitude equal to zero and A = 0.3. As A is increased,

there is a gradual onset of pulses at the threshold, A = 1, as the Hopf bifurcation is

crossed. Q-switched pulsing dynamics persists with increasing peak amplitude up until

the pulses disappear in a saddle node bifurcation of periodic orbits at A = 1.67 and

the laser returns to a continuous wave (CW) operation (see Fig. 3.2.20). Subsequently,

the down-scan begins with the laser in a CW state and ramping down parameter A,

we see this state persist until the sub-critical part of the Hopf bifurcation curve. The

CW solution becomes unstable causing the laser to switch onto a stable pulsing solution

at A = 1.18; the laser continuous to generate pulsed output until it transitions into the

off-state after crossing the super-critical part of the Hopf bifurcation at threshold at A=1.

While there is agreement with experimental observations with regards to the sequence

of qualitative changes as the laser goes through the first two transitions, the nature of the

hysteresis is actually different in the Yamada model. In fact, the three dimensional ODE

model of Eq. (2.13) is unable to model well the bistable dynamics of our fibre laser. This

is seen more clearly when we consider both the experimental and numerical bifurcation

diagrams in more detail. Namely, we notice in the numerical bifurcation digram that

the existence of bistable dynamics is rather in region 3 (see of Fig. 3.2.20) while that for

its experimental equivalent exists in region 2 (see Fig. 3.3.28). Hence, bistable dynamics

exist between a CW solution and a periodic solution for the entirety of region 3 of

the numerical bifurcation diagram in Fig 3.2.20; while in the experimental bifurcation

diagram, bistability appears to exist between two periodic solutions in a narrow area of

region 2.

We believe that this discrepancy is due to the fact that our laser contains several

longitudinal modes which interact, whereas the Eq. (2.13) assumes a single longitudinal

mode. Thus, while it can be used to describe the onset of lasing considering much

fewer modes exist at threshold, it is unable to aptly describe the observed experimental

bistable dynamics of our multi-mode laser. We observe that this discrepancy between the

experiment and model occurs only near the switching between the Hopf and homoclinic

bifurcation. Hence this suggests that the laser is susceptible to multimode operation

close to the switch over range.
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3.4 Summary

In this chapter we have discussed the behaviour of a passively Q-switched all-fibre laser

with a saturable absorber. The operational behaviours have been characterised based on

their dependence on two of the main experimental control parameters, namely the pump

power and the amount of absorption. Additionally, the bandwidth and reflecting ratios

of the fibre Bragg-grating determines whether or not the laser can Q-switch.Varying the

pump power and the amount of absorption has revealed two important regimes of the

onset of pulsing: via a Hopf bifurcation and via a homoclinic bifurcation, depending

on the amount of absorption. Our experiments have been interpreted in terms of the

Yamada model. Despite its apparent simplicity, this model is found to explain well our

experimental results regarding how the onset of pulsing comes about as pump power is

increased.

However, we observed a narrow range of LB where one finds hysteresis and multi-

stable dynamics in the passively Q-switched all-fibre laser with a saturable absorber. We

characterised this range of LB for which the laser evolves along two different operational

paths during up-scans and down-scans over ranges of Pin; hysterisis was found to start at

LB = 0.69 m and increase to its widest range for LB = 0.71 m and subsequently shrinks

down until finally it disappears for LB = 0.81 m. Interestingly, this is close to the switch

between Hopf and homoclinic bifurcations that characterise the threshold for the onset

of Q-switched pulsing. This suggests an increased susceptibility of the fibre laser in this

small range of LB to multimode operation, the study of which can be a subject for future

research.
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Numerical modelling

This chapter gives a detailed report on the study of Eq. (2.13) for a self-pulsing laser

using tools of bifurcation theory and numerical continuation packages. We present here

a three-parameter bifurcation analysis by considering how the two-parameter bifurcation

diagram in the (A, γG)-plane of Eq. (2.13) changes with the decay ratio parameter σ.

There is a total of ten cases, which we denote BI to BX, of qualitatively different two-

parameter bifurcation diagrams, with a total of eleven cases of structurally stable phase

portraits. We present careful numerical evidence for all of the cases BI to BX and the

transitions between them. Moreover, for each of the eleven phase portraits we present

three-dimensional representation of the organisation of phase space, rather than two-

dimensional projections as in [49]. To this end, we compute and show the two-dimensional

manifolds of the respective saddle equilibria and saddle periodic orbits. The motivation

for this study stems from the fact that most experimental realisations of self-pulsed lasers

have different decay times for gain and absorber sections and, hence, σ 6= 1. On the

other hand, the earlier bifurcation analysis of the Yamada model in [49] is restricted to

the special case σ = 1. This discrepancy is the central issue that this chapter addresses.

Our first result is that the two-parameter bifurcation diagram from [49] with a

Bogdanov-Takens (BT) point as an organising center and featuring bistability and ex-

citability — which is our starting point and denoted case BI here — does not change

qualitatively when σ is allowed to change for σ < 1. Hence, when the gain decays slower

than the absorption in the respective sections of the laser, the (A, γG)-plane is already

known from this earlier work. On the other hand, as we will show, for 1 < σ, when the

gain decays faster than the absorption, there are qualitative changes to the (A, γG)-plane

from a certain value of 1 < σ onwards, which generate an additional two generic phase

portraits. As our main result, we explain in detail how and when the bifurcation diagram

91
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in (A, γG)-plane changes as σ increases, by providing sketches of all bifurcation cases BI–

BX and and explanation of the transitions between them via codimension-three events.

These sketches are accompanied by evidence in the (A, γG)-plane of careful numerical

investigations, including enlargements of regions that verify the presence or absence of

certain dynamics. We show that the bifurcation diagram gradually decreases in size and

eventually collapses down to a point with γG = 0 as σ increases.

An overview of how the loci of the different bifurcations change with σ is provided in

two ways. Firstly, we present the σ-line with ranges of all bifurcation cases BI–BX and

the locations of associated transitions, both as a sketch and as an image with the actual

positions of numerically computed transitions. Secondly, we provide an image of the bifur-

cation set in three-dimensional (A, γG, σ)-space, consisting of surfaces of codimension-one

bifurcations, their intersection curves, as well as curves of codimension-two bifurcations.

All eleven cases of generic phase portraits in open regions of (A, γG, σ)-space are pre-

sented in the full (G,Q, I)-space; over two-dimensional sketches and two-dimensional

projections presented previously, this gives new insight into how the two-dimensional

invariant manifolds of equilibria and periodic orbits of saddle type form the basin bound-

aries between different attractors. In this way, the organisation of multi-stabilty, as well

as the exact nature of the excitability threshold in the full three-dimensional phase space

of this laser system is clarified.

4.1 Bifurcation diagram BI for σ ≤ 1

Our starting point is the detailed study in [49] of self-pulsing of a laser with saturable

absorber described by the Yamada model for equal decay lifetimes, that is, for γ = γG =

γQ and, hence, σ = 1. A complete description of how the possible dynamics of the model

depends on all four parameters A, γG, B and a was presented. Figure 4.1.1 shows the

main bifurcation diagram from the paper [49], which includes an explicit derivation of all

bifurcations of equilibria. A two-parameter bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane is

surrounded by sketches of nine phase portraits in open regions. This most complicated

and relevant bifurcation diagram occurs when B and a are sufficiently large as is the case

for example for B = 5.8 and a = 1.8; it is referred to in [49] as Type III bifurcation

diagram. For background on the different types of bifurcations we encounter see, for

example, [101, 103].

Since it is our starting point, we refer to this bifurcation diagram as case BI. The

horizontal line corresponds to γG = 0, and it is the lower limit of the bifurcation diagram
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Figure 4.1.1: Sketches of the bifurcation diagram of type BI in the (A, γ)-plane with phase
portraits for the nine open regions, shown in the (G, I)-plane where the third direction is always
attracting. Invariant objects are attracting equilibria (filled diamond), saddle equilibria (hollow
diamond), attracting periodic orbits (boldface circle) and saddle periodic orbits (thin circles).

because negative γG is not physically relevant. There are curves of saddle-node bifurca-

tions S, and of transcritical bifurcation T. On the curve S there is a Bogdanov-Takens

point BT, which emerges as the main organising centre. From BT, a curve H of Hopf

bifurcations and a curve L of homoclinic bifurcations emerge. They cross one another

in a codimension-one-plus-one event, H∩L, and L stays on the left of the transcritical

curve T where the equilibrium of the homoclinic orbit disappears. The curve H, on the

other hand, crosses the curve T and eventually reaches γG = 0 for higher values of A

(which is not shown in the bifurcation sketch) of Fig. 4.1.1. The crossing of curves L and

H requires a switch of the stability of the bifurcating periodic orbits, that is, a change of

their criticality, somewhere nearby [49]. This happens on the curve H at the codimension-

two degenerate Hopf point GH where H changes from subcritical to supercritical; and

on the curve L we find a codimension-two neutral-saddle homoclinic point NH, where
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Table 4.1: Chosen representative parameter values for the phase portraits in the different regions
of Fig. 4.1.2 and Fig. 4.2.14, with an indication of invariant objects, namely equilibria p, q, o,
and periodic orbits Γa (attractor) and Γ× (saddle); throughout, B=5.8 and a=1.8.

REGION (A, γG, σ)
INVARIANT OBJECTS

p q o Γa2 Γ×1 Γ×3

1 (5.500, 0.04000, 1.000) X
2 (6.540, 0.04000, 1.000) X X X
3 (6.351, 0.12000, 1.000) X X X X
4 (6.720, 0.15000, 1.000) X X X
5 (6.300, 0.07450, 1.000) X X X X X
6 (6.766, 0.06741, 1.000) X X X X
7 (6.800, 0.03000, 1.000) X X X
8 (6.885, 0.06300, 1.000) X X X X
9 (7.500, 0.15000, 1.000) X X
10 (6.537, 0.04304, 1.115) X X X X X X
11 (6.542, 0.04255, 1.115) X X X X X

the saddle quantity at the saddle point involved in the homoclinic bifurcation is zero;

this means that the saddle is neither attracting nor repelling along the homoclinic orbit.

Consequently, there is a curve D of saddle-node bifurcations of periodic orbits emanating

from the points NH and GH, which connects these two points and completes the local

picture near the intersection of L and H.

This collection of bifurcation curves divides the (A, γG)-plane in Fig. 4.1.1 into nine

distinct regions of different dynamics, which are represented by the surrounding sketches

of the associated phase portraits 1 to 9. These are represented in two-dimensions only,

where I is the vertical direction with I = 0 being the bottom line. The horizontal

direction can be thought of either G or Q and the third direction is always attracting.

In a physical laser, Q-switching pulsing dynamics can be found regions 5 to 8, con-

tinuous wave lasing in regions 3-5,8 and 9 and finally the laser off-state in regions 1-6.

4.1. 1 Phase portraits 1 to 9

The two-dimensional sketches of Fig. 4.1.1 complete the topological information needed

for the bifurcation diagram. They have been confirmed in [49] by computed versions in

projection onto the (G, I)-plane consisting of equilibria, periodic orbits, one-dimensional
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Figure 4.1.2: The nine phase portraits projected onto the (G, I)-plane showing equilibria (blue
and red diamonds) and periodic orbits (blue and red curves), one-dimensional manifolds (dark
grey curves) and selected trajectories (light grey curves); attracting objects are blue and saddle
objects are red. Figures do not have the same scale. The chosen parameters are listed in
Table 4.1.

invariant manifolds and selected trajectories. Figure 4.1.2 shows this type of planar

representation, which suffices to characterize the topological aspects of the dynamics

of the system. On the other hand, it leaves out considerable subtleties in the three-

dimensional phase space, especially regarding how two-dimensional manifolds organize

the phase space geometrically.

Figures 4.1.3 to 4.1.10 show phase portraits 2 to 9 in the full (G,Q, I)-space with

all relevant one-dimensional and two-dimensional invariant manifolds; all phase portraits

shown have been computed for parameter values detailed in Table 4.1. We proceed by
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Figure 4.1.3: Phase portrait in region 2 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilibrium
o (blue diamond), saddle equilibria p and q (red diamonds), manifolds W u(p) (red curve), W s(q)
(blue curve), W s(p) (blue surface) and W u(q) (red surface); see Table 4.1 for parameter values.

discussing the nine generic phase portraits 1 to 9 in detail, with reference to the sketches

in Fig. 4.1.1, the two-dimensional computed phase portraits in Fig. 4.1.2 and their three-

dimensional computed equivalents in (G,Q, I)-space in figures 4.1.3 to 4.1.10.

To the left of the curve S is region 1 where the stable equilibrium o on the invariant

plane I = 0 is the only equilibrium; compare with panel 1 of Fig. 4.1.2 (because of its

simplicity we are not presenting a three-dimensional phase portrait for region 1). The

point o represents the off-state of the laser. In region 1, this equilibrium is stable and

attracts all initial conditions.

Crossing the curve S below the point BT means moving into region 2. There are

now two additional equilibria p and q, where p is a saddle with two stable and one

unstable eigenvalues and q is a spiral source. The off-state o is still the only attractor

and attracts all initial conditions except for q, p and its stable manifold W s(p). The

sketch in Fig. 4.1.1 as well as panel 2 of Fig. 4.1.2 show the equilibria and the one-

dimensional unstable manifold W u(p) of p, each side of which ends at the attractor o.

Also shown in panel 2 of Fig. 4.1.2 is a trajectory starting near q; it spirals out and also

ends up at o, which is indeed the only attractor. Since point p is of saddle type it must

have a two-dimensional stable manifold W s(p). It is indicated in the sketch of Fig. 4.1.2

as two trajectories ending up at p. As Fig. 4.1.3 shows, W s(p) is a surface that rolls up
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in a carpet-like fashion around the one-dimensional stable manifold W s(q) of q. Again,

W s(q) is not shown the projection shown in panel 2 of Fig. 4.1.2; it can be thought of here

and in the sketch of Fig. 4.1.1 as the third, stable direction that that is not shown in these

two-dimensional representations. Importantly, the surface W s(p) forms a separatrix that

defines the excitability threshold of the system in region 2. Any initial condition near

point p and below W s(p) goes back to the off state o immediately, whereas any initial

condition above W s(p) makes a large excursion along W u(p) before ending up at o. This

all-or-nothing response is known as excitability and the laser is excitable in region 2.

Note further that W s(p) intersects the red two-dimensional unstable manifold W u(q) of

q to form a structurally stable heteroclinic connection, which is shown as a white curve

in Fig. 4.1.3. This means that there exists a unique trajectory starting from the point

p and ending at the point o and for a sufficiently small change in parameter values, this

trajectory remains.

The transition from region 2 to 3 is via the curve H. The points o and p along with

its manifolds W u(p) and W s(p) remain largely unchanged. However, the point q changes

from saddle type to an attractor with the appearance of a periodic orbit, Γ×1 of saddle

type around q; see panel 3 of Fig. 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. The equilibrium q possesses a one-

dimensional strong stable manifold W ss(q) which again corresponds to the third stable

direction that has been left out in this projection. There are now two attractors in region

three. Since the periodic orbit Γ×1 is of saddle type it has two-dimensional stable and

unstable manifolds W s(Γ×1 ) and W u(Γ×1 ), respectively. They are shown in Fig. 4.1.4(a1)

as blue and red surfaces. In fact, W s(Γ×1 ) forms the basin boundary separating the two

attractors q and p. Panel (a2) of Fig. 4.1.4 shows also the stable manifold W s(p) which,

similarly rolls up into a carpet-like fashion, but accumulates now on the stable manifold

W s(Γ×1 ) of the periodic orbit Γ×1 .

Crossing the homoclinic bifurcation L from region 3 into region 4 results in the dis-

appearance of the periodic orbit Γ×1 . The sketches of Fig. 4.1.1 show that in region 4,

the equilibria o, p and q keep their previous stability properties but the structure of the

one-dimensional manifold W u(p) has changed; see also panel 4 of Fig. 4.1.2, where the

equilibria o and q remain the only attractors. One branch of W u(p) goes to the attractor

o while the other branch of W u(p) spirals towards the attractor q. The two-dimensional

manifold W s(p) of the saddle point p has been sketched as a curve in Fig. 4.1.1 due to

the chosen projection; this curve corresponds to the basin boundary between the two

attractors o and q and the laser is bistable in region 4. The actual nature of the basin

W s(p) boundary is illustrated in Fig. 4.1.5. The stable manifold W s(p) folds over to
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Figure 4.1.4: Phase portrait in region 3 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilibria
o and q (blue diamond), saddle equilibrium p (red diamond), saddle periodic orbit Γ×1 (black
curve) and manifolds W ss(q) (blue curve) and W u(p) (red curve). Panel (a1) shows the surfaces
W s(Γ×1 ) (light blue surface) and W u(Γ×1 ) (red surface) and panel (a2) also shows W s(p) (dark
blue surface); see Table 4.1 for parameter values.

envelope the point q and the spiralling part of W u(p) that ends up at q, while the shorter

part of W u(p) that goes to the off-state o remains outside and below W s(p). As such,

any initial condition on the q-side of W s(p) goes to the point q and the laser produces

constant intensity output, while any initial condition on the other side of W s(p) ends up
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Figure 4.1.5: Phase portraits in region 4 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilibria
o,q (blue diamond), saddle equilibrium p (red diamond) and manifold W ss(q) (blue curve). Also
shown are the surfaces W s(p) (blue surface); see Table 4.1 for parameter values.
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Figure 4.1.6: Phase portrait in region 5 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilibria
o and q (blue diamond), saddle equilibrium p (red diamond), attracting periodic orbit Γa2 (blue
curve), saddle periodic orbit Γ×1 (black curve) and manifolds W u(p) (red curve) and W ss(q)
(blue curve). Also shown are surfaces W s(p) (dark blue surface), W s(Γ×1 ) (light blue surface)
and W u(Γ×1 ) (red surface); see Table 4.1 for parameter values.
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Figure 4.1.7: Phase portrait in region 6 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilibrium
o (blue diamond), saddle equilibria q and p (red diamond), attracting periodic orbit Γa2 (blue
curve) and manifolds W u(p) (red curve) and W s(q) (blue curve). Also shown are surfaces
W s(p) (blue surface) and W u(q) (red surface); see Table 4.1 for parameter values.

at o, that is, at the off-state with zero intensity.

Moving into region 5 requires crossing the curve D. The difference now is the appear-

ance of two periodic orbits: an attracting periodic orbit Γa2 and the periodic orbit Γ×1 of

saddle type; see panels 5 of Fig. 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. This brings to three the total number

of attractors and the unstable manifold W u(p) now accumulates onto the outside of the

periodic orbit Γa2 from the outside; see also the trajectory in panel 5 of Fig 4.1.2 in region

5 starting near Γ×1 and spiralling out to end up on Γa2. Notice that the two periodic

orbits are far apart and Γa2 is close to homoclinic. The presence of these three attractors

requires basin boundaries that are not comprehensively shown in figures 4.1.1 and 4.1.2

but rather in the three dimensional view of Fig. 4.1.6. Here we see that the surfaces

W s(p) and W s(Γ×1 ) form two different basin boundaries that delineate three basins and,

as a consequence, the laser is tri-stable. The manifold W s(Γ×1 ) forms a cylinder and any

initial condition inside it goes to q, while any initial condition on the outside of W s(Γ×1 )

but on the inner side of W s(p) goes to Γa2 which corresponds to a periodic, pulsing laser

intensity. Additionally, all initial conditions on the other-side of W s(p) go to o.

Region 6 is then entered via the curve H. The difference here is the disappearance of

the periodic orbit Γ×1 at the curve H; the equilibrium q is now of saddle type as sketch
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Figure 4.1.8: Phase portrait in region 7 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the saddle equilibria o
and p (red diamond), attracting periodic orbit Γa2 (blue curve), saddle periodic orbit Γ×1 (black
curve) and manifolds W u(o) (red curve) and W s(q) (blue curve). Also shown are surfaces
W u(q) (red surface) and W ss(Γa2) (blue surface); see Table 4.1 for parameter values.

6 of Fig 4.1.1 illustrates. The two-dimensional manifold W u(p), which is sketched as a

curve due to the chosen projection, defines a separatrix between the two attractors, Γa2

and o. Hence the laser is bistable in region 6 and, thus, capable of pulsing or being off,

depending on the initial condition. Any initial condition close to the equilibrium q spirals

out towards the attractor Γa2 as represented by the light grey curve in panel 6 of Fig 4.1.2.

Figure 4.1.7 shows the geometry of the one-dimensional stable manifold W s(q) and the

separatrix W u(p) in the full phase space. The manifold W s(p) forms a loop around, Γa2

and, consequently, any initial condition on the inside of W s(p) goes to Γa2, while any

initial condition on the other-side of W s(p) goes to the off-state o.

Crossing the curve T from region 6 leads into region 7. At T the point p disap-

pears and the attractor o now becomes a saddle in region 7. Hence, o now has a two-

dimensional stable manifold Ws(o) which actually is the plane defined by I = 0. Its

one-dimensional unstable manifold W u(p) accumulates onto the periodic orbit Γa2 as is

sketched in Fig 4.1.1; see also panel 7 of Fig. 4.1.2. Similarly, any initial condition

close to the equilibrium q spirals out quickly towards the periodic orbit Γa2, which is the

only attractor in region 7. Figure 4.1.8 shows geometry in R3. Also shown is the two

dimensional strong stable manifold W ss(Γa2) around which W u(o) approaches Γa2.
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Figure 4.1.9: Phase portrait in region 8 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilibrium
q (blue diamond), saddle equilibrium o (red diamond), attracting periodic orbit Γa2 (blue curve),
saddle periodic orbit Γ×1 (red curve) and manifolds W u(o) (red curve), W ss(q) (blue curve).
Also shown are surfaces W s(Γ×1 ) (blue surface) and W u(Γ×1 ) (red surface); see Table 4.1 for
parameter values.

Crossing the curve H from region 7 leads to region 8. The saddle point q is now an

attractor and the periodic orbit 4Γ×1 of saddle type now sits within Γa2 and around q. In

the sketch of region 8 in Fig. 4.1.1 and in panel 8 of Fig. 4.1.2, the periodic orbit Γ×1
separates the two only attractors in region 8 where we again find bistability. The two

dimensional manifold Γ×1 is not shown here but it delineates the two basins of attraction

q and Γa2. Figure 4.1.9 illustrates W s(Γ×1 ) in R3 as a cylindrical separatrix such that any

initial condition inside W s(Γ×1 ) goes to q, while any initial condition on the outside of

W s(Γ×1 ) goes to Γa2; the latter includes W u(o). Finally, moving into region 9 from region

7 is also via the curve H. The sketch of region 9 in Fig. 4.1.1 and panel 9 of Fig. 4.1.2 show

that the periodic orbit Γa2 has disappeared and q is now stable and the only attractor.

Hence all initial conditions end up at q and the laser produces constant lasing output.

Figure 4.1.10 shows this relatively simple phase portrait in the three-dimensional phase

space.

The bifurcation diagram in Fig. 4.1.1 is structurally stable, so changing σ only a little

bit causes no change in its topological structure. Larger changes beyond a certain σ,

on the other hand, may results in topological changes of the bifurcation diagram. For

decreasing σ from σ = 1, which in physical terms means that the gain decays slower
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Figure 4.1.10: Phase portraits in region 9 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilib-
rium q (blue diamond), saddle equilibrium o (red diamond) and manifolds W u(o) (red curve),
W ss(q) (blue curve); see Table 4.1 for parameter values.

than the absorption, we found in our investigation that the bifurcation diagram does

not change qualitatively. In other words, for σ ∈ (0, 1] the relative positions of the

bifurcation curves remain the same, the different regions change only in size and none of

them disappears. This means that bifurcation diagram case BI as shown in Fig. 4.1.1 is

relevant whenever γG ≤ γQ.

4.2 Bifurcation diagrams BII to BX for 1 < σ

We now increase σ from 1 so that the gain section always decays faster than the absorber

section, that is, γQ < γG. There are now qualitative changes to the relative arrange-

ment of bifurcation curves and new dynamics are created. Every such change of the

bifurcation diagram corresponds to an event of codimension three. These come in two

flavours: codimension-two-plus-one or codimension-three. The first case usually involves

a codimension-two point of the bifurcation diagram moving across a codimension-one

curve; however, there is no codimension-three bifurcation in the sense that the two bifur-

cations do not involve the same object in phase space. A codimension-three bifurcation

in the classical sense of bifurcation theory, on the other hand, concerns a single object

in phase space and typically generates additional bifurcation curves. We will see several
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Figure 4.2.11: A sketch of the σ-line (top) indicating the relative positions of all bifurcation
cases BI–BX with values chosen for the computed images in Fig. 4.2.13; identified values of the
associated transitions are listed and indicated on the actual σ-line (bottom).

examples, including the codimension-three event where the BT point occurs at I = 0,

defining the invariant plane. In either case, a codimension-three event creates changes

that occur locally in some smaller area of the bifurcation diagram; in other words, outside

this neighbourhood the bifurcation diagram remains unaltered qualitatively.

Table 4.2: σ-values for the shown bifurcation cases BI to BX, with locations of codimension-two
points in Fig. 4.2.13; throughout, B=5.8 and a=1.8.

CASE σ BT (A, γG,) C (A, γG,) NH (A, γG,) GH (A, γG,)

BI 1.0000 (6.1300, 0.2100) n/a (6.6080, 0.0880) (7.2561, 0.0460)

BII 1.0670 (6.2118, 0.1366) (6.5869, 0.0648) (6.6079, 0.0621) (6.8149, 0.0462)

BIII 1.0697 (6.2176, 0.1334) (6.5843, 0.0638) (6.6078, 0.0608) (6.7821, 0.0473)

BIV 1.0700 (6.2183, 0.1331) (6.5840, 0.0636) (6.6078, 0.0606) (6.7821, 0.0471)

BV 1.1150 (6.3119, 0.0788) (6.5307, 0.0437) (6.6242, 0.0322)
(6.7924, 0.0124)

(6.6001, 0.0375)

BV–VI 1.121807 (6.3255, 0.0703) (6.5210, 0.0400) (6.6543, 0.0230) (6.5753, 0.0351)

BVI 1.1490 (6.3784, 0.0351) (6.4791, 0.0225) n/a (6.4902, 0.0216)

BVI–VII 1.149328 (6.3789, 0.0348) (6.4786, 0.0223) n/a (6.4893, 0.0213)

BVII 1.1534 (6.3802, 0.0339) (6.4768, 0.0219) n/a (6.4875, 0.0209)

BVIII 1.1550 (6.3896, 0.0273) (6.4760, 0.0180) n/a (6.4754, 0.0175)

BVIII–BIX 1.1754978 (6.4274, 3.561×10−7) (6.4274, 3.561×10−7) n/a (6.4274, 3.561×10−7)

BIX 1.1755 n/a n/a n/a n/a

BIX–BX 1.5353044 n/a n/a n/a n/a

BX 1.550 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Apart from bifurcation diagram BI, there are nine other bifurcation diagrams, which

we denote BII up to BX. Our results were derived with topological arguments from

bifurcation theory in combination with a careful numerical investigation. Each transition

between successive bifurcation diagrams is a codimension-three event that we will identify
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and present as part of our discussion. In subsequent sections we present topological

sketches of cases BII to BX, as well as computed bifurcation diagrams in the (A, γG)-plane

for values of the parameter σ listed in Table 4.2. As an overview and outlook at what

follows, Fig. 4.2.11 shows the σ-line with all cases BI–BX and the associated transitions

between them, both as a sketch at the top and with actual positions of numerically

computed transitions at the bottom.

Cases BII to BVIII, which all feature a Bogdanaov-Takens point and associated bi-

furcation curves, are discussed in detail in Sec. 4.2. 1, where we present topological

sketches in Fig. 4.2.12 and associated numerical evidence in Fig. 4.2.13; also shown here

are two-dimensional and three-dimensional images of the new phase portraits 10 and 11

in Fig. 4.2.14 and Figs. 4.2.15 and 4.2.16, repectively. The final two cases BIX and BX,

which do no longer feature a Bogdanaov-Takens point, are discussed in Sec. 4.2. 3, where

we explain them with a projection of the relevant bifurcation loci onto the (A, σ)-plane.

4.2. 1 Cases BII to BVIII

As σ is increased from σ = 1, the first codimension-three event we encounter is the

change in type of the point NH at a neutral-saddle homoclinic bifurcation (where the

saddle quantity is zero). This occurs at σ = 1.03400 when the part of the curve D

tangent to curve L switches from the top-right-hand side of L to the bottom-left-hand

side of L. This forces the appearance of a point C of cusp bifurcation on the curve D of

saddle-node bifurcations of periodic orbits, so that D can remain connected to the rest

of the bifurcation diagram above it. This transition gives the new case BII shown in

Fig 4.2.12. The bifurcation diagram is unchanged except for the curve D now crossing

the curve L, forming a cusp and connecting to the point NH from the other-side. As a

result, the new region 10 is created. To show that this is really the case, Fig. 4.2.13(a)

at σ = 1.0670 presents the numerical evidence for the bifurcation diagram of case BII.

Panel (a1) provides a view of the entire bifurcation diagram. The different bifurcation

curves are topologically as in the sketch in Fig. 4.2.12, but lie very close to one another

near the points C and NH. Also shown is the curve SQ whose saddle quantity is zero. It

is not actually a bifurcation curve (for that reason it is shown in light grey) and it does

not delineate any regions; however where it crosses the curve L is exactly where the point

NH occurs from which the curve D emerges. Panel (a2) shows an enlargement near the

points C and NH, enabling us see better the various regions. The curves H, L, and D are

a bit clearer, but still close to one another. To clarify their positioning, panel (a3) shows
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Figure 4.2.12: Sketches of bifurcation diagrams in the (A, γG)-plane of generic cases BII to
BVIII, and transitions BV–VI and BVI–VII, with phase portraits for the two new regions
10 and 11; compare with Fig. 4.1.1.

the same curves plotted relative to the curve H. This is achieved by showing the signed

distance γ̂G in the γG-direction between the respective curve and the curve H. Hence, H

is the A-axis in the (γ̂G, A)-plane of panel (a3), and regions 5, 6 and the newly formed
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Figure 4.2.13: (continued). Computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane for case BIV at
σ = 1.0700 in panels (c) and for case BV at σ = 1.1150 in panels (d). Here insert (c3) shows
curves relative to H, while insert (d3) shows curves relative to L.

region 10 are now visible very clearly. This shows that for bifurcation case BII it is

possible to transition from region 3 to region 10 via the curve D. The sketch of the phase

portrait in region 10 is shown at the top of Fig. 4.2.12. Compared to region 3, two new

periodic orbits exist in region 10: the attracting periodic orbit Γa2 and the periodic orbit

Γ×3 of saddle type. This brings the total number of attractors to three. Phase portrait 10
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Figure 4.2.13: (continued). Computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane case BV–VI at
σ = 1.1218 in panels (e) and for case BVI at σ = 1.1490 in panels (f). Here insert (e3) shows
curves relative to L, while insert (f3) shows curves relative to H.

will be discussed in more detail in Sec. 4.2. 2 with the help of computed two-dimensional

and three-dimensional images.

As σ is increased further, the next topological change is that the point GH moves from

the right to the left of the curve T. This is a codimension-two-plus-one event at which

region 8 of case BII disappears; however, no other change of the bifurcation diagram
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Figure 4.2.13: (continued). Computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane of transition
BVI–VII at σ = 1.1493 in panels (g) and for case BVII at σ = 1.1500 in panels (h).

takes place at σ = 1.06960. The bifurcation diagram of case BIII is like case BII with

the only exception that the point GH is now completely to the left of T and region 8 has

disappeared. The numerical evidence shown in Fig. 4.2.13(b1) clearly illustrates that GH

has moved from the right to the left of curve T. The enlargements (a2) and (b2) show

that all the other curves are still positioned as for case BII. Panel (b3) shows the curves

H, L and D plotted relative to the curve H in the (γ̂G, A)-plane.
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Figure 4.2.13: (continued). Computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane of case BVIII
at σ = 1.1550.

The next transition as σ is increased occurs when the point NH moves below the

curve H. Again, it is a codimension-two-plus-one event when NH lies on the curve L and

subsequently moves below H. This transition takes place at σ = 1.06974. The bifurcation

diagram of case BIV is shown in Fig 4.2.12 and Fig. 4.2.13(c) presents the numerical

evidence; its panel (c1) shows all bifurcation curves, which lie close to one another near

the points C and NH. The enlargement of this region is shown in panel (c2): the curves

H, L and D are still very close to one another but panel (c3) of the (γ̂G, A)-plane shows

clearly that the point NH is now below the curve H. Notice closely regions 2, 5, 6, 10

and 11; the new region 11 is very small but the figure clearly shows that it indeed exists.

Moving from region 10 to region 11 is achieved by crossing the curve H. The sketch of

the phase portrait in region 11 at the top of Fig 4.2.12 shows that the saddle periodic

orbit Γ×1 has disappeared and q is now a saddle point. How this manifests itself in the

three-dimensional phase space will be discussed in Sec. 4.2. 2.

Increasing σ further, we encounter another codimension-two-plus-one event when a

second NH point emerges from γG = 0. Consequently, a second region 11 is created as the

NH point moves up along the curve L; see the sketch BV of Fig. 4.2.12. Numerically, the

transition from case BIV to case BV occurs at σ = 1.10000, as determined by identifying

the additional intersection point between L and SQ with γG = 0 as accurately as possible.

Figure 4.2.13(d) presents the numerical evidence for the bifurcation diagram of case BV.

Panel (d1) shows all bifurcation curves and, in particular, the two points NH. Indeed, the
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curve SQ intersects the curve L at these two points. Panel (d2) shows an enlargement

near the two points NH, enabling us see better the regions delineated by the the curves

H, L, and two curves D. Notice that the two curves D effectively lie on top of the curve L,

even at this enlarged scale. This is why we plot in Fig. 4.2.13(d3) the curves H, D and SQ

relative to L by showing them in the (γ̃G, A)-plane, where γ̃G is now the signed distance in

the γG-direction between the respective curve and L (which is now the A-axis). Regions

2, 4, 6 and even the two regions 11 are now visible much more clearly.

The next transition occurs when these two neutral-saddle homoclinic points NH come

together to form a tangency between the curves D and H. We denote this bifurcation

a fold neutral-saddle homoclinic or FNH. The moment of this transition is shown in

sketch BV–VI of Fig. 4.2.12. We found numerically that this transition happens for

σ = 1.12180. The numerical evidence showing the transitional case BV–BVI is provided

in Fig. 4.2.13(e). The curves L, D and SQ are in very close proximity, with D and

L practically indistinguishable in panel (e1); we remark that this remains to be so up

to case BVIII. Even in the enlargement in panel (e2) near the point FNH shows the

curves L, D and SQ in very close to one anothe, but the plot in Fig. 4.2.13(e3) in the

(γ̃G, A)-plane illustrates clearly how all three curves are tangent at FNH. Therefore, for

larger σ, case BVI of the bifurcation diagram emerges, which is sketched in Fig. 4.2.12

with the numerical evidence in Fig 4.2.13(f). The only topological difference from case

BV is the disappearance of the two points NH and the merger of two regions 11 into a

single region 11. Note that the point GH is now very close to the curve L, as shown in

the (γ̂G, A)-plane of Fig. 4.2.13(f3), resulting in a much smaller region 5. Finally, GH

moves from the right to the left of L in a codimension-two-plus-one bifurcations shown

as BVI–BVII in Fig. 4.2.12. Numerically, we found that the point GH lies on the curve

L for σ = 1.14933. The numerical evidence for this transition is shown in Fig. 4.2.13(g);

see, in particular, the enlargements around the point GH in panels (g2) and (g3).

The resulting bifurcation diagram of case BVII for larger σ is very similar to case

BVI, with the only exception that the point GH is now to the left of the curve L. As a

consequence, region 5 has disappeared; see also the numerical evidence in Fig. 4.2.13(h).

Panel (h2) shows that the point GH has completely moved from the left to the right

of the curve L; see also panel (h3). The next transition we encounter, as σ is increased

further, occurs when the end point of the curve H on γG = 0 lies on the curve T. This is a

codimension-two-plus-one event, which we refer to as HT0. Past this special point the end

point of H moves is on the other side of the curve T, which results in the disappearance of

region 7. We found numerically that HT0 occurs at = 1.15362. The bifurcation diagram
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Figure 4.2.14: The two phase portraits in regions 10 and 11 projected onto the (G, I)-plane,
showing equilibria (blue and red diamonds) and periodic orbits (blue and red curves); attracting
objects are blue and saddle objects are red.

of case BVIII is then as sketched in Fig. 4.2.12, and the numerical evidence for it is

presented in Fig. 4.2.13(i). In panel (i1) the entire curve H is seen as lying to the left of

T; the enlargements near the points GH and C in panels (i2) and (i3) show that there is

no change otherwise.

4.2. 2 Phase portraits 10 and 11

Computed images of the phase portraits in new regions 10 and 11 are presented as two-

dimensional projections in Fig. 4.2.14 and in the full three-dimensional phase space in

Figs. 4.2.15 and 4.2.16.

As the sketch at the top of Fig. 4.2.12 and Fig. 4.2.14 show, phase portrait 10 features

three attractors: the off-state o, the equilibrium q and the periodic orbit Γa2. To fully

understand the organization of phase space one must consider the phase portraits in

R3 shown in Figs. 4.2.15. The manifolds W s(p) and W s(Γ×1 ) form two different basin

boundaries that delineate the three basins of attraction; hence, the system is tri-stable

in the new region 10. Specifically, W s(Γ×1 ) forms a cylinder, and any initial condition

on the inside of it goes to q; any initial condition on the outside of W s(Γ×1 ) but on the

inner side of W s(p) goes to Γa2; Finally, an initial condition on the outer side of W s(p)

goes to o. Figure 4.2.15(a2) also shows the stable manifold W s(p), which rolls up as a

carpet-like structure accumulating on W s(Γ×1 ).

Region 11 from region 10 differs in that, following the Hopf bifurcation H, the equi-

librium q is now a saddle point while the saddle periodic orbit Γ×1 has disappeared; hence

there are now only the two attractors o and Γa2 and the laser is bistable. This is already

clear from the sketch at the top of Fig. 4.2.12 and from its computed version in Fig. 4.2.14.
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Figure 4.2.15: Phase portrait in region 10 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilibria
o and q (blue diamond), saddle equilibrium p (red diamond), attracting periodic orbit Γa2 (blue
curve), saddle periodic orbits Γ×1 (red curve) and Γ×3 (red curve) and manifolds W ss(q) (blue
curve) and W u(o) (black curve). Panel (a1) shows the surfaces W s(Γ×1 ) (teal surface), W s(Γ×3 )
(light blue surface), W u(Γ×1 ) (red surface) and W u(Γ×3 ) (red surface), panel (a2) also shows
W s(p) (dark blue surface); see Table 4.1 for parameter values.

The phase portraits in R3 of Figs. 4.2.15 show that the stable manifold W s(p) forms a

basin boundary that delineates two basins of attraction. Notice that the surface W s(p)

wraps around the attracting equilibrium q and the periodic orbits Γa2 and Γ×3 ; as such,
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Figure 4.2.16: Phase portrait in region 11 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilibria
o (blue diamond), saddle equilibria p, q (red diamond), attracting periodic orbit Γa2 (blue curve),
saddle periodic orbit Γ×3 (red curve) and manifolds W s(q) (blue curve) and W u(p) (black curve).
Also shown are the surfaces W s(p) (dark blue surface), W s(Γ×3 ) (light blue surface), W u(Γ×3 )
(red surface); see Table 4.1 for parameter values.

any initial condition on the inner side of W s(p) goes to the attracting periodic orbit Γa2.

On the other hand, an initial condition on the other side of W s(p) goes to the off-state

o.

4.2. 3 Cases BIX and BX

As σ is increased further, the point BT slides down the curve S; moreover, the bifur-

cation curves H, L and D move down as well toward the point where S meets the axis

γG = 0. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.17, where panel (a1) shows a projection onto the

(A, σ)-plane; here, the codimension-one bifurcations S and T appear as curves since these

bifurcations do not depend on γG. Also plotted are the projections of the codimension-

two curves BT of Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation (teal), GH of generalised Hopf bifurcation

(yellow) and C of cusp (black). Moreover, we plot the intersection curve H∩L (purple),

which is the codimension-one-plus-one event discussed earlier. The curve BT lies on

S and all curves terminate at the point BT0 where BT reaches γG = 0. We deter-

mined that this happens at σBT0 = 1.17550 (then γG = 3.56084 × 10−7, which is the

smallest value for which the curve BT is found). Panel (a2) is an enlargement around
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Figure 4.2.17: Computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, σ)-plane. Shown in panel (a1) are the
surfaces S of saddle-node (dark grey) and T of transcritical (black) bifurcations, which meet at
the point ST and are curves in projection; also shown are the curves BT of Bogdanov-Takens
(teal), GH of generalised Hopf (yellow), and C of cusp (black) bifurcations, and the intersection
curve H∩L (purple), which end at the point BT0. The σ-range of bifurcation case BIX in
between the point BT0 and ST is shaded, and insert (a2) shows an enlargement of the shaded
region near the point BT0. Panel (b) shows the computed bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-
plane of case BVIII at σ = 1.1704, with the curves S (dark grey), T (black), D (green), H
(red), L (blue) and SQ (light grey) and the codimension-two points GH, C and BT; compare
with Fig. 4.2.13(i).

the point BT0; it shows how the curves BT, GH, C and H∩L indeed approach BT0

while maintaining their relative positions. The curves H, L and D have been found for

σ ∈ {1.1555, 1.1623, 1.1704}, which is indicated by the dots in Fig. 4.2.17(a2) from which

the shown curves have been rendered. Figure. 4.2.17(b) shows the final slice of the bi-

furcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane for σ = 1.1704, which is at the limit of what can

be achieved with the continuation software. Indeed, the bifurcation curves H, L and D

are topologically as in Fig. 4.2.13(i) of case BVIII; hence this is numerical confirmation

that H, L and D shrink down to the point BT0 while maintaining their relative positions,

meaning that case BVIII exists all the way up to σBT0 = 1.17550 where the curves BT,

GH, C and H∩L disappear at BT0. For σBT0 < σ the new case BIX occurs, which con-

sists of only crossing S and T for any γG, giving the transition from region 1 to region 4

to region 9. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.17(a1) by the box in the grey region indicating

the σ-range of case BIX.

For even larger σ, the curve S becomes tangent to T at the point ST at σST = 1.53529,
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above which the curve S continues on but corresponds to a saddle node bifurcation for

negative intensity I. Hence, for σST < σ the bifurcation S is no longer physically relevant,

and so not part of the bifurcation diagram, and we find the new bifurcation case BX,

which involves crossing only T. Case BX involves only the transition from region 1 to

region 9, and this is again illustrated in the box in the white region. This actually

corresponds to the laser switching on at the laser threshold: the laser is off in region 1

and turns on in region 9 with gradually increasing intensity. This is the case for any

sufficiently large value of σ and, hence, overall, there are indeed ten bifurcation cases BI

to BX.

4.2. 4 Expressions for the points HT0, BT0 and ST

As we show now, the σ-values of the transition points HT0, BT0 and ST can actually

be computed analytically, and their analytical values indeed agree (up to five decimal

places) with the numerical ones found by continuation. Their locations can be derived

from analytic expressions for equilibria of Eq. (2.13) and their bifurcations; these can be

obtained by extending the calculations in [49] for σ = 1 to the case of general σ 6= 1.

This was first done in [110] for a version of the Yamada model where a is not dependent

on σ.

We report here the expressions of the bifurcations of Eq. (2.13) that are required to

determine the points HT0, BT0 and ST; our calculations were performed symbolically

with the help of the package Mathematica.

Proposition

The bifurcation set of Eq. (2.13) in (A, γG, σ)-space features the following bifurcations.

(i) A transcritical bifurcation T of the off-state equilibrium o = (A,B, 0) occurs at

AT = B + 1 for any σ and any γG. (4.1)

For A < AT the equilibrium o = (A,B, 0) is stable.

(ii) A saddle-node bifurcation S occurs at

AS(σ) =
a+ (B − 1)σ + 2

√
Bσ(a− σ)

a
for any γG, (4.2)

and for 0 < σ < a. For A < AS(σ) there is only the equilibrium o = (A,B, 0),
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while for AS(B) < A there are also the equilibria

x± = (A/(1 + I±), Bσ/(σ + aI±), I±) with (4.3)

I± =
a(A− 1)− (B + 1)σ ±

√
a2(A− 1)2 − 2a(BA− A+B + 1)σ + (B + 1)2σ2

2a
.

(4.4)

Note that p = x− is a saddle with two unstable eigenvalues, while q = x+ may be

a sink or a saddle with one unstable eigenvalue.

(ii) A simultaneous saddle-node and transcritical bifurcation ST occurs at

AST(σ) = B + 1 and σST =
aB

B + 1
for any γG. (4.5)

For a = 1.8 and B = 5.8 the point ST is at AST = 6.8 and σST = 1.53529.

(iv) A Hopf bifurcation H of the equilibrium q = x+ occurs at

γH(σ) =
σ (aB − Aσ3) I+

(1 + I+)(aI+ + σ)(aI+ + σ(1 + σ + σI+))
(4.6)

where I+is given by Eq. (4.4).

(v) A simultaneous Hopf and transcritical bifurcation HT0 with γ = 0 occurs at

AHT0(σ) = B + 1 and σHT0 = 3

√
aB

B + 1
. (4.7)

For a = 1.8 and B = 5.8 the point HT0 is at AHT0 = 6.8 and σHT0 = 1.15362.

(vi) A Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation occurs at

ABT(σ) = AS(σ) and

γBT
G (σ) =

(−a2B − aσ2 + (B + 1)σ3)
√
Bσ(a− σ) +B(a− σ)σ(a(B + 1 + σ − (B + 1)σ2))

B((B + 1)σ − a)(a− σ)2
.

(4.8)
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(vii) A Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation BT0 with γG = 0 occurs at the point (ABT0 , σBT0),

where ABT0 = AS(σBT0) and σBT0 is the smallest positive real zero of

Q(σ) = a2B − 2aBσ2 − aσ3 + (B + 1)σ4, (4.9)

which exists provided that

a >
16

27

(
−9B − 8B2 +

√
27B + 108B2 + 144B3 + 64B4

)
. (4.10)

For a = 1.8 and B = 5.8 the point BT0 is at ABT0 = 6.4274 and σBT0 = 1.17550.

Proof: The Jacobian of Eq. (2.13) is

DF =

−γG(I + 1) 0 −GγG
0 −(γG(σ + Ia))/σ2 −(QaγG)/σ2

I −I G−Q− 1

 . (4.11)

Evaluating DF at o = (A,B, 0) yields A − B − 1 as the eigenvalue of the eigenvec-

tor (0, 0, 1); the other two eigenvalues are nonzero and (i) follows. The additional two

equilibria Eq. (4.3) are readily found from Eq. (2.13), and they exist only when the

expression under the square root in Eq. (4.4) is positive. When this quadratic expres-

sion is zero then there is a saddle-node bifurcation at xS, defined as in Eq. (4.3) with

I± = IS = ±
√
Bσ(a− σ)/a. The formula for AS(σ) in Eq. (4.2) is the branch where IS

is positive and, hence, (ii) follows. Equating AT = AS(σ) of Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (4.2) gives

Eq. (4.5) and (iii).

The condition for the Hopf bifurcation is that the Jacobian DF in Eq. (4.11) evalu-

ated at the equilibrium q = x+ has purely complex conjugate eigenvalues with non-zero

imaginary part. This can be verified from the characteristic polynomial, which is of the

form χ(λ) = λ3− tλ2 + rλ− d (where t is the trace and d the determinant), by imposing

the Hurwitz condition tr− d = 0. In this way, the expression for the Hopf bifurcation in

(iv) is found. Since I+ 6= 0 for 0 < σ, the nominator of γH(σ) in (4.6) has a positive zero

exactly when aB − Aσ3 = 0 and (4.7) of (v) follows with A = AT = B + 1.

The Jacobian DF evaluated at the saddle node xS has a zero eigenvalue, meaning

that the characteristic polynomial χ(λ) has zero as a root and, hence, a factor λ. The

quadratic condition that zero is a double root of χ(λ) yields the formula for γBT
G (σ) in

(4.8) of (vi). The numerator of (4.8) is of the form V
√
U +W , and quadratic expansion,
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that is, multiplication with V
√
U −W , yields the eight-order polynomial

P (σ) = Bσ(σ − a)((B + 1)σ − a)((B + 1)σ − aB)Q(σ),

where Q(σ) is given by (4.9). The four explicit zeros 0 < a/(B + 1) < aB/(B + 1) < a

of P (σ) lie outside of the range 1 < σ < σST = aB/(B+ 1) of where the point BT0 must

lie. Hence, its σ-value is a zero of the forth-order polynomial Q(σ). Its derivative is

Q′(σ) = σ(−4aB − 3aσ + 4(B + 1)σ2).

Since its quartic term is positive, it follows that Q(σ) has the maximum Q(0) = a2B > 0

at 0 and minima at

σ± =
3a±√a

√
9a+ 64B + 64B2

8(B + 1)

with σ− < 0 < σ+. Hence, positive roots of Q(σ) exist when

Q(σ+) = −
√
a(9a+ 64B(B + 1)))

3
2 + 27a2 + 288aB(B + 1)− 512B(B + 1)2

512(B + 1)3

is negative. To determine the limiting case whereQ(σ+) = 0 we again perform a quadratic

expansion of the numerator, which yields the second-order polynomial

R(a) = 1024B(B + 1)3(256B(B + 1)− 32B(8B + 9)a− 27a2);

its only positive zero is

16

27

(
−9B − 8B2 +

√
27B + 108B2 + 144B3 + 64B4

)
,

which shows (4.10) and completes (vii). �

4.2. 5 Three-parameter bifurcation diagram in (A, γG, σ)-space

The computed two-dimensional bifurcation diagrams in the (A, γG)-plane of Figs. 4.2.13

and 4.2.17 illustrate qualitative changes in shape and size of curves and regions as σ is

increased from σ = 1. Figure 4.2.18 summarises the entire transition for increasing σ

by showing the corresponding three-parameter bifurcation diagram, where σ is the third

direction. The emphasis here is not on the details of the individual cases BI–BX discussed
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earlier, but on providing an overview of how the loci of the different bifurcations change

with σ. Figure 4.2.18 progressively builds up the three-parameter bifurcation diagram

in (A, γG, σ)-space from panel to panel for A in the range [5.50, 7.00], γG in the range

[0, 0.40] and σ in the range [0.85, 1.14], which spans the bifurcation cases BI to BVI.

Bifurcation cases beyond case BVI are very small and would be hard to decern on the

scale shown. In this representation, codimension-one bifurcations are now surfaces while

codimension-two bifurcations are now curves. Panel (a) shows the surface S of saddle-

node bifurcations (light grey) which has the shape of a curved vertical sheet. It meets the

surface H of Hopf bifurcations (red) along the curve BT of Bogdanov-Takens bifurcations

(teal); moreover, on H there is the curve GH of general Hopf bifurcations (yellow). Notice

how the surface H dips downward towards γG = 0 as σ increases while the curves BT

and GH on H come down towards smaller γG. Figure 4.2.18(b) shows also the surface L

of homoclinic bifurcations (blue) that lies above the surface H to the immediate right of

S from where H and L emanate. However, L goes below the surface H after intersecting

it along the curve H∩L (white). This curve is not a codimension-two bifurcation curve

but rather corresponds to a codimension-one-plus-one event where two codimension-one

bifurcations happen to occur simultaneously. Also shown is the curve NH of neutral-

saddle homoclinics (green) on L; it crosses H, has a fold point with respect to σ (at the

point FNH) and then ends at γG = 0. The final panel (c) now shows the entire bifurcation

diagram in the (A, γG, σ)-space. Also shown is the surface T of transcritical bifurcations

(dark grey) which is a vertical plane to the right of the surface L; notice how T intersects

H along the curve H∩T (cream), which is a codimension-one-plus-one event.

Figure 4.2.18 is designed to give detailed insight into the relative positions of surfaces;

therefore, these have been rendered in a transparent fashion so that changes in the general

positions of curves and surfaces are easily seen. Although this compact representation

does not show all the details that have been discussed at great length in the previous

section, it provides an overall impression of the regions and surfaces in the (A, γG, σ)-

space. In particular, all the surfaces come down towards smaller values of γG as σ is

increased. This shows that the regions bounded by these surfaces also become smaller

and can only be found close to γG = 0 for larger σ.
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Figure 4.2.18: Three parameter bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG, σ)-space for A ∈ [5.50, 7.00],
γG ∈ [0, 0.40] and σ ∈ [0.85, 1.14]. Panels (a) to (c) show a successive build-up of the bifurcation
diagram, consisting of surfaces of codimension-one and curves of codimension-two bifurcations.
The surfaces and curves are rendered from the highlighted curves and points for fixed σ. Panel
(a) shows the surfaces S of saddle-node bifurcations (light grey) and H of Hopf bifurcations (red),
which meet along the curve of Bogdanov-Takens (BT) bifurcations (teal) curve; also shown is
the curve GH of generalised Hopf bifurcations (yellow). Panel (b) also shows the surface L of
homoclinic bifurcations (blue), which intersects the surface H along the curve H∩L (white);
also shown is the curve NH of neutral saddle homoclinics (green). Panel (c) also shows the
surface T of transcritical bifurcations (dark grey) and its intersection curve H∩T (cream) with
H.
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4.3 Summary

We presented a classification of the dynamics of a self-pulsating laser with saturable

absorber as described by the Yamada model. More specifically, for the most relevant

case with complicated dynamics organised by a Bogdanov-Takens point, we presented

the bifurcation structure that explains how the observable dynamics depends on the

pump parameter A, the gain decay parameter γG and the decay ratio σ. The new aspect

of this work is the additional dependence on the decay ratio σ between the decay life

times γG in the gain section and γQ in the absorber section. In this way, we expanded the

previous work in [49] that only considered the case of equal decay times. As a first result,

we showed here that the respective bifurcation diagram, BI in our notation, is actually

valid for all 0 < σ ≤ 1, that is, for any laser with saturable absorber with γG ≤ γQ;

this explains why the initial study in [49] has been more widely applicable than initially

thought. Moreover, our study gives a complete understanding of the dynamics for any

value of σ. In fact, for 1 < σ such that γQ < γG, we found new dynamics and changes

in the composition of the bifurcation diagram, including two new regions appearing and

other regions disappearing. We provided sketches of generic bifurcation cases BI to BX

and transitions between them via codimension-three events as σ increases. These sketches

are accompanied by evidence in the (A, γG)-plane of careful numerical investigations,

including enlargements of regions that verify the presence or absence of certain dynamics.

While our bifurcation study is complete from a mathematical perspective, some regions

are very small and can be found only by very careful numerical investigation. In fact,

we do not expect all regions to be physically accessible in an experiment. On the other

hand, the overall dynamics presented is of immediate relevance, and it is our hope that

our results may serve as a “road map” for future experimental investigations.

One concrete example of an observable prediction from our work is the following.

For bifurcation cases BV to BX, for smallγG the homoclinic bifurcation L is no longer

immediately followed by the transcritical bifurcation T. In practical terms this means

that self-pulsing will be observable for suitable initial conditions prior to the threshold of

the laser; this is in contrast to cases BI to BIV, where the onset of self-pulsing practically

coincides with the laser threshold [49]. The transition between these two scenarios is due

to a neutral saddle homoclinic bifurcation point existing for γG = 0, which is a special

point of codimension three; in spite of the fact that it refers to a global bifurcation, it

might be possible to study this point by blow-up techniques similar to those in [111].

In addition to the bifurcation analysis, we have also looked in detail at the geom-
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etry of invariant objects in the full three-dimensional phase space. For the different

regions of qualitative dynamics, we presented complete computed images of the phase

portraits. In particular, we determined and discussed in detail the geometry of the two-

dimensional stable manifolds of the relevant invariant objects, equilibria and periodic

orbits of saddle type, that form the boundaries between different basins of attraction.

In this way, we clarified the organisation of multi-stabilty, as well as the exact nature

of the excitability threshold in this laser system. These results are made possible by

employing advanced numerical techniques, specifically the continuation of solutions of

suitable two-point boundary value problems [83]. Showing global manifolds as surfaces

in the three-dimensional phase space is important from a theoretical as well as a practical

perspective to determine the nature and number of attractors, their locations in phase

space and the locations of the boundaries of their basins. Although, we give renditions of

all phase portraits at specific values of the system parameters, they nevertheless provide

a general representation of what the organisation of phase space looks like in the partic-

ular region. Our representative phase portraits have the potential to predict effects that

may appear to be counter-intuitive. An example is a the observation that an excitable

response may not occur if the system is perturbed with an input pulse that is too large.

This is explained by the geometry of the excitability threshold, formed by the stable

manifold of a saddle equilibrium in the relevant region, which folds over in the region of

the off-state to create an upper bound of intensity perturbations that result in an output

pulse.

In many realisations of self pulsing lasers [112] σ is usually less than one, that is, the

upper state lifetimes or recombination life time of the gain is larger than the absorption

which translates to γG < γQ; however as new realisations of laser devices are engineered,

lasers with σ > 1 are possible. A typical example is the micropillar laser by [89] where

they control to some extent the ratio of recombination rates such that σ becomes slightly

larger than one by tuning the temperature [113] of the sample which in-turn changes

the operating point. In practice, it is challenging to estimate the value of σ especially

in nano lasers as compared to solid state lasers such as a fibre laser; nonetheless, it can

be done. Although differences between two subsequent bifurcation cases in these lasers

may be indistinguishable experimentally, we expect to be able to distinguish bifurcation

case that are far apart for example bifurcation case BI from case BV and case BX. This

in-turn gives an indication of what the value of σ could be.

With regards solid state lasers such as a fibre laser, it is relatively easier, although not

trivial, to engineer a laser system to achieve a desired σ; the authors [114] studied a fibre
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laser for σ < 1 composed of an Erbium gain section spliced to a Thulium doped absorber

section. Similarly, one could engineer a laser system with σ ≥ 1 by using different

materials; one way would be to replace the Thulium doped absorber with a different

doped material such as Ph3+ Co-doped with Tb3+ [115] which may give an absorber with

an upper state lifetime longer than the Erbium or alternatively, switching out the Erbium

doped gain fibre for a thulium doped fibre as the gain section and then obtaining a slower

doped material such as Tb3+ [115] that could play the role of a saturable absorber; hence

this translates to a laser system with σ > 1.

The authors [49] established that, for a given γ value that is small enough, one moves

through region 1, region 2, region 7 to region 9 just for the case where σ = 1. As a

consequence, the timescales of the decay ratio relative to the timescale of I is not as

critical; therefore the important work here is the ratio between timescales of the decay

ratios, σ. Although in real devices timescales can be off by more than two orders of

magnitude one can reliably estimate these parameter values from the material properties

much more conveniently for a fibre laser in the case of [114] as opposed to a nano laser

in the case of [89, ?]





Chapter 5

Excitability of the all-fibre laser
with saturable absorber

5.1 Introduction

Over the last couple of decades, research into neural networks (NN) has burgeoned and

became of major interest all over the world. There is great potential for the develop-

ment of novel computing paradigms capable of operating in very similar ways to that

of our own brains. We know that the human brain outperforms current Von Neumann

architectures in several aspects, such as language or image processing, listening, path

recognition in unknown environments, etc [116]. The current focus of research into neu-

ral networks is mainly numerical, and a move towards towards hardware implementation

is crucial if we are to move on from the current state of computing to these new com-

puting paradigms. Although electronic implementations provide promising platforms to

create artificial neural networks [117, 118], they have a fundamental bandwidth-fanout

product limit [119]. Optics and photonics, on the other hand, are not limited in the

same way and, moreover, have the added capability of providing much higher computing

speeds and bandwidths. As such, photonics-based neural networks, configured to perform

at time scales that are orders of magnitudes faster than their biological and electronic

counterparts, could revolutionise the way we compute [116].

This chapter explores a fundamental ingredient for neuro-inspired information pro-

cessing: the generation of spikes in reaction to one or several input perturbations (gen-

erally in the form of smaller spikes). More specifically, we now consider the potential of

our Q-switched all-fibre laser for spike-based processing. As discussed earlier, lasers are

127
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typical examples of highly nonlinear systems that exhibit complex dynamical behaviour,

including self-pulsing dynamics. A closely related phenomenon to self-pulsing is excitabil-

ity: a system is said to be excitable if a sufficiently large yet still small perturbation from

its stable or rest state causes a large excursion in operation with a subsequent return

to its initial stable or rest state. In lasers, this large excursion typically takes the form

of a short spike or pulse of the laser intensity. Several studies, both experimental and

numerical, have demonstrated excitability in lasers; in particular, the use of a saturable

absorber enhances nonlinearities in the laser cavity such that pumping the laser just be-

low its pulsing threshold gives rise to excitable behaviour [119, 120, 121, 122]. Recently,

excitability has been demonstrated in a Q-switched fibre ring laser using graphene as

a saturable absorber [123]. Shastri et al. demonstrated a unified platform for spike

processing. Leveraging on the special configuration described in [124] they were able to

demonstrate low-level spike-processing tasks that are critical for higher-level processing

such as temporal pattern detection and stable recurrent memory.

It is generally known that there are two basic dynamical mechanisms that lead to

excitability [124]: one near a saddle-node bifurcation of equilibria on a periodic orbit,

where the excursion is along the periodic orbit after the system is perturbed above the

stable manifold of the saddle equilibrium; and the other near a homoclinic bifurcation

with a saddle-loop, where the system is perturbed from its rest state above the stable

manifold of a saddle equilibrium and subsequently follows the unstable manifold of the

saddle equilibrium back to its initial state of rest. The two mechanisms are actually

related by a special codimension-two bifurcation called a non-central saddle-node ho-

moclinic [124]. The saddle-node bifurcation on a periodic orbit is undoubtedly the more

studied mechanism associated with excitability, mainly due to its use in the neuro-science

community where phase oscillators are very popular [125]. On the other hand, in our

laser system and, in fact, in many laser systems, the mechanism responsible for excitable

dynamics is the homoclinic bifurcation with a saddle-loop.

The main contribution of this chapter is the experimental characterisation of excitabil-

ity in our all-fibre laser with a saturable absorber. Here, the secondary perturbation sig-

nal is generated as a sequence of square pulses using an arbitrary wave form generator;

this is coupled into the fibre laser with LB = 1.48 m operating in the off-state close to

its Q-switching threshold. With this setup we probe the fibre laser in such a way as

to determine excitable behaviours. We focus on characteristics of excitability including

threshold behaviour, non-sensitivity of the excitatory response to increasing perturba-

tion intensity when above the excitability threshold, lowering of the excitatory response
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delay, and the efficiency of equidistant pulse perturbation trains to produce a response.

All these attributes go to show that our fibre laser configuration is indeed excitable.

Furthermore, I then go on to compare with the theory. For this purpose, we look at

Eq. (2.13) with a secondary signal in the form of a pulsed input representing a perturba-

tion on the gain of the form PertG[t] with a pulse peak intensity of Amppert. Additionally,

an arbitrary white Gaussian noise (AWGN) term noise[t], is introduced on the intensity

(I) to break the invariance of I = 0, simulating the effect of noise in the experiment. We

will go on to study this new formulation given by Eq. (5.1) by computing a two-parameter

bifurcation diagram in the (A, γG)-plane for equivalent experimental parameter values

to determine the excitable region. As a consequence, we find the excitability thresh-

old given by the stable manifold of the off-state, equilibrium o. This is presented as a

three-dimensional rendering in the (G,Q, I)-plane together with other invariant objects

including equilibria and their invariant manifolds in the phase space. Based on this phase

portrait, excitable properties will be probed, such as threshold behaviour, influence of

perturbation strength and the response to equidistant pulse trains.

5.2 Excitability

A system can be defined as excitable depending on how it responds to externally sourced

perturbations. Perturbations below a certain threshold see the system returning to its

initial stable state; perturbations above a certain threshold (but still small compared

to the output) drive the system to perform a large and well-defined excursion in phase

space before returning to its original state [124]; see already Figures 5.3.3 and 5.3.4. A

defining characteristic of threshold behaviour is the similar response of the system, once

above threshold, to increasingly stronger perturbation strength [125]. An additional

defining characteristic is the refractory period of the system, defined as the time interval

during which the system is unresponsive to another perturbation. The earliest studies of

excitability were initially in physiology and aided in the understanding of spiking neurons

of brain cells [126]. Since then, excitability has been found in many other systems, hence,

showing a well-calibrated threshold-like response. See for example, reviews [127, 128,

129].

5.2. 1 Classification

Excitable systems are categorised based on how they behave and react to the same type

of perturbation. Knowledge of how such perturbations are able to trigger an excitable
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response, together with the qualitative properties of this response, enables us to explore

the potential for use in computing applications. The earliest classification of excitability

was by Hodgkin where he sought to distinguish different kinds of neurons [126]. He per-

turbed neuron axons by injecting steps of current into the axon membranes and recorded

the resulting firing activity as a function of the current intensity [126]. This approach

was indeed a precursor to bifurcation analysis as we now know it: a powerful tool for

understanding complex non-linear phenomena even without knowing all the details of

the system. Excitability is one of the phenomena that has been described by this theory.

The two distinct classes of excitability originally put forth by Hodgkin are [125].

• Class 1: The output pulse stream can be generated at arbitrary low frequencies,

depending on the strength of the perturbation. Class 1 systems will typically start

with a long train of spikes every time the perturbation strength exceeds the ex-

citable threshold; initially at low frequency, which then increases with perturbation

strength [125].

• Class 2: The bursts of the output pulse stream is limited to a fixed period and is

relatively insensitive to changes in the perturbation strength. Class 2 systems will

start bursting when the ramp exceeds the threshold value, with a frequency that is

nearly invariable upon further increase of the input. [125].

5.2. 2 Bifurcations associated with excitability.

In many Class 1 systems, such as the laser system described in this thesis, there are two

specific global bifurcations via which periodic solutions can be born; they are illustrated

in Fig. 5.2.1 and provide a way characterising the laser system as excitable before the

onset of self-oscillations [129]. These are:

1. The saddle-node bifurcation on an invariant circle (configuration 1) occurs when a

stable equilibrium and an unstable one collide and disappear on an invariant circle,

giving rise to a periodic orbit of initially infinite period; see Fig. 5.2.1 (a).

2. The homoclinic bifurcation with a saddle-loop (configuration 2) involves the birth

of a periodic orbit of infinite period from a homoclinic orbit to the saddle point;

see Fig. 5.2.1 (b).

Figure 5.2.1 is a sketch of the two cases of topological mechanisms for excitability [124],

showing phase portraits illustrating the arrangement of invariant objects prior, at and
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after the respective bifurcation. Similar to the phase portraits in Fig. 4.1.1 of section 4.1,

we denote the equilibria o, p and q. Panels (a) show phase portraits for the excitability

mechanism facilitated by a saddle-node bifurcation on an invariant circle; before the

Figure 5.2.1: The two cases of a topological equivalent mechanisms for excitability [124]. The
focus here is on the saddle-loop mechanism as it is the basis of excitability in our laser system,
similar to the phase portraits in Fig. 4.1.1 of section 4.1. The difference here is that the
invariant plane I = 0 is now vertical as it corresponds to the vertical line W ss(o). In panel
(a1), the two branches of the unstable manifold W u(p) of the saddle equilibrium p form a smooth
invariant closed curve, while in panel (b1) the two branches of W u(p) come back on the same side
of the attracting equilibrium o. Stable nodes and saddle points are represented by blue diamonds
and red diamonds respectively and the excitability threshold is defined by the manifold W s(p).
Panels (a1) and (b1) also show the response of sub-threshold and above threshold perturbations
on the dynamics of the laser system when it is excitable. Panels (a2) and (a3), (b2) and (b3)
show the respective phase portraits at and past the saddle-node bifurcation of equilibria on a
limit cycle and saddle-loop/ homoclinic bifurcations, respectively, Sub-threshold perturbations
(dashed purple curve) show to the system quickly returns to the equilibrium o (solid purple
curve) while an above threshold perturbation (dashed green curve) across W s(p), shows the
system performing a large excursion (solid green curve) along W u(p) to end at the equilibrium
point o.
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bifurcation in panel (a1), the stable equilibrium o and saddle equilibrium p are connected

by the manifold W u(p) forming an invariant loop. At the moment of bifurcation, in panel

(a2), the equilibria o and p collide and subsequently disappears which is accompanied

the appearance of a stable periodic orbit as shown in panel (a3). The system is excitable

in panel (a1): a sufficiently small perturbation (purple) relaxes back to o, while a larger

perturbation (green) leads to a large excursion. Panels (b) similarly show phase portraits

for the homoclinic/saddle-loop mechanism that we encounter. Before the bifurcation in

panel (b1), the stable equilibrium o and saddle equilibrium p are connected somewhat

differently, with the manifold W u(p) on one side of o. At the moment of bifurcation in

panel (b2), a homoclinic loop is formed as W s and W u coincide. After the bifurcation

in panel (b3), an attracting periodic orbit appears and W u now accumulates onto the

attracting periodic orbit. Again, The system is excitable in panel (b1): a sufficiently

small perturbation (purple) relaxes back to o, while a larger perturbation (green) leads

to a large excursion.

In both configurations, the excitability threshold is well defined by the manifold W s(p)

of the saddle equilibrium p. Hence, there is an all-or-none response when the system in

its rest state (which is the off-state o in our laser system) is perturbed sufficiently. As we

already mentioned, the relevant configuration for this thesis is the homoclinic/saddle-loop

bifurcation, as is determined by numerical consideration and backed with experimental

evidence.

To relate back to the Yamada model Eq.(2.13), note that in the phase portraits (b)

of Fig. 5.2.1, the invariant plane I = 0 corresponds to W ss(o).

5.3 Experimental characterisation of the laser re-

sponse to perturbation

I now present the first study, to my knowledge, of excitable dynamics of an all-fibre

Q-switched laser with externally sourced optical perturbations on the gain section at

980nm. The experimental set-up of the laser system is illustrated in Fig. 5.2.2. The laser

configuration is the same linear Fabry-Pérot cavity made up of two sections of ion-doped

fibres that has been described earlier in section 3.1 of chapter 3; throughout this chap-

ter LB = 1.48 m is fixed. The new part of the setup is a second pump signal that is

generated from a second 980 nm CW semiconductor laser diode, which also goes up to

300 mW of incident optical power. The intensity of this secondary signal is modulated
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WDM

Figure 5.2.2: Experimental schematic. ISO: Optical isolator; WDM: 1550/980 wavelength
division multiplexer; PD: 5 GHz Photodiode; FBG1 and FBG2: Bragg-gratings with reflectivities
as shown. The cavity includes an Er doped fibre section and a Thulium doped fibre section of
length LB = 1.48 m. Also present are a secondary 980 nm CW semiconductor laser diode
and an iXblue NIR-MX-LN-10 intensity Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM), which modulates
the secondary CW signal to generate a sequence of pulse perturbations PertG[t].

with an iXblue NIR-MX-LN-10 intensity Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) to give the

pulsed signal pattern of the externally sourced perturbation signal, PertG[t]. We use

two parameters to probe for the excitable regime: the primary input pump Pin and the

secondary perturbation PertG[t]. The primary input signal Pin is fixed, while the inten-

sity AmpPert of the pulse perturbation PertG[t] is varied in such a way to demonstrate

excitability in our fibre laser. Furthermore, the arbitrary waveform generator (AWG)

writes desired perturbation pulse properties, such as the pulse profile, width, rise time

and frequency of PertG[t] to the MZM. The value of AmpPert is varied by adjusting the

secondary pump output intensity while the amplitude of the AWG is set to 1 mV; see

Fig 5.2.2. The CW signal from the secondary pump laser diode is split equally along the

two arms of the MZM with one arm modulated such that they combine positively or neg-

atively to generate the desired signal perturbation PertG[t]. The rise time and duration

of the perturbation are all predetermined by the function generator. After the MZM, the
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Figure 5.3.3: Laser output response to a sub-threshold perturbation. The red curve is the per-
turbation pulse PertG[t] with Amppert = 0.075 W. No excitatory response is recorded.
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Figure 5.3.4: Laser output response to an above-threshold perturbation. The red curve is the
perturbation pulse PertG[t] with Amppert = 0.099 W and the blue curve is the excitatory re-
sponse. Notice that the peak power of the excitatory response (6.8 W) is several magnitudes
larger than the peak power of the pulse perturbation .

pulsed perturbation PertG[t] is split into two: 90% of it is coupled into the laser cavity

to perturb the gain section, while 10% goes into a second detector for monitoring the

dynamics; as before, the first detector measures the output response dynamics of the

Fabry-Pérot cavity.
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Figure 5.3.5: Time traces showing pulse perturbations with their corresponding excitatory re-
sponses at various Amppert values. Panels (a1) to (a4) illustrate how the number of excitatory
responses increases to match every pulse perturbation as Amppert is increased. Panels (a1)
to (a4) show times traces for PertG[t] at Amppert values of 0.78 W, 0.085 W, 0.091 W and
0.99 W, respectively.
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Figure 5.3.6: Ratio of the excitatory response event to perturbation events over a range of
Amppert. This is an estimate of how efficiently a perturbation gives rise to an excitatory re-
sponse; an efficiency of 1 means that for every perturbation event there is an associated exci-
tatory response event. A set of 1000 pairs of response and perturbation events were recorded at
each value of Amppert.

5.4 Observed response to a single perturbation

We know from our earlier bifurcation analysis that the excitable regime must be in some

Pin-range close to the lasing/pulsing threshold P th
in ; hence we choose a Pin below and

close to P th
in which we find to occur at Pin = 50 mW for our laser system; since the laser

operates in the off-state up to P th
in = 65.75 mW. Excitable behaviour is observed when

the laser is kicked sufficiently from its off-state resulting in the generation of a pulse as a

response. In our initial attempt to demonstrate this experimentally, the laser is initially

set to Pin = 50 mW, then the laser is periodically kicked from its off-state by introducing

the pulsed perturbation PertG[t] into the cavity. Here, the pulse characteristics of the

perturbation PertG = PertG[t] is set to a rise time of 90 ns, pulse duration of 3 ms and

43 Hz frequency on the AWG. As the peak intensity AmpPert of the secondary pump

signal PertG[t] is increased from 0 W, the output of the laser remains uneventful up until

AmpPert reaches 40 mW. This suggests that we are below the excitability threshold of

the laser in this case, an example of which is shown in Fig. 5.3.3.

Increasing the AmpPert beyond 41 mW produces a response at the laser output. This
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Figure 5.3.7: Time trace in a 600µs window showing the evolution of the mean delay between
the a pulse perturbation event and and its corresponding excitatory response event, synchronized
on the triggering pulse. The colour bar shows the range for Amppert. For increasing pulse
perturbation intensity, the excitatory response shifts to the left with a stable peak power.

shows that AmpPert is sufficiently high to kick the laser from its state of rest across

the excitability threshold, resulting in the laser performing an excursion in phase space

and returning to its rest state. Figure 5.3.4 shows the excitatory response of the laser

to an above threshold perturbation; the excitatory response is several magnitudes lager

in peak intensity and several magnitudes narrower in pulse width (0.63µs) compared to

PertG[t]. The system responds in a binary way to the perturbations; when Amppert is

above-threshold, an excited response in the form of a pulse is emitted; otherwise, it stays

in its off-state state and no pulses are emitted. Additionally, one generic characteristic

of this excitable system is the nature of the excursion taken by an excitatory response

in phase space before returning to its rest state: the excitatory peak pulse intensity is

practically independent of the above-threshold AmpPert.
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5.4. 1 Repeated perturbations and noise effects

We now go on to study our laser so as to establish an excitability threshold in terms

of AmpPert that gives us reliable excitatory response. Here, the effect of noise must be

taken into account. Owing to the presence of noise, the laser may generate only every

now and then a sudden pulse response in the absence of any perturbations; this is more

likely the closer the laser is to self pulsing, i.e to P th
in . To reduce spontaneous pulsing due

to noise, we move the operational point of the laser away from P th
in by setting Pin to a

lower vale of 43 mW. This goes to show that the system is very sensitive to noise near

threshold. We then proceed to probe the laser’s excitable response to equidistant pulse

trains. We also see, in the presence of noise, that with perturbations of a certain pulse

strength AmpPert we expect an increase in the number of excitatory pulse responses from

zero for low AmpPert to one for high AmpPert of PertG[t].

A systematic demonstration of this type of response with noise is performed where

AmpPert is increased from 75 mW to 100 mW in steps of 1 mW. Sets of 1000 events at each

AmpPert value of pulse perturbations are generated and their corresponding excitatory

response are recorded. A ratio of mean excitatory responses to mean perturbation pulses

is computed as the number of excitatory responses divided by 1000 pulse perturbations

for each AmpPert. This ratio gives an idea of the mean effectiveness of pulse perturbation

as AmpPert is increased.

Figure. 5.3.5 shows only eight 3 ms pulse perturbation events spaced out at 43 Hz

for different values of AmpPert. In panel (a1), no excitatory response for AmpPert =

78 mW is observed; this means the average effectiveness is 0%. The effectiveness of

pulse perturbations to generate a corresponding excitatory response begins to increase

as AmpPert is increased. At AmpPert = 85 mW in panel (a2), the pulse perturbation

effectiveness increases to 25% and at AmpPert = 91 mW the effectiveness rises to 63% in

panel (a3). Finally, AmpPert = 99 mW each pulse perturbation generates a corresponding

excitatory response, hence, we observe an efficiency of 100%. Although the peak power

of the excitatory responses remain relatively constant, the average number of excitatory

response events gradually increases. As a consequence, the average power of the lasing

signal also increases. For values of AmpPert above 0.1 W, every pulse perturbation

generates a corresponding excitatory pulse response.

A comprehensive summary of the results of the effectiveness of 1000 pulse pertur-

bation at each AmpPert is shown in Fig. 5.3.6. Here, we see for low AmpPert below

81 mW, no excitatory response peaks are detected and, hence, the average peak count

is zero. As AmpPert is increased to 85 mW, the average excitatory response peak also
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Figure 5.4.8: Evolution of the mean delay between the a perturbation event and an excitatory
response event as input perturbation peak power ( AmpPert) increases. The delay decreases
because perturbation that are sufficiently high and far above the excitability threshold by passes
the slow-flux region close to W s(p) and quickly performs the large excursion thats constitutes
the excitatory response.

starts to increase gradually; this means the efficiency of a pulse perturbations generating

a corresponding excitatory response gradual increases. This goes to show that one is

approaching the excitability threshold above which there is a one to one ratio between

a pulse perturbation and a corresponding excitatory response. In our laser systems this

happens for AmpPert ≥ 96 mW. The transition from zero to one in perturbation efficiency

is characterised by a continuous curve illustrated in Fig. 5.3.6. Owing to the presence

of noise in the laser and its sensitivity especially close to the excitability threshold, the

laser occasionally and randomly generates additional responses after the initial excita-

tory response; this causes the ratio of excitatory responses to perturbation events to

exceed 1 when the laser is close to its pulsing threshold. Considering the sample size is a

thousand, one would expect this curve to become smoother for a larger sample size and

smaller step size. The curve describes a phase transition from no excitatory response to

reliable excitatory responses ultimately suggesting indeed there is an excitable threshold.

These experimental observations are consistent with other experimental studies of

excitability in laser systems [89, 120, 130, 131] and, hence, they clearly characterise

excitability in the presence of inherent noise in our laser system.
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5.5 Excitatory response delay

Furthermore, we go on to investigate the behaviour of excitatory responses with regards

to the timing of their occurrence as AmpPert is increased. A 600 µs window containing a

pulse perturbation is defined and then AmpPert is increased upwards from 0.1 W, which

is just above the excitability threshold. Figure 5.3.7 shows each pulse perturbation and

its corresponding excitatory response, synchronized on the trigger perturbation, plotted

together over the range of AmpPert between 0.1 W and 0.35 W. The colour bar shows the

AmpPert-value associated with each pair of pulse perturbation and excitatory response.

We see here that, as AmpPert is increased, the occurrence of the excitatory response pro-

gressively shifts to the left on the time axis, while the excitatory peak intensity remains

independent of AmpPert. The delay of the excitatory response decreases as AmpPert is

increased. This means that the occurrence in time of an excitatory response gets de-

layed more when AmpPert is smaller. This sequence of dynamics is presented in terms of

AmpPert on the horizontal axis versus excitatory response delay on the vertical axis in

Fig. 5.4.8. Here, the delay of the excitatory response monotonically decreases as AmpPert

increases.

The Yamada model of Eq. (5.1) explains this observed behaviour by way of the

homoclinic/saddle-loop bifurcation mechanism of Fig 5.2.1 (b1). The large delays ob-

served for low AmpPert close to the excitability threshold together with the high sensitiv-

ity to noise is a signature of the saddle equilibrium q and its manifold W s(q) determining

the excitable threshold. Notice that AmpPert values slightly above the excitability thresh-

old W s(q) are attracted to the saddle point along its attracting direction (slow-direction)

and subsequently escapes following the manifold W s(q). As AmpPert in increased, the

perturbation crosses further above the excitability threshold, thereby bypassing the slow-

flux region. This shortens the delay prior to performing the large excursion along the

manifold W s(q). In neuroscience, this effect has uses in temporal processing, where one

can control the processing speed of the reaction depending on how large the perturbation

is.

The two characteristics: decreasing excitatory response delay and excitatory pulse

peak being independent of AmpPert that have been discussed here are consistent with

findings, by other research groups studying excitability in lasers [120, 130, 131, 89], as

defining characteristics of an excitable laser system. A fully functioning photonic based

neural networks for information processing would require coupling many of our all-fibre

laser configuration together; nonetheless, we have demonstrated a fundamental ingredi-
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Figure 5.5.9: Computed bifurcation diagram of case BI in the (A, γG)-plane for the experimental
fibre laser with σ = 18.125. Shown are curves SN of saddle-nodes of equilibria (dark grey), T
of transcritical (black), D of saddle-node of periodic orbits (green), H of Hopf bifurcations (red)
and L of homoclinic bifurcations (blue). Along the curve SQ (light grey) the saddle quantity is
zero. Also shown are points of codimension-two bifurcations, namely points of neutral-saddle
homoclinic (NH) and Bogdanov-Takens (BT) bifurcations. Insert (a2) shows an enlargement
of the shaded region close to the lasing threshold T showing the excitable region (region 2) and
the Q-switching region (region 7) for γG = 5.7975× 10−4.

ent for neuro-inspired information processing by demonstrating reliable excitability due

to the homoclinic loop mechanism.

5.6 Numerical characterisation of the excitable regime

As we have already seen, the dynamics of our fibre laser with a saturable absorber is

modelled well by Eq. (2.13), and now we consider an external perturbation PertG[t].

This is formally expressed as

Ġ = γG(A−G−GI) + PertG[t],

Q̇ = γGσ(B −Q− aσQI),

İ = (G−Q− 1)I + noise[t].

(5.1)
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Figure 5.5.10: Phase portrait in region 2 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilib-
rium o (blue diamond), saddle equilibria p and q (red diamonds), manifold W u(p) (red curve)
and an above threshold trajectory PerttrajG (cyan curve) that follows the manifold W u(p) in
phase space and ends up at o; see Table 4.1 for parameter values.

The parameters are the same as for Eq (2.13) and the new additions here are PertG[t],

which is a signal as a function of time t, and a noise term noise[t] on I. The pulsing signal

PertG[t] is defined by an intensity Amppert such that the variable G can be perturbed

sufficiently with a square pulse of a defined duration to generate a response. This can

be interpreted as a jump to a new initial condition. Ultimately the pulse profile of the

perturbation is not as important as the perturbation intensity and duration, which should

be relatively shorter than the time scale of the gain. The pulse properties define the pulse

energy which ultimately determines whether or not the excitability threshold is crossed.

Additionally, the noise term noise[t] on I is needed in order to escape from the off-state

when a perturbation of Amppert is applied. This means that, without the noise term

noise[t], it is impossible to observe any excitatory response regardless of how strongly

the laser is perturbed in the gain G from its off-state o, which lies in the invariant plane

I = 0. The noise term noise[t] is generated from white Gaussian noise signal with a mean

noise level of 0.0006 added to the electric field. This is then turned into noise[t] by taking

its modulus, which transforms the noise to intensity and ensures that noise[t] is never
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Figure 5.5.11: Phase portrait in region 2 in the (G,Q, I)-space showing the attracting equilib-
rium o (blue diamond), saddle equilibria p and q (red diamonds), manifolds W u(p) (red curve),
W s(p) (blue surface) and an above threshold trajectory PerttrajG (cyan curve) that follows the
manifold W u(p) in phase space and ends up at o.

negative. Note here that this is a low noise level, but it is already sufficient to enable

escape from the invariant plane I = 0 whenever a perturbation with intensity Amppert is

applied.

Alternatively, a pulse perturbation can be applied to the intensity I. However, in

the current instance we are modelling the events of our experimental demonstration of

excitability in our fibre laser system with pulse perturbations on the gain section. We will

be looking to demonstrate excitability by perturbing the intensity I with inherent noise[t]

in the future, which requires an experimental perturbation at the lasing wavelength.

We start off by setting PertG[t] to zero, which means no perturbation signal is applied,

and we compute the two-parameter bifurcation diagram of Eq. (5.1) in the (A, γ)-plane

for a value of B = 5.8 and with noise[t] also set to zero. This parameter point is above the

BT point of Fig. 3.2.20 from section 3.2. 1 of chapter 3, so that the excitability mechanism

is a homoclinic/saddle-loop bifurcation, where γG = 5.8 × 10−4, a = 2.9 and σ = 18, as

is illustrated in Fig. 5.5.9. The relative positions of the curves of saddle-node bifurcation

SN, transcritical bifurcation T, H of Hopf bifurcations, L of homoclinic bifurcations and

D of saddle-node bifurcations of periodic orbits as well as the codimension-two points of
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Figure 5.5.12: Phase portrait in region 2 showing an enlargement of the (G,Q, I)-space close to
the saddle equilibrium p; shown are the attracting equilibrium o (blue diamond), saddle equilibria
p (red diamond), manifolds W u(p) (red curve) and W s(p) (blue surface). Also shown are
trajectories as a result of three different Amppert from o namely Perttraj 1

G with Amppert = 0.1,

Perttraj 2
G with Amppert = 0.2 and Perttraj 3

G with Amppert = 0.3. Perttraj 3
G follows W u(p) in

phase space and finally ends up at o.

Bogdanov-Takins point BT, degenerate Hopf point GH, and neutral-saddle homoclinic

point NH, are as in the bifurcation case BI in section 4.1 of chapter 4. Panel (a2) is an

enlargement with an arrow through the regions of interest namely region 2 and region

7. Region 2, just before the almost simultaneous lasing (curve T) and pulsing thresholds

(curve L) is of particular importance because it is where Eq.(5.1) is excitable. The

excitable behaviour of the fibre laser is studied numerically by varying Amppert while

keeping A fixed. As we will demonstrate, when A is increased and one approaches the

curves L and T, the laser system progressively becomes easily excitable; and it is most

excitable just before the curves L and T. This means that, depending on how close one

is to L and T, it requires increasingly less Amppert to excite the laser system. This is

attributed to the saddle equilibria p and its manifold W s(p) moving towards the attractor

o as A is increased.
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Figure 5.6.13: Time trace of Eq. (5.1) showing a sub-threshold pulse perturbation with Amppert
= 0.2 (orange) with no excitatory response (blue) is recorded. Here, the pulse perturbation
intensity Amppert (orange) is below the excitable threshold and hence insufficient to generate an

excitatory response. This corresponds to the dynamics of Perttraj 2
G illustrated in of Fig. 5.5.12

5.6. 1 Geometry of the excitability threshold

The planar representation of Fig. 5.2.1(b1) shows the phase portrait of region 2 with

I as the horizontal direction and G as the vertical direction. This projection leaves

out considerable subtleties in the three-dimensional phase space, especially regarding

how two-dimensional manifolds organise the phase space geometrically in the context of

excitability. As we have seen previously, the excitability threshold is defined by the two-

dimensional stable manifold W s(p) of the saddle p, which separates the point q from the

point o. Both sides of the one-dimensional unstable manifold W u(p) of p ends up at the

attractor o. Depending on how close p is to o or, equivalently, how close in A is one to the

curves L and T, a small sub-threshold perturbation simply relaxes back to the off state;

see Fig. 5.2.1 (b1). However, a sufficiently large perturbation, above the two-dimensional

manifold of p, results in a trajectory that closely follows the one dimensional unstable

manifold of the saddle point p, resulting in a large pulse as is sketched in Fig. 5.2.1(b1).

Figure 5.5.10 shows a three-dimensional rendering of the phase portrait in region 2

for the above parameter values, corresponding to the experiment, with the equilibria o, p

and q and the manifold W u(p) of p. Here we see the specific structure of W u(p) and how

it indeed describes the slow-fast nature of the system; it reveals how above-threshold tra-

jectories will evolve in phase space along W u(p), resulting in a fast spike in the intensity

and a slow relaxation back in a refractory period along the slow manifold I = 0. The sur-

face W s(p) of p in Fig. 5.5.11 forms the separatrix that defines the excitability threshold
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Figure 5.6.14: Time trace of Eq. (5.1) showing an above-threshold pulse perturbation; Amppert
= 0.3 (orange) has a corresponding excitatory response (teal). Here, Amppert is above the
excitable threshold and hence sufficient enough to generate an excitatory response from the
laser. This corresponds to the dynamics of Perttraj 3

G illustrated in of Fig. 5.5.12

of the laser in region 2; it rolls up in a carpet-like fashion around the one-dimensional

stable manifold W s(q) of q, similarly as for Fig. 4.1.3 in section 4.1 of chapter 3.

5.6. 2 Single and repeated perturbation

An understanding of sub-threshold and above-threshold excitable dynamics can be gained

by studying the influence of Amppert of PertG[t] on the gain G. The pulse pertubation

intensity Amppert is varied from 0 so as to model increasing perturbation intensity with

which the laser system, operating in region 2, is kicked from its off-state o. Depending

on the strength of Amppert, an absence or presence of an excitatory response is recorded.

More specifically, perturbation intensities of Amppert = [0.1, 0.2, 0.3] of PertG[t] are

applied to G for the laser in the off-state, which corresponds to the equilibrium o. Fig-

ure. 5.5.12 shows the evolution of system Eq.(5.1) in phase space after it has been per-

turbed from the off-state o. These three different initial conditions give three different

behaviours: i) Perttraj 1
G results from a perturbation PertG[t] with amplitude Amppert=0.1,

where the system quickly returns to its rest state o which is the the off-state solution; ii)

Perttraj 2
G results from a perturbation PertG[t] with amplitude Amppert = 0.2, where the

system approaches W s(p) but us unable to cross it and hence, returns to the point o —

the associated time trace is shown in Fig. 5.6.13; iii) Perttraj 3
G results from a perturbation

PertG[t] with amplitude Amppert = 0.3, the system crosses W s(p) and performs a large

excursion in the form of a short pulse before returning to o. The perturbation PertG[t]
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Figure 5.6.15: Time traces of Eq. (5.1) showing pulse perturbations (orange) with their corre-
sponding excitatory responses (teal) at various Amppert values. Panels (a1) to (a5) illustrate
how the number of excitatory responses increases to match every pulse perturbation as Amppert

is increased. Panels (a1) to (a4) show times traces for PertG[t] at Amppert values of 0.23,
0.255, 0.257, 0.263 and 0.275 respectively.

with pulse intensity Amppert = 0.3 and its corresponding excursion in phase space illus-

trates a geometry of a typical above thresh-hold kick and response that characterise an

excitable laser system. In the time domain, the large excursion takes the form of an pulse

(blue), as is illustrated in Fig. 5.6.14.

Furthermore, we now investigate numerically how efficiently a pulse perturbation

generates an excitatory response over a range of Amppert between 0.230 and 0.275 in
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0.270.35

0.27
.
.
.

0.35

Figure 5.6.16: Time traces showing a numerically simulation of Eq. (5.1). It illustrates the
evolution of the mean delay between the a pulse perturbation event (orange) and and its cor-
responding excitatory response event (teal). As Amppert increases from 0.27 to 0.35 in steps
of 0.01, the excitatory response shifts to the left. This is similar to the experimental result of
Fig. 5.3.7.

Figure 5.6.17: Evolution of the mean delay between a perturbation event and an excitatory
response event of Eq. (5.1) as the input perturbation peak power AmpPert of PertG[t] increases.

the presence of the noise term noise[t]. This is presented in Fig. 5.6.15: panels (a1)

to (a5) show a familiar trend of gradually increasing efficiency of pulse perturbation

generating a corresponding excitatory response as Amppert is increased. This results
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compares well with the experimental equivalent in Fig. 5.3.5. Obtaining the numerical

equivalent of Fig. 5.3.6 for a sufficiently high number of input events (similar to 1000 in

the experiment) is not feasible, because it requires an exorbitant amount of computation

time; in a way this demonstrates the incredibly fast time scales of the experiment, which

allow for the data for Fig. 5.3.6 to be acquired in a reasonable time scale.

Additionally, Fig. 5.6.16 and Fig. 5.6.17 demonstrate the familiar shift of excitatory

response to the left on the time axis for an above threshold pulse perturbation with

Amppert between 0.27 and 0.35. Those theoretical plots again agree well with the cor-

responding experimental characterisation in Fig. 5.3.7 and Fig. 5.4.8, respectively, of

excitability in our fibre laser: indeed, the occurrence in time of an excitatory response

becomes delayed more when AmpPert increases. This is explained in the model Eq. (5.1)

by the fact that a perturbation that is sufficiently high and far above the excitability

threshold bypasses the slow-flux region close to W s(p) and quickly performs the large

excursion thats constitutes the excitatory response; closer passes near the saddle equi-

librium p , on the other hand, lead to slower reaction times and, hence, an increasing

delay.

The characteristics of decreasing delay in the occurrence of the excitatory response

with the excitatory pulse peak intensity being independent of AmpPert have been de-

scribed well by Eq. (5.1). Indeed, all of the indicators we considered in the model compare

well with the corresponding experimental findings, which constitutes strong evidence for

the homoclinic loop mechanism as the basis of excitability in our the fibre laser.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, I have presented numerical and experimental characterisations of the

excitable properties of a passively Q-switched all-fibre laser with regards to the system’s

response to external perturbations. The laser system is perturbed with a secondary

pump diode, which involves injecting light pulses into the laser cavity to influence the

gain section. Within this framework, a number of defining properties that characterise

excitability have been shown to be present in this laser system. The first is related to

the all-or-none response which consists of a above threshold and sub-threshold perturba-

tion; this is a strong indicator of an excitable system. Secondly, long refractory periods

between perturbations, which are much longer than the characteristic time scales of the

excitatory response is another defining property. These two identified properties allows

us to interpret the results as responses to isolated perturbation/“kick”. Additionally,
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the delay in the occurrence of an excitatory response decreases as Amppert ot the corre-

sponding perturbation is increased. Finally, the gradual increase in efficiency with which

an excitatory response event is generated by each perturbation close to P th
in is consistent

with the homoclinic/saddle-loop mechanism that forms the basis of excitability in this

system. Moreover, the interpretations of observed monotonic decrease in the delay in

occurrence of the excitatory response is consistent with both theory and experiment.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and future prospects

“Finally in conclusion let me just say this”

The research carried out during the fours years of my PhD involved the study of a

number of nonlinear processes, namely the nature of Q-switched dynamics, hysteresis

and bistability, and excitability in a all-fibre laser with a saturable absorber. A com-

plementary duo of experiments and numerical calculations was employed to examine

Q-switching operation. Of particular interest was how the specifics of the onset of this

nonlinear phenomenon depends on the system parameters, including the coefficient of

absorption and the ratio of the relaxation times for the gain and absorber sections of the

laser. The main results of each of the three chapters are presented below. In addition, I

will also outline possible directions of future research.

• The first main contribution is the experimental and numerical characterisation of

our passively Q-switched all-fibre laser with a saturable absorber, which is discussed

in chapter 3. The operational behaviour of the fibre laser is characterised by its

dependence on two main experimental control parameters: the output power of

the pump laser diode and the length of the saturable absorber, which correlates

linearly with the amount of absorption. Varying the pump power and the length

of the absorber section revealed important transitions in the operation of the fibre

laser. These transitions were observed experimentally and also interpreted in terms

of the Yamada model. The very first transition we encountered is onset of oscil-

lations which can occur either via a Hopf bifurcation or a homoclinic bifurcation.

Despite its simplicity, the Yamada model describes well the essential dynamics and

pulse characteristics of the fibre laser, especially when one considers the onset of

pulsations as the pump power is gradually increased. Generally as one seeks to

compare a numerical model with an experiment, an estimate of parameter values

151
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from the physical properties of the components that make up the device is needed;

in this case, I have estimated the coefficient of adsorption B and decay life times

γG and γQ of gain and absorber medium, respectively. Additionally, we found out

that the bandwidth and reflecting ratios of the fibre Bragg-grating plays a crucial

role in determining whether or not the laser can Q-switch.

Furthermore, additional nonlinear dynamics including hysteresis and multi-stability

is found to be present for a narrow range of experimental laser configurations of LB.

A detailed description of observed hysteresis and multi-stable dynamics exhibited

by our Q-switched all-fibre laser with a saturable absorber has been presented.

In this description, we outlined the range of LB for which the laser evolves along

two different operational paths during up-scans and down-scans over ranges of Pin.

The ranges of Pin for bistable laser dynamics were found to appear first in a laser

configuration with LB = 0.69 m and gradually increases to its widest for laser

configuration with LB = 0.71 m and, finally, disappearing for a laser configurations

with LB = 0.81 m and above. Interestingly, this is close to the switch between

Hopf and homoclinic bifurcations as the threshold for oscillations. In spite of the

fact that our fibre laser operates in multimode, the Yamada model is able to aptly

describe the main important features of the measured experimental dynamics. The

small region of bistability, on the other hand, is not present in the Yamada model,

arguably owing to mode-hopping dynamics in the switch-over between the two types

of pulsing onset. Overall, the dynamics presented is of immediate relevance, and

it is our hope that our results may serve as a “road map” for future experimental

investigations.

• The next contribution of this thesis is in chapter 4, which is very much on the theo-

retical side and describes the overall behaviour of the Yamada model. Specifically,

I present and discuss a classification of all the dynamics in a Q-switched laser with

a saturable absorber with particular interest on the case when the decay ratio σ of

the two decay times of the gain and the saturable absorber is not the same. Two-

parameter bifurcation structures that explain how the laser is influenced by the

pump parameter A and the gain decay parameter γG, are computed and discussed

for representative values of the decay ratio σ. We find as σ is increased, a total

of ten bifurcation structures/cases, BI to BX and transitions between them via

codimension-three bifurcations. These results were obtained through careful nu-

merical investigation made possible by employing advanced numerical techniques.
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Furthermore, 11 phase portraits for the respective regions in the bifurcation dia-

grams were found and presented in two and three-dimensional representations. In

this way, an overall description of the dynamics for any value of σ is presented. The

new aspect of this work is that for 1 < σ, such that γQ < γG new dynamics and

changes in the composition of the bifurcation structure are found. Overall, taking

these results together, a theoretical road map of all possible laser dynamics for any

ratio σ is available. The advantage of this is that it provides a guide to possible

laser dynamics, not just for this specific device but in principle for any device with

any ratio of σ.

Moreover, this chapter provides a detailed analysis of the geometry in three-dimen-

sional phase space of the two-dimensional stable manifolds of the equilibria and

periodic orbits of saddle type, that delineate different basins of attraction. With

this knowledge in hand, the organisation of multi-stability and the structure of

the excitability threshold in this laser system can be understood geometrically. In

three-dimensional phase space, these global manifolds are rendered as surfaces so

as to give insight, from both a theoretical and practical perspective, into the nature

and number of attractors, their locations in phase space and the locations of the

boundaries of their basins. This clearly brings out the various roles they play in

organising the dynamics in the respective region of parameter space.

• The complementary duo of the experimental results of chapter 3 and the theoret-

ical findings in chapter 4 very strongly show that there is a region of excitability,

which is of course of great interest for applications in neuro-inspired computing.

Therefore, I go on investigate in chapter 5 excitability in more detail experimentally

in comparison with the Yamada model. I show that there is an ideal operational

range within which the fibre laser exhibits excitable dynamics. Moreover, this dy-

namics posses all the characteristics, both experimentally and theoretically, that

qualify the fibre laser as excitable. Specifically, the fibre laser is perturbed/“kicked”

with a secondary pump diode; this involves coupling a secondary pulsed signal into

the laser cavity to influence the gain section by stimulating it to generate more

coherent light at the lasing wavelength. Varying the power of the secondary pump

causes a corresponding change in the peak intensity of the pulses, and this has a

profound effect of the dynamics of the laser. Within this architecture, a number

of defining properties that characterises excitability of our passively Q-switched

all-fibre laser have been shown to be present. The first property has to do with
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an all-or-none response of the fibre laser to the secondary pulsed signal; this de-

pends on whether peak intensity of the pulse perturbation is above or below a

certain threshold, called the excitability threshold. We observe long durations of

unresponsiveness of the laser to pulsed perturbations immediately after an excita-

tory response; this is known as the refractory period. This defining property of

the refractory period being much longer than the characteristic time scales of the

excitatory response is the second property of excitability that we confirmed both

experimentally and numerically. Taken together, this allows us to interpret output

pulses as the response to isolated perturbations. The third defining characteristic

we confirmed for our laser system concerns the monotone decrease of delay in the

reaction time between the input pulse perturbation and the excited pulse response

as the peak intensity of the input pulse is increased. All these results are consis-

tent with the homoclinic/saddle-loop mechanism forming the basis of excitability

in our system. The demonstration of excitability is a fundamental step towards

neuro-inspired computing with all-fibre laser systems. In principle, they can be

coupled together into larger devices designed to perform some logically information

processing function. This is a very interesting direction for future research.

When all these chapters are taken together, they constitute a comprehensive charac-

terisation of this fibre laser as well as the associated theory. It shows that the Yamada

model does describe all the key aspects, including excitability, this may come as a little

bit of a surprise because our all-fibre laser operates in multimode, whereas the Yamada

equations model single mode laser operation. We believe that the strong agreement be-

tween the Yamada model and experimental results stem from the fact that our fibre laser

is relatively short and operates with relatively few modes at the onset of pulsing. As a

consequence, the model accurately describes the onset of pulsing as well as excitability,

but is less accurate when it comes to other nonlinear behaviours. Of course, some ques-

tions for future research will be determining if this is also true for different fibre lasers

with regards to the length of the laser, the type of saturable absorber or gain section,

and the configuration — be it a ring laser or a figure eight laser. Another issue is a more

extensive investigation of the effects of the properties of the Bragg-gratings in a case of

a Fabry-Pérot cavity.

One concrete example of an observable prediction from our theoretical work is the

following. For bifurcation cases BV to BX, for small γG the homoclinic bifurcation L

is no longer immediately followed by the transcritical bifurcation T. In practical terms

this means that self-pulsing will be observable for suitable initial conditions prior to the
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threshold of the laser; this is in contrast to cases BI to BIV, where the onset of self-

pulsing practically coincides with the laser threshold [49]. The transition between these

two scenarios is due to a neutral saddle homoclinic bifurcation point existing for γG = 0,

which is a special point of codimension-three; in spite of the fact that it refers to a

global bifurcation, it might be possible to study this point by blow-up techniques similar

to those in [111]. Although the underlying mechanism for excitability was captured by

the Yamada model used here, a complete understanding of the physics of this system

might require a multimode description; indeed we showed that multimode dynamics is

expected to play a role for certain parameter regions. In particular, it will be of interest

to understand why there is an increased susceptibility of the fibre laser to multimode

operation close to the switch between Hopf and homoclinic bifurcations at the threshold

for the onset of Q-switched pulsing in a quite small range of LB.

The original work [132] showed that it was possible to couple one or more excitable

lasers into a larger system to realise a variety of logic gate operations and also to achieve

discrimination of signals based on the excitability threshold. This could be extended

to look at different operations and also more complicated networks of lasers based on

the all-fibre laser studied in this thesis. One specific direction would be to build an all-

optical flip-flop as a simple memory and consider how it might be used to model reported

behaviour of neurons.





Appendix

A1 Supplementary experimental evidence

In our experimental investigations of the characterising Q-switching in the fibre laser in

chapters 3, only a select set of figures of time traces and pulse characteristic distributions

is shown forLB = 0.52 m, 1.06 m and 1.48 m, at different Pin values. I now provide here

the figures for all other values of LB taken at similar Pin values.

A1.1 Time traces

The following Figs. A.1.1 to A.1.12 are the additional time traces; compare with Fig. 3.2.14

in chapter 3.
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Figure A.1.1: Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.10 m and for up-scan of Pin at (a1) 70
mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1) 70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3)
230 mW.
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Figure A.1.2: Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.21 m and for up-scan of Pin at (a1) 70
mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1) 70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3)
230 mW.
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Figure A.1.3: Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.32 m and for up-scan of Pin at (a1) 70
mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1) 70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3)
230 mW.
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Figure A.1.4: Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.41 m and for up-scan of Pin at (a1) 70
mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1) 70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3)
230 mW.
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Figure A.1.5: Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.61 m and for up-scan of Pin at (a1) 70
mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1) 70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3)
230 mW.
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Figure A.1.6: Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.66 m and for up-scan of Pin at (a1) 70
mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1) 70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3)
230 mW.
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Figure A.1.7: Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.69 m and for up-scan of Pin at (a1) 70
mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1) 70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3)
230 mW.
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Figure A.1.8: Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.74 m and for up-scan of Pin at (a1) 70
mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1) 70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3)
230 mW.
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Figure A.1.9: Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.79 m and for up-scan of Pin at (a1) 70
mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1) 70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3)
230 mW.
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Figure A.1.10: Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 0.81 m and for up-scan of Pin at (a1) 70
mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1) 70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3)
230 mW.
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Figure A.1.11: Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 1.25 m and for up-scan of Pin at (a1) 70
mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1) 70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3)
230 mW.
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Figure A.1.12: Observed oscilloscope traces for LB of 1.48 m and for up-scan of Pin at (a1) 70
mW, (a2) 150 mW, (a3) 230 mW and down-scan of Pin at (b1) 70 mW, (b2) 150 mW, (b3)
230 mW.

A1.2 Distribution plots

The following Figs. A.1.13 to A.1.16 are the additional pulse distribution plots; compare

with Fig. 3.2.5 in chapter 3.
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Figure A.1.13: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 0.69 m. Panels (a) show the up-scan of Pin and panel (b) show the
down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses. The red dashed-dotted lines
indicate detected transition via a Hopf bifurcation for up-scan and down scan, respectively.
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Figure A.1.14: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 0.83 m. Panels (a) show the up-scan of Pin and panel (b) show the
down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses. The red dashed-dotted lines
indicate detected transition via a Hopf bifurcation for up-scan and down scan, respectively.
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Figure A.1.15: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 0.89 m. Panels (a) show the up-scan of Pin and panel (b) show the
down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses. The red dashed-dotted lines
indicate detected transition via a Hopf bifurcation for up-scan and down scan, respectively.
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Figure A.1.16: Experimental distribution plots of pulse amplitude, period, frequency and width
for an absorber length LB of 0.92 m. Panels (a) show the up-scan of Pin and panel (b) show the
down-scan of Pin; colour-bar indicates number of detected pulses. The red dashed-dotted lines
indicate detected transition via a Hopf bifurcation for up-scan and down scan, respectively.
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A2 Parameter values estimated from material prop-

erties of gain and absorber

This appendix shows how parameter values used for the numerical computations pre-

sented in earlier chapters is arrived at. As discussed earlier chapters, the absence of any

quantitative agreement and also very good qualitative agreement is attributed to our pri-

mary focus of investigating how well the Yamada model for semiconductor lasers works

for a fibre laser. As a consequence, if one seeks to obtain any quantitative agreement in

the fibre laser domain, a very careful and detailed modelling of such a fibre laser system

would be required.

To obtain close estimates of physical parameter values similar to [49] we consid-

ered properties of the optical cavity followed by the gain and absorber sections. We

characterise the cavity as well and specific properties of the Er and Th fibre sections

using expressions from [133, 134]. Most of the values can be determined from the man-

ufactures data sheets for the various components; however, there are some additional

properties, such us the conversion efficiency, that was estimated experimentally. Addi-

tionally, relevent equations with calculations that have been referred to in A3 have been

numbered.

Starting with the optical cavity, the following properties are considered :

A2.1 Optical cavity

the speed of light, c = 3× 108 ms−1 ;

the refractive index of the medium, n = 1.44 ;

signal attenuation, αsignal attenuation =
αcavity(dB/m)

4.34
=

3.492729935
6

4.34
= 0.134129 m−1 ;

cavity length, LT = 6 m ;

reflectivity of grating 1, R1 = 0.20 ;

reflectivity of grating 2, R2 = 0.99 ;

attenuation from mirrors, αmmirror attenuation =
(

1
2LT

)
Log

[
1

R1R2

]
= 0.134957 m−1 ;

total cavity loss, αresonator loss coefficient = αsignal attenuation+αmirror attenuation = 0.269087m−1 ;

Finally, photon cavity life time, τp = n
c ×αresonator loss coefficient

= 1.78381× 10−8s .

A2.2 Er section

For the gain section, Er, the following properties are considered:

Absorption at the peak wavelength in the 1550nm window, αEr peak absorption = 11.2 dB/m ;
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Er ion doped core radius, bEr = 3.5× 10−6 m−1 ;

Er mode field radius, wEr = 4.2× 10−6 m−1 ;

Er confinement factor,ΓEr confinement factor = 1− e−
2bEr

2

wEr
2 = 0.750648 ;

Er absorption cross section at 1550nm, δa Er = 2.5× 10−25 m2 ;

Er emission cross section at 1550nm, δe Er = 3.8× 10−25 m2 ;

Transparency cross section, δTransparency Er = 5× 10−25 m2 ;

Conversion of peak absorption for Er, αEr loss coeff =
αEr peak absorption dB/m

4.34
= 2.58065m−1 ;

Total Er ion density, NEr tot =
αEr loss coeff

ΓEr confinement factor × δTransparency Er

= 6.87578× 1024 m−3 ;

(A2.1)

Threshold Er ion density, NEr threshold pop diff =
n

C × τp × δTransparencyEr

= 1.65588× 1021 m−3 ; ;

(A2.2)

The Erbium conversion efficiency, ηErbium conversion efficiency = 0.52 ;

Erbium core radius, rEb = 3.5× 10−6 m ;

Erbium length, lEr = 0.9 m ;

With the above properties of Er, we estimate Er ion population densities and and num-

bers as :

Upper level Er ion density, NEr upper = ηEr conversion efficiency×NEr tot = 3.57541×1024 m−3 ;

Lower level Er ion density, NEr lower = NEr tot −NEr upper = 3.30038× 1024 m−3 ;

gEr = (NEr upper × δe Er)− (NEr lower × δa Er)×
C

n

= 0.533561 m−1 × C

n
= 1.066× 108s−1 ;

(A2.3)

Er threshold ion density, NEr threshold =

(
δe Er

δe Er + δa Er

)
×NEr tot

= 4.1473× 1024 m−3 ;

(A2.4)
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Er threshold ion number, NEr threshold ion number = NEr threshold × π × rEb
2 × lEr

= 1.43646× 1014 .
(A2.5)

A2.3 Th section

For the absorber section, Th, the following properties are considered:

Absorption at the peak wavelength in the 1550nm window, αTh peak absorption = 9.88 dB/m ;

Th ion doped core radius, bth = Th ion doped core radius = 4.5× 10−6 m−1 ;

Th mode field radius, wth = Th mode field radius = 5.25× 10−6 m−1 ;

ΓTh confinement factor = 1− e−
2bth

2

wth
2 = 0.769934 ;

Th absorption cross section at 1550nm, δa Th = Th absorption cross section = 1.0×10−25 m2 ;

Th emission cross section at 1550nm, δe Th = Th emission cross section = 1.0×10−38 m2 ;

Transparency crossection, δTransparency Th = cross section at transparency == 3.25×10−25 m2 ;

Conversion of peak absorption for Th, αTh loss coeff =
αTh peak absorption dB/m

4.34
= 2.2765 m−1 ;

Total Th ion density, NTh tot =
αTh loss coeff

ΓTh confinement factor × δTransparency Th

= 9.09768× 1024 m−3 ;

(A2.6)

Threshold Er ion density, NTh threshold pop diff =
n

C × τp × δTransparency Th

;

= 2.54751× 1021 m−3

(A2.7)

The Erbium conversion efficiency, ηThulium conversion efficiency = 0.32 ;

Thulium core radius, rTh = 4.5× 10−6 m ;

Thulium length, lTh = 1.48 m ;

Similarly, with the above properties of Th, we estimate Th ion population densities and

and numbers as :

Upper level Th ion density, NTh upper = ηTh conversion efficiency×NTh tot = 2.91126×1024 m−3 ;

Lower level Th ion density, NTh lower = NTh tot −NTh upper = 6.18642× 1024 m−3 ;
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gTh = (NTh upper × δeTh)− (NTh lower × δa Er) = 1.54661 m−1 × C

n

= 3.080× 106s−1 ;

(A2.8)

Th threshold ion density, NTh threshold =

(
δa Th

δa Th + δe Th

)
×NTh tot

= 9.09768× 1024 m−3 ;

(A2.9)

Th threshold ion number, NTh threshold number = NTh threshold × π × rTh
2 × lTh

= 8.56578× 1014 .
(A2.10)

Hence, the relevant physical parameters for the Yamada model of Eq. (5.1), can

now be obtained and used to compute the the numerical equivalent of the experimental

bifurcation diagrams. These are given below :

Relevant physical parameters:

gEr = gain per individual doping atom and per second = 1.066× 108s−1 ;

gTh = absorption per individual doping atom and per second = 3.080× 106s−1 ;

Nt1 = number of excited ions at threshold of gain = 1.4× 1014 ;

Nt2 = number of excited ions at threshold of absorber = 8.6× 1014 ;

τs1 = carrier lifetime of gain = 10.0× 10−3s ;

τs2 = carrier lifetime of absorber = 543.0× 10−6s ;

τp = photon lifetime (cavity lifetime) = n
αrc

;

Γ0 = loss parameter = inverse photonlife = 1
τp(photon lifetime)

= 1
1.78381×10−8s

= 5.60597 ×
10−7s−1 ;

Dimensionless parameters of the Yamada model:

B = absorption coefficient = gTh×NTh threshold number

αr
=
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gTh×NTh threshold number

Γ0
= 3.080×106s−1 × 8.681×1014

5.60597×10−7s−1 = 4.92328× 1015 ;

a = relative absorption versus gain parameter = gTh

gEr
= 2.89865 ≈ 3 ;

σ = τTh

τEr
= 0.0543 ;

ã = σa = 0.0543× 2.89865 = 0.1574 ;

γG = γEr = 1
τErΓ0

= 1
10ms × 172488s−1 = 0.000579752 ;

γQ = γTh = γG/σ = 0.000579752/ 0.0543 = 0.0106768 .
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A3 Derivation of the Yamada model in Eq. (2.9) from

basic laser physics of fibre lasers

We begin by making the following assumptions [135, 136]:

• Narrow laser linewidth i.e much narrower than the homogenous linewidth of the

transition.

• Space-independent model which means the population and the intensity do not

vary significantly with Z.

• Upper laser transition NEr
2 gets pumped directly i.e there is an instantaneous decay

from higher levels.

• The stimulated transition rate B21 = B12 per photon per mode which means no

degeneracy.

• Population of lower laser transition NEr
1 is constant. This means N1(t) = N1t.

• There is only one cavity mode in the cavity.

Following from [135, 136], the rate equation for the ion density in the upper level of the

Erbium section can be written as:

dNEr
2

dt
= R− NEr

2

τEr2

−BEr
21 (NEr

2 −NEr
1 )

∫ ∞
0

F (ω − ω21)ρ(ω)dω, (A3.11)

where :

NEr
1,2 – ion population densities in the level 1,2 (m3)

NEr
1t – is the total ion population density in level 1 (m3)

R – is the effective pump rate (atoms/m3)(s−1)

BEr
21 – is the Einstein coefficient (m3J−1s−2)

F – is the Lineshape function (Hz−1)

ρ(ω) – is the energy density per unit frequency of the radiation field at frequency (ω)

(Jm−3Hz−1)
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τEr2 – is the ion lifetime of Er in level 2

NEr
2

τEr
2

– is the spontaneous decay term

BEr
21 (NEr

2 −NEr
1 )q – accounts for both stimulated emission and absorption; here q =∫∞

0
F (ω − ω21)ρ(ω)dω

We know that ρ(ω) is directly proportional to the density of photons per unit fre-

quency φ(ω) such that ρ(ω) = φ(ω)~ω [135, 136]. The term ρ(ω) can also take the

form

ρ(ω) = ρ0δ(ω − ωL)

where

ρ0 = ~ωLφ.

(A3.12)

Here ωL is the lasing frequency, ~ = h
2π

is the reduced Planck’s constant, φ is the photon

density and ρ0 is the total energy density in units of Jm−3.

From this, Eq. (A3.11) can be rewritten as

dNEr
2

dt
= R− NEr

2

τEr2

−BEr
21 (NEr

2 −NEr
1 )F (ωL − ω21)ρ0 (A3.13)

The transition rate can be written in terms of cross section σEr [m2] using the expre-

sion BEr
21 F (ωL − ω21) = σEr21

c
~ω . Therefore, Eq. (A3.14) simplifies to

dNEr
2

dt
= R− NEr

2

τEr2

− σEr21

c

~ω
(NEr

2 −NEr
1 )ρ0 (A3.14)

= R− NEr
2

τEr2

− σEr21 c(N
Er
2 −NEr

1 )φ (A3.15)

= R− NEr
2

τEr2

− σEr21 c(N
Er
2 −NEr

1t )φ (A3.16)

When we consider the fact that the population of lower laser transition N1 is constant

i.e N1 = N1t, the term σEr21 c(N
Er
2 −NEr

1t )φ is seen to vary with the number of photons in

the cavity. We can approximate the change in photon density by
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dφEr

dt
= σEr21 c(N

Er
2 −NEr

1t )φ− φ

τph
(A3.17)

where τph is the photon lifetime in the resonator.

Comparing Eq. (A3.15) with Eq. (2.9), gG = σEr21 (ωL − ω21)c which means gG is in

units of m3s−1 which is different from dimensions in table 2.3.

However, when we consider densities in absolute numbers in such a way that the

volume of the medium V is taken into account in the form NEr
2,V = V NEr

2 and φV = V φ,

Eq. (A3.16) and (A3.17) becomes

dNEr
2,V

dt
= RV − NEr

2,V

τEr2

− σEr21 c

V
(NEr

2,V −NEr
1t,V )φV (A3.18)

and

dφV
dt

=
σEr21 c

V
(NEr

2,V −NEr
1t,V )φV −

φV
τph

(A3.19)

At this point, a comparison of Eq. (A3.19) with Eq. (2.9), shows that the parameter

gG =
σEr

21 c

V
and has units of s−1.

Similarly, the rate equations for a two-level thulium section (see Fig 2.7) of a homogenous

absorber without the pump term can be written down as

dNTh
2

dt
= −N

Th
2

τTh2

−B21(NTh
2 −NTh

1 )

∫ ∞
0

F (ω − ω21)ρ(ω)dω. (A3.20)

where :

NTh
1,2 – ion population densities in the level 1,2 (m3)

NTh
1t – is the total ion population density in level 1 (m3)

BTh
21 – is the Einstein coefficient (m3J−1s−2)

F – is the Lineshape function (Hz−1)

ρ(ω) – is the energy density per unit frequency of the radiation field at frequency (ω)

(Jm−3Hz−1)
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τTh2 – is the ion lifetime of Th in level 2

NTh
2

τTh
2

– is the spontaneous decay term

Following from earlier substitutions and approximations taken for the erbium section,

a similar approach for the thulium section is adopted so that using Eq.(A3.12) we can

simplify Eq. (A3.20) into the form

dNTh
2

dt
= −N

Th
2

τTh2

−B21(NTh
2 −NTh

1 )F (ωL − ω21)ρ0

= −N
Th
2

τTh2

− σTh21

c

~ω
(NTh

2 −NTh
1 )ρ0

= −N
Th
2

τTh2

− σTh21 c(N
Th
2 −NTh

1 )φ

= −N
Th
2

τTh2

− σTh21 c(N
Th
2 −NTh

1t )φ

(A3.21)

σTh [m2] is the thulium cross section area. The change in photon density in the thulium

section is approximated by

dφ

dt
= σTh21 c(N

Th
2 −NTh

1t )φ− φ

τph
(A3.22)

where τph is the photon lifetime in the resonator.

We now take into account volume of the thulium section, V Th , so that NTh
2,V =

V ThNTh
2 and φV = V φ, and Eq. (A3.22), (A3.21) becomes

dφV
dt

=
σTh21 c

V
(NTh

2,V −NTh
1t,V )φV −

φV
τph

(A3.23)

dNTh
2,V

dt
= −N

Th
2,V

τTh2

− σTh21 c

V
(NTh

2,V −NTh
1t,V )φV (A3.24)

Taking equations (A3.19) and (A3.24) together with sum of Eq. (A3.18) and Eq. (A3.21)for

the total photon density in the cavity, we obtain the three ODEs for the Yamada model
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in the case of a fibre laser in the form

dNEr
2,V

dt
= RV − NEr

2,V

τEr2

− σEr21 c

V
(NEr

2,V −NEr
1t,V )φV

dNTh
2,V

dt
= −N

Th
2,V

τTh2

− σTh21 c

V
(NTh

2,V −NTh
1t,V )φV

dφV
dt

=
σEr21 c

V
(NEr

2,V −NEr
1t,V )φV +

σTh21 c

V
(NTh

2,V −NTh
1t,V )φV −

φV
τph

(A3.25)

When we compare Eq. (A3.25) to Eq. (2.9) we have:

Gain per individual ion and per second, gG =
σEr21 c

V
[s−1], (A3.26)

Absorption per individual ion and per second, gQ =
σTh21 c

V
[s−1], (A3.27)

Loss parameter,Γ =
1

τph
[s−1], (A3.28)

Excitation rate, JP = RV [s−1]. (A3.29)

Here we see from Eq. (A3.29) that the pump parameter JP varies linearly with the

number of erbium doped atoms that are lifted into the upper level of the laser transition

which is also proportional to the intensity of the pump beam. Also, from Eq. (A3.26)

and Eq. (A3.27) the gain/absorption per individual ion and per second increases linearly

with cross section area of either gain or absorber section respectively. The passive round

trip loss is inversely proportional to the photon cavity lifetime of the resonator from

Eq. (A3.28).
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